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Appendix A: Neighborhood Assessment
Introduction
For more than a hundred years, the nearby Burnham
Yards railyard provided many jobs that supported the
build-out of the diverse, working class neighborhood
surrounding Sunken Gardens. However, beginning in the
1940s, the La Alma Lincoln Park neighborhood’s dominant
population -which has self-identified over decades as
Raza, Mestizos, Aztecas, Mexican-Americans, Mexicanos,
Latinos, Latinx and Chicanos1 - experienced widespread
disinvestment in their community, with city government
sanctioned-redlining. In 1969, the voter-approved
demolition of the neighboring and equally diverse Auraria
community saw many displaced Aurarians finding a new
home in the already densely populated La Alma Lincoln
Park neighborhood.
This same year, the Chicano Rights Movement – “El
Movimiento” – was taking hold in Denver. El Movimiento
was a reclamation of cultural identity, building on the
energy and efforts of national labor and land rights
activism, the Civil Rights movement, education and
social equity demands, the fight against police brutality,
and in the work of the neighborhood’s own mutualistas,
or mutual aid societies. The “West High Blowouts,”
organized by students and Chicano rights group Crusade
for Justice in response to racial discrimination of Mexican
and Chicano students by teachers and administrators at
West High School, brought Sunken Gardens into the fold
as one of several geographical sites for El Movimiento.
Many crucial political and social actions took place in
the neighborhood, leading to the development of and
continued support for present day community institutions
such as La Alma Recreation Center, Su Teatro, Museo de
las Americas, the Aztlan Theatre and Denver Inner City
Parish, as well as the preservation of important work by
Chicano muralists from the movement. Through a Denver
City Council vote in 2013, the Lincoln Park neighborhood
was officially renamed La Alma Lincoln Park. The addition
of La Alma -- meaning “the soul” in Spanish -- serves
as a reflection of the community’s chosen name for the
neighborhood. Known for decades informally as La Alma,
the name change honors the reclamation and celebration
of the neighborhood’s roots, and the lasting impacts of El
Movimiento.
A gem of Denver’s oldest neighborhood and one of few
greenspaces in the original West Side, Sunken Gardens
has long been an underutilized but important place in
Denver’s nationally recognized parks and parkways
system. From the City Beautiful movement to El
Movimiento through to today, Sunken Gardens is both a
place of respite and exercise for current day Denverites
and an unheralded player in the City’s history.

for a Healthy City plan to ensure a 10-minute walk
to a park or open space for every neighborhood. The
10-minute walkshed, pictured on the following page,
touches five neighborhoods: La Alma Lincoln Park, Civic
Center (also referred to as Golden Triangle), Capitol Hill,
Baker and Speer. These five neighborhoods comprise
a secondary area, shown on the map on page 5. Data
is provided throughout this assessment for both the
10-minute walk (primary area) and five-neighborhood
boundary (secondary area). Data for the City of Denver is
frequently used for comparison.

Sunken Gardens, Denver. Courtesy of DPL Western History Collection
MCC-2880

Emanuel Martinez mural at La Alma Recreation Center. Photo Credit:
Armando Geneyro

Neighborhood Assessment Boundaries
The Neighborhood Assessment tells the story of who
lives, works and visits the neighborhood in proximity
to Sunken Gardens. The primary area, the area most
likely to draw visitors to Sunken Gardens Park, is
considered a 10-minute walkshed from Sunken Gardens
Park. This aligns with a goal from the 2019 Game Plan
1

Historic Denver – La Alma Lincoln Park

10 minute walk access. Ensure a ten minute walk for park and open
space for every neighborhood. “Game Plan for Healthy City - Goal 3.5”
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Sunken Gardens Neighborhood Assessment: Five Neighborhood
Boundary
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Legend on following page
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Sunken Gardens Neighborhood
Assessment 10-Minute Walkshed Map
Legend:
Civic or Institutional Assets
1. First Mennonite Church of Denver - 430 W. 9th Ave.
2. Scum of the Earth Church - 935 W 11th Ave.
3. His Love Fellowship - 910 Kalamath St.
4. St. Joseph Catholic Parish - 600 Galapago St.
Locally Significant Places
1. Evans School - 1115 Acoma St. (future plans for
redevelopment)
2. Denver Sports Castle - 1000 Broadway
3. Maxfund - 720 W. 10th Ave. (includes three buildings)
4. El Noa Noa - 722 Santa Fe Dr.
5. El Taco de Mexico - 714 Santa Fe Dr. (received a
James Beard Award)
6. Denver Inner City Parish (outside the 10-minute
walkshed at 1212 Mariposa St.)
7. La Alma Recreation Center (outside the 10-minute
walkshed at 1325 W 11th Ave.)
Arts/Culture
1. Kirkland - 1201 Bannock St.
2. Clyfford Still Museum-1250 Bannock St.
3. Su Teatro – 721 Santa Fe Dr.
4. Colorado Ballet – 1075 Santa Fe Dr.
5. Aztlan Theatre – 976 Santa Fe Dr.
6. Museo de las Americas – 222 Santa Fe Dr.
Commercial Corridors
• Art District on Santa Fe
• Broadway Corridor
Schools
1. West High School/West Leadership Academy - 951
Elati St.
2. Girls Athletic Leadership School - 750 Galapago St.
3. Compassion Road Academy High School - 1000
Cherokee St.
Major Employers
1. Anthem - 700 Broadway
2. Denver Health - 777 Bannock St.
The area within a 10-minute walk of Sunken Gardens
is home to many assets as diverse as the residents and
history of the neighborhood - from arts and cultural
institutions to schools, churches, and major City of
Denver employers. Culturally vibrant destinations like Su
Teatro, Museo de las Americas, the Clyfford Still Museum,
and the Colorado Ballet attract a variety of visitors
throughout the year. From the Art District on Santa Fe’s
monthly Art Walks to dozens of events at nearby Civic
Center Park, thousands of people are drawn to the area.
Transit access, just outside the 10-minute walkshed
at 10th and Osage, is a boon to both residents and
visitors. Additionally, the Cherry Creek Trail serves as an
important connection to the area and its many assets.

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Key Findings
The following are key findings based on data from
within a 10-minute walk of Sunken Gardens and the
five-neighborhood boundary, as well as, individual
neighborhood data, which is found in the Appendix.
•

Rapid Growth. While the City of Denver overall
has experienced significant growth since 2010
(growing at a rate of 22%), within a 10-minute walk
of Sunken Gardens the growth rate has been even
higher, at 28%. The most significant area of growth
has been within the Civic Center (Golden Triangle)
neighborhood, directly east of Sunken Gardens. This
neighborhood grew at a rate of 50% from 2010 to
2019.

•

Chicano Roots. Sunken Gardens is an important
geographical site for the Chicano Rights Movement –
El Movimiento – and the neighborhoods to the west
and south of Sunken Gardens have strong, placebased connections to the movement’s legacy. The
Chicano, Mexican and Latinx population (referred
to by Census data as Hispanic origin) is a greater
percentage of the population in La Alma Lincoln
Park and Baker than in the City of Denver, at 44%
and 38% respectively, compared to 33%. This
population in these two neighborhoods has grown 7
to 10% since 2010. Of the 1,200 students at West
Early College and West Leadership Academy, housed
within the West High School Campus, over 80% are
Chicano, Mexican and Latinx.

•

Major Health-Based Employers. Some of Denver’s
largest, and most well-known, employers are located
within 10-minutes of Sunken Gardens, including
Denver Health, Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield,
and two Denver Public Schools at the West High
School campus. Combined, Denver Health and
Anthem bring approximately 10,000 health-related
workers to the area during the week. Denver Health
sees 930,000 patient visits annually.

•

Neighborhoods of Contrast. The two
neighborhoods that primarily make up the 10-minute
walkshed are those with the greatest contrasts:
La Alma Lincoln Park and Civic Center (Golden
Triangle). The median age is the lowest in La Alma
Lincoln Park, at 29, and the oldest in Civic Center
(Golden Triangle), at 39. This corresponds with the
number of households with children, which is 22%
in La Alma Lincoln Park and just 3% Civic Center
(Golden Triangle). There is also a stark difference in
median household income, which is $45,000 in La
Alma Lincoln Park and more than double that in Civic
Center (Golden Triangle) at $102,000.

•

Vulnerability to Displacement. Based on
a methodology from a 2016 Denver Office of
Economic Development study, four out of the
five neighborhoods within the five-neighborhood
boundary are considered vulnerable to involuntary
displacement as a result of gentrification. Key criteria
used in this evaluation include the percentage of
renter-occupied units, median household income
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and educational attainment. The neighborhoods
surrounding Sunken Gardens all have a larger
percentage of renters than the City of Denver and
most have median household incomes lower than
the City’s median. As with any improvements, the
enhancements made to Sunken Gardens have
the potential to further exacerbate gentrification
if stabilization measures are not simultaneously
considered.

Collaboration of Metro students and Carlos Fresquez at Su Teatro Photo
Credit: Armando Geneyro
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Neighborhood Population
Population Summary:

As of 2019, there are 6,668 people living within a 10-minute walk of Sunken Gardens and 46,305 people living within
the five-neighborhood boundary. The population within a 10-minute walk has grown considerably since 2010; a
growth rate of 28% compared to 22% for the City of Denver overall. This growth has been fueled in large part by a
significant (50%) increase in the population of the Civic Center (Golden Triangle) neighborhood.
The daytime population within a 10-minute walk of Sunken Gardens is predominately workers: 89% workers
compared to 11% residents. The Sunken Gardens Park area is a draw for workers as there are several major
employers in proximity to the park, including Denver Health, Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield, and two schools in the
former West High School building – West Early College and West Leadership Academy.
Residential Population
Demographics:

The median age in both the 10-minute walkshed and five-neighborhood boundary is 34, just slightly below the City
of Denver at 35. The two areas skew slightly male, 53% compared to 47% female. Interestingly, the area within a
10-minute walk has a median household income that is 4% higher than the City of Denver but also has 47% more
families below the poverty level and 61% more households receiving SNAP benefits. This is indicative of the disparity
between the two neighborhoods that comprise the majority of the 10-minute walkshed: La Alma Lincoln Park and Civic
Center (Golden Triangle), which is shown in the individual neighborhood data in the Appendix A-G.

Age | 10 Minute Walk of Sunken Gardens
There is a lower percentage of children under 14 and
people over 65 within a 10-minute walk of Sunken Gardens,
compared to the City of Denver. However, there are
significantly more residents ages 25 to 34.
In line with national trends, the overall population is aging,
indicated by the median age increasing from 32 in 2010 to
34 in 2019.

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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From a race and ethnicity perspective, both the 10-minute walkshed and five-neighborhood boundary are somewhat
less diverse than the City of Denver overall.

That said, the culturally-rooted Chicano, Mexican and Latinx community have a strong presence in the La Alma Lincoln
Park and Baker neighborhoods, which is referred to as “Hispanic Origin” in the data tables, which use Census data.
44% of the population in La Alma Lincoln Park and 38% of the population in Baker is Chicano, Mexican and Latinx,
compared to 33% for the City overall. These populations have grown 7 to 10% since 2010.
La Alma Lincoln Park has been home to a dominant and culturally rooted Chicano, Mexican and Latinx community since the
neighborhood’s inception in the late 1850s. This heritage was solidified in Denver’s – and the greater nation’s – history in the
late 60’s and early 70’s as El Movimiento took hold. Today’s West High School campus is home to West Early College and West
Leadership Academy, two schools with leadership representative of the surrounding Chicano, Mexican and Latinx community, a direct
outcome of El Movimiento’s work. Among the student body, 80%2 to 85% are demographically categorized as of Hispanic origin and
30% are English language learners.

It wasn’t just the power and will of decades of Chicano, Mexican and Latinx people that rooted the neighborhood’s
demographics. Inequitable and racist housing policies such as redlining and community-dividing transportation and
highway projects further isolated the La Alma Lincoln Park neighborhood and its residents, coupled with decades of
white flight from Denver’s urban neighborhoods at-large. Additionally, the demolition of the neighboring and equally
diverse Auraria community north of Colfax saw many Spanish-speaking Denverites displaced and finding new homes
in La Alma Lincoln Park.
Household and Housing:

Within a 10-minute walk of Sunken Gardens, there are 3,868 households. Similar to the growth in population, this
area has also seen a significant growth in the number of households since 2010, a growth rate of 30%, compared to
20% for the City of Denver. Households within both the 10-minute walk and the five-neighborhood boundary, have
fewer children and a smaller average household size than the City of Denver.
Approximately 22% of households within a 10-minute pedestrian commute of the park include one or more persons
with a disability, compared 19% of households across the City of Denver. Potential draws to the neighborhood for
people with disabilities include: proximity to healthcare services at Denver Health, affordable housing with accessible
unit options and dedicated senior and disability community-centered housing within the Mariposa District and
2
Denver Public Schools School Finder: https://dps.schoolmint.net/school-finder/schools/207/west-early-college
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neighboring Lincoln Park homes, and accessible public
transit options.
There are 4,104 housing units within a 10-minute walk
of Sunken Gardens. The majority (69%) of these housing
units are renter occupied, 26% are owner-occupied and
6% are vacant. Households within both the 10-minute
walk and the five-neighborhood boundary have a
significantly greater percentage of renters than the City
of Denver.

Average Rent for Market-Rate Apartments Built
Between 2010-2019 [10-min walkshed]
Studios- $1,756
1 bed- $2,403
2 bed- $3,075
[Based on apartment.com listings]

Home values within the City of Denver have increased
significantly since 2010, growing almost 70% from
$250,100 in 2010 to $423,141 in 2019. Gross rent has also grown substantially, although slightly less aggressively
than home value, at 50%.
Interestingly, the median home value within a 10-minute walk of Sunken Gardens is approximately 7% lower than the
City of Denver but the median gross rent is approximately 10% higher. New development in the area over the past ten
years has largely been high-end apartments, with rents averaging around $2,400.3 In 2017 and 2018, Golden Triangle
was ranked the most expensive neighborhood to rent an apartment in Denver.4
House Affordability:
Housing expenditures that exceed 30 percent of household income have historically been viewed as an indication of
an affordability issue5. About 40% of renters in the 10-min walkshed and five-neighborhood boundary pay more than
30% of their income on gross rent. Although high, this is slightly lower than the City of Denver (and the nationwide
average) of 46%. Homeowners with a monthly mortgage are less likely to be cost burdened by their housing but still
approximately 20% pay more than 30% of their household income on their mortgage.

While La Alma Lincoln Park is seeing accelerating housing and rental property pricing, it is still home to hundreds
of below market rate housing units. The eight-phase Denver Housing Authority (DHA) development of subsidized,
affordable and market rate housing increased the original 278 housing unit development to 900 units. Between this
Mariposa development and North Lincoln Park Homes, there are an estimated 600 units of subsidized housing in the
neighborhood.
According to data collected from the 2019 Point-In-Time survey, on any given night 3,943 people are without housing
in the City of Denver. There are several service providers working directly with this population that are located within
a mile of Sunken Gardens. They include: Father Woody’s Haven of Hope, Denver Inner City Parish, Harm Reduction
Action Center and Denver Health. Like any other demographic living and working within proximity to parks and open
space, the neighborhood’s population experiencing homelessness actively utilizes Sunken Gardens as a place for
recreation, relaxation and social communing.
3
4
5

Appartments.com
Robert Garrison, The Denver Channel, January 23, 2018
Census.gov – Who can afford housing publication
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Vulnerability to Displacement:
In 2016, Denver Office of Economic Development developed a methodology for determining which Denver
neighborhoods are at greatest risk of involuntary displacement due to gentrification. The three indicators used are
median household income, percentage of renter-occupied units, and percentage of residents who have less than a
Bachelor’s degree.
The chart below uses purple to indicate:
•

Neighborhoods with a median household income less than the City of Denver

•

Neighborhoods with a greater percentage of renters than the City of Denver

•

Neighborhoods where the percentage of residents with less than a Bachelor’s degree is greater than the City of
Denver

Neighborhoods are considered vulnerable to displacement if they have at least two of the three considerations above.
Using this methodology, four out of the five neighborhoods within the five-neighborhood boundary are considered
vulnerable to displacement. All five neighborhoods have a greater percentage of renters than the City of Denver. Four
out of the five neighborhoods have median household incomes lower than the City of Denver, with the exception of
Civic Center (Golden Triangle), whose household income is 48% higher than the City. La Alma Lincoln Park has all
three indicators, signifying that perhaps it is at most risk for displacement.

Employment

Within a 10-minute walk of Sunken Gardens there are over 17,000 employees and over 1,000 businesses. This area
is heavily populated with employees, indicated by an employee to residential population ratio about four times that of
the City of Denver.
Looking at employees by industry, the top three industries within a 10-minute walk of Sunken Gardens are:
Healthcare and social assistance (37.3%), Public Administration (13.1%), and Finance and Insurance (10.5%). This
aligns with the employment numbers found at major employers in the area, in particular Denver Health and insurance
provider Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield. Approximately 50% of workers in the area are employed in one of these
health related fields. The magnitude of Denver Health can be seen by the fact that healthcare jobs make up nearly
40% of all jobs in the 10-minute walkshed, compared to just 12% of jobs within the City of Denver.
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Based on 2017 Census Bureau’s OnTheMap, the five-neighborhood boundary experiences a significant inflow of
workers. Approximately 94% of those employed in the area come from outside the five-neighborhood boundary
(depicted by the dark green arrow in the diagram below); only 6% of those employed in the area also live in the area
(shown by the green circle below).

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Major Employers

Visitors

The inflow of workers and large employee to resident
ratio are due, in large part, to several major employers
within the 10-minute walkshed.

In addition to residents and employees within the
10-minute walkshed, thousands of visitors come in
proximity to Sunken Gardens. At present, Sunken
Gardens’ modest amenities are used primarily by
residents and employees.

Denver Health (Main Campus)
Located at 777 Bannock St., directly south of Sunken
Gardens, Denver Health has over 7,000 employees.
The community institution, which has served Denver for
over 160 years, delivers preventative, primary and acute
care services. One third of all babies born in Denver are
born at Denver Health. As Colorado’s primary safety-net
institution, Denver Health is a place where community
members can receive hospital and emergency care
regardless of their ability to pay. Denver Health also
serves 207 Denver public schools6.
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield is located just east of
Speer Blvd. and south of 8th Ave. The health insurance
provider, which is headquartered in Indianapolis, is the
15th largest private-sector employer in the Denver area,
with 2,400 employees.7
West Early College & West Leadership Academy
While West High School no longer exists, its campus
directly to the west of Sunken Gardens at 951 Elati St.,
is now home to West Early College and West Leadership
Academy. West Early College is a grades 6-12 Denver
Public “Innovation School”. Students graduate with a high
school diploma, an associate’s degree transferrable to a
four-year college or a professional certificate in computer
science and or medical fields, at no cost. West Early
College employs approximately 75 faculty and has
just over 600 students.
West Leadership Academy, also designated a Denver
Public “Innovation School”, offers a rigorous academic
program for grades 6-12, designed to promote college
and career readiness. West Leadership Academy
has just over 60 faculty and approximately 640
students.

Cherry Creek Trail
Sunken Gardens sits adjacent to the Cherry Creek
Trail, which runs 12.7 miles from Confluence Park to
Cherry Creek Lake/Reservoir. This trail also connects
to a 40-mile regional trail system linking downtown to
surrounding Douglas and Arapahoe Counties. The multiuse trail attracts all ages and skill levels and includes
bikers, runners, skateboarders, walkers and other forms
of pedestrian mobility. Based on data from 2018, there
was an average bike count of 80,000 per month on the
Cherry Creek Trail at Champa St., less than a mile north
of Sunken Gardens8.
10th and Osage Station
The 10th and Osage light rail station is 0.8 miles west
of Sunken Gardens. This central line connects with five
RTD lines between the south and Union Station. The stop
ranks in the top third of light rail stations when it comes
to ridership, with roughly 4,000 passengers passing
through during Monday through Thursday commuter
times9. Its central location also puts the 10th and Osage
station within just three stops of major downtown
destinations such as Auraria Campus, The Ball Arena, the
Convention Center, the 16th Street Mall and Empower
Field at Mile High.
Patients and Family Members
Major employers, such as Denver Health, are a significant
draw of visitors to the area. Denver Health sees
approximately 252,000 unique patients a year (185,000
adults and 67,000 children10), the equivalent of about a
third of the Denver population. In addition to patients the
medical facility brings families, friends and others to the
area to visit patients
Students and Families

6
7

Denver Health, About Us
Denver Business Journal – Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield

View of West High School from Sunken Gardens Park
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There are approximately 1,200 students, grades 6
through 12, attending West Leadership Academy and
West Early College. The schools are “choice in” meaning
any Denver Public Schools students can elect to go to
either school but students beyond the boundaries of
West get first choice, meaning most students are coming
from the surrounding neighborhood. School pick up/drop
off, sports, afterschool clubs and other functions bring
additional family members to the area.

8
9
10

Colorado Department of Transportation Bike Ped Stations:
2018-2019 RTD Rail Station Activity
Denver Health Report to the City 2018
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Traffic Volume

La Alma Lincoln Park

This map, with data from ESRI via Kalibrate Technologies
Q4 2019, indicates average daily traffic volume in
proximity to Sunken Gardens. Sunken Gardens is bound
on two sides by major arterials, Speer Boulevard and 8th
Avenue. This section of Speer sees upwards of 60,000
vehicles per day and 8th Avenue averages between
20,000 to 30,000 vehicles per day, and is how most
Denver residents, commuters and visitors initially become
acquainted with the park.

La Alma Lincoln Park was slightly behind the rest of
the City in terms of growth, with much of its new
development happening after 2015. The western portion
of the neighborhood is still largely devoted to industrial
and transit uses, with some new commercial development
in the last five years. The neighboring Auraria Campus
expanded its multi-college grounds across the Colfax
corridor in recent years, with construction and completion
of its athletic complex and fields on the north end of La
Alma Lincoln Park in 2015. Nearby, the student-oriented
“co-housing” development brought more than 200
housing units in 2019, the one of the few, if not only,
private sector, market rate housing on the far northwest
end of the neighborhood. The south and east areas of La
Alma Lincoln Park remain primarily residential. Newer,
large-scale residential developments along Santa Fe
Drive have occurred over the past two to three years.
Modest turn-of-the-century cottages, along with one and
two-story commercial buildings, have been replaced with

Development
The City of Denver experienced unprecedented growth
over the last decade. As one of the first cities to emerge
from the 2008 Great Recession, Denver began seeing
construction and development projects roll out in the
early 2010s.

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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multi-unit mixed-use complexes, a shift correlating with
rising property values around the Art District on Santa Fe.
La Alma Lincoln Park’s biggest changes to its residential
housing stock came from -and have been catalyzed byDenver Housing Authority (DHA). Starting in 2012, the
former South Lincoln Park Homes were razed and the
Mariposa District began construction; that construction
is still in process in 2020. The eight-phase DHA
development of subsidized, affordable and market
rate housing bumped the original 278 housing unit
development to 900 units, along with additional
retail and office space, which tripled the number of
housing units in La Alma Lincoln Park. 11

Adjacent to La Alma Lincoln Park, is the Sun Valley
neighborhood is poised for significant new development
including: rehabilitation and expansion of DHA housing,
Meow Wolf’s 90,000 sq. ft. commercial art and museum,
and the Stadium District Master Plan – which will bring new
residential and commercial development to the area.

Civic Center
Civic Center (Golden Triangle) has seen a range of land
use within its history. Unlike La Alma Lincoln Park’s
industrial and residential composition, Civic Center
(Golden Triangle) is more of a mini-metropolitan area
within itself. A unique blend of large apartment and
condo-style buildings (built in recent decades), a
handful of single-family Victorian houses and duplexes,
restaurants, offices, shops and services, as well as large,
city-oriented buildings such as the Mint, Denver Public
Library and the City & County Building. It is also home to
many museums, including the Denver Art Museum, the
Center for Colorado Women’s History at the Byer’s Evans
House, the Kirkland Museum and the Clyfford Still.
In the 1970s and 80s, the Civic Center (Golden Triangle)
neighborhood was littered with surface parking lots,
carrying the scars of disinvestment and unfulfilled
11
12
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promises of development that failed to follow urban
renewal. But by the 1990s, redevelopment and infill
brought a swath of now-defining, large structures – such
as the 15-story Beauvallon, the 17-story Belvedere and
the 18-story Prado, all constructed in the late 1990s and
early 2000s. Fast forward to 2016, and another wave of
large condo and apartment buildings began to fill in the
many still-existing surface parking lots. Between 2016
and 2019, five new buildings - ranging from seven to 18
stories - were built in the neighborhood. These five new
buildings resulted in 1,298 additional housing units, and
an estimated 1,830 additional residents.
The maps on the following page show:
1.

Major developments completed within the 10-minute
walkshed between 2010 and 2019, as well as
development in the pipeline. As of 2020, there are
seven new construction projects either in the
permitting phase or in development, ranging in
size from 10 to 19 stories. If all are completed
this could add close to 2,000 new housing
units to the area.12 As shown on the map, almost
all of this large new development has taken place,
and continues to take place, within the Civic Center
(Golden Triangle) neighborhood.

2. Future Place Types, from the 2019 Blueprint
Denver Plan, describe the various scales and types
of development that are envisioned in Denver. The
Civic Center (Golden Triangle) neighborhood is largely
projected as the high-density residential area, with
civic uses to the north and community corridors
to the east and west along Broadway and Speer
Boulevard. La Alma Lincoln Park is much more varied.
It too includes community corridors, along Santa Fe
Dr. and 10 Ave. It has a small amount of high-density
residential just north of West High School, with the
remaining residential density ranging from low, lowmedium, and medium-high. The western half of the
neighborhood remains largely value manufacturing,
with a community center around the 10th and Osage
station.

Appendix A: Neighborhood Assessment
Future Place Types
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Note Regarding the COVID-19 Crisis
While this Neighborhood Assessment was being prepared,
the world was experiencing an historic disruption due to
the health and economic crisis caused by the COVID-19
virus. While no one can predict the future, there will be
near-and long-term implications of this global pandemic.
In the near term, there will continue to be a significant
impact on employment, especially for those employed
in the retail, restaurant, services and arts industries.
Some businesses will remain closed for good and there
will be vacant commercial spaces to be filled. The market
for high-end apartments may level off temporarily due
to higher vacancies and there will continue to be a
growing need for affordable housing. This crisis has had
a particular impact our City’s most vulnerable residents
and put a spotlight on national issues of inequity and the
need for better protection of our City’s frontline workers.
As restrictions on isolation have slowly been lifting,
the population under 55 seems to be taking the most
advantage of public outdoor spaces, with parks seeing
increased visitation.
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In the mid-to longterm, the economy will begin
to rebound and recover. It is expected that the
fundamentals spearheading urban growth in this area
over the last decade, are likely to remain. Access to
amenities within walking distance and open space/green
space (such as Sunken Gardens) will likely be even more
coveted. As shown nationally throughout the pandemic,
younger generations have been less concerned with
venturing out and will likely revert to past behaviors
much more quickly than older generations, who have
had more cause for health concern. Sunken Gardens is
fortunate to be anchored by health-based institutions,
which are one of the more resilient industries. As with
any crisis, there is an opportunity for reinvention; and
Denver should anticipate a surge in entrepreneurship and
innovation as the city emerges from this stronger than
before.
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Additional Individual Neighborhood Data
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Introduction

Context

Located in Downtown Denver along Speer Boulevard,
Sunken Gardens Park lies on the boundary between La
Alma Lincoln Park and the Civic Center/Golden Triangle
neighborhoods and reflects Denver’s rich and evolving
history.

Sunken Gardens Park serves as both a neighborhood
park, providing unprogrammed open lawns and
recreational amenities for the surrounding neighborhoods
and West High School community, and as an important
historic park that contains structural remnants of original
public amenities.

Design was initiated in 1909 and Sunken Gardens was
just one component of Mayor Speer’s vision for Denver
inspired by the City Beautiful movement. In 1926, West
High School was constructed adjacent to and west of
Sunken Gardens.
The park’s original design included two distinct
components: to the north is an open, formal lawn
including formal gardens and terraces that dropped
ten feet below street level (lending the park its name),
and to the south, the inwardly focused groves at the
intersection of Speer Boulevard and 8th Avenue. The park
also included a pavilion, which was demolished in 1933,
though the former structure’s foundation, floor and steps
remain today. The remnants of the reflecting pool’s curb
walls (which was filled in during the Polio outbreaks of
the late 1940s) emerge from a cherished and frequently
used open, formal lawn.
In 1986, the City and County of Denver’s Parks and
Parkways System was placed on the National Register
of Historic Places. In the original nomination, Sunken
Gardens was described as serving “the neighborhood to
the South, as an embellishment to Speer Boulevard on
the northeast and as a front yard to West Denver High
School on the west and to Denver General Hospital (now
Denver Health) on the South”. In 2003, DPR prepared a
master plan for the park which included a comprehensive
Cultural Landscape Assessment and identified 1926 –
1930’s as the period of greatest historic significance.
In March of 2020, the Department of Parks and
Recreation initiated a master planning process to
create a sustainable and implementable vision for the
park that protects the park’s historic integrity and
responds to current and future recreational needs of
the community. The following assessments will be used
to inform upcoming phases of the master planning
process including an analysis of existing conditions and
alternatives for park improvements.

The park adjoins the historic Speer Boulevard Parkway
from the intersection of Speer Boulevard and 8th Avenue
north to 11th Avenue, and serves as the foreground –
or front entry – to the campus with West Leadership
Academy serving as the backdrop and definitive western
edge to the park.
This historic 12.6-acre park is located on the boundary
between the La Alma Lincoln and Golden Triangle
neighborhoods. The surrounding land uses range from
institutional and educational campuses to a mix of
single-family homes and new multifamily high rises.
The Santa Fe Arts District and South Broadway provide
important cultural and commercial framework, and while
these bustling streets lie just outside of the 10 minutes
walkshed, many businesses and non-profits consider the
park as a critical community amenity that reflects the
history of the adjoining neighborhoods and residents.
Sunken Gardens Park is a well-known visual feature along
Speer Boulevard, but it is less well known as a park to be
experienced. Regional, local and site access issues create
challenges for all users.
The Blueprint Denver Places Map combined with existing
zoning indicate the potential for continued increases in
residential redevelopment within the 10-minute walkshed
(detailed information regarding both land use and
population follows in the Neighborhood Assessment).
Population increases throughout the Front Range and
Denver are evidenced by the new 10+ story residential
structures emerging along northbound Speer Boulevard.
The rate of redevelopment along this section of the
street is remarkable primarily because prior to recent
redevelopment trends, the existing structures were
typically one or two stories in height. Although the
zoning for higher residential densities was in place,
it was not until very recently that redevelopment of
underutilized parcels activate to along the western edge
of Golden Triangle. The resulting explosion in residential
development has created a new, emerging user base for
Sunken Gardens, being the only park within a 10-minute
walking distance from these new high-rise developments.

Circulation
Unlike other Denver historic parks such as Cheesman
Park and City Park, Sunken Gardens contains no internal
vehicular access, and relies on the bordering streets –
arterials and local street network – for access into the
park.

Photo provided by StudioCPG, 2020
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Context Summary
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Denver Zoning Code
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Three edges of the park (Speer Boulevard, 8th Avenue
and Elati Street) have undergone significant change since
the 1930’s:
•

Speer Boulevard has seen increased traffic operating
at higher speeds.

•

8th Avenue has undergone similar changes
compounded by its conversion to a one-way
commuter arterial exiting downtown, combining
with 6th Avenue to provide a pair of one-way direct
commuter connections to and from the western
suburbs.

•

The role of Elati Street has also evolved over time.
There was a trolley stop on Elati at the west entrance
to the park through the 1920’s. In 2001, the street
was converted from a two-way to a one -way street
including continuous diagonal parking located on the
east side (park edge) of the street and dedicated bus
loading zones on the west side (school entrance) of
the street.

Additionally, access to the park and into the park is
challenging due to several adjacency issues, and that the
perception that the park is easy to see, but difficult to
access is real:
•

Both the eastern and southern edges of the park
are composed of nearly 3,000 linear feet of arterial
and special-use roadway with signalized pedestrian
intersections located only at the corners of the park.

•

The conversion of 6th Avenue and 8th Avenue to oneway commuter-oriented arterials limits north-south
local bike and pedestrian traffic to and from the west
side of the park.

•

Speer Boulevard frontage from the 9th Avenue bridge
to 11th Avenue extends for approximately 1,500
linear feet with one midblock crosswalk located at
Bannock Street, which limits access to the Cherry
Creek regional bike trail.

•

Elati Street frontage extends for approximately 900
linear feet and is dominated by the West Leadership
Academy (formerly West High School) that utilizes
existing on-street diagonal parking for staff and
student parking.

Composition
Sunken Gardens Park is comprised of two distinct
triangles of land that are a result of the original street
grid being overlaid onto the Cherry Creek drainage
corridor. This configuration combined with the presence
of a historic Denver Public Schools high school campus
results in a linear form that allowed for a variety of uses
and delineated spaces to develop over time.
It is important to note that Sunken Gardens Park and
the high school campus were not designed in unison, but
that the school was developed after the park had been
established and resulted in a definitive western edge
to the park. The school’s primary entrance and eastern
façade dominates the western edge of Sunken Gardens
and is a view that is both memorable and cherished by
Denver residents.
“The relationship between West High School, Speer
Boulevard, and Sunken Gardens Park remains integral
to any discussion of the site. Sunken Gardens serves
as a forecourt to West High School and the school as a
backdrop to the park. Sunken Gardens also reinforces
and enhances the boulevard experience desired along
Speer”. -2003 Sunken Gardens Master Plan

View Corridors
The view across the northern section of the park from
Speer Boulevard to the West Leadership Academy
(formerly West High School) includes open lawns in the
foreground and the ornate front façade of the school
as the backdrop. The school’s front entrance is framed
by mature evergreens and is a view that many Denver
residents and visitors have shared over generations.
Conversely, the views from the steps of the school and
Elati Street looking back east across the lawn to Speer
Boulevard are only foreground remnants of the original,
historic view corridor from the park to the State Capitol
building. Recently, the 5280 Trail Vision Plan identified
the view from 9th Avenue north to the downtown skyline
as a significant view corridor. Additionally, the viewshed
along Speer Boulevard as seen from the eyes of a
pedestrian walking on the linear, tree-lined sidewalk are
a component of the original park design, and are also
memorable, even if noise from adjacent traffic impacts
the experience.

In 2019, the Downtown Denver Partnership developed
a vision plan for the 5280 Loop Trail, a new urban trail
“to connect Downtown’s unique and diverse amenities,
while creating a powerful sense of place within mixeduse neighborhoods”. The vision plan concept links the
Golden Triangle neighborhood to the La Alma Lincoln
neighborhood by introducing a new, formal urban trail
through Sunken Gardens along the 9th Avenue alignment
and crossing Speer Boulevard at Bannock Street, creating
a unique opportunity to increase access and activity
within the park and also raise awareness of the park’s
unique history.

Photo provided by StudioCPG, 2020
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Regional Access and Circulation
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5280 Trail

Graphic and text from 5280 Trail Vision Plan- 2019
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The southern section of the park does not offer expansive
views; the space is inwardly focused with “…undulating
terrain and evergreen groves suggesting a forest glen.”,
per descriptive text from the 1987 Nomination Form
submitted to the National Register of Historic Places. The
existing character of this section is consistent with the
original design intent of the historic period of significance:
the grade is depressed below street level with gradual
transitions, and views are limited by densely planted
groves of mature evergreen trees that also provide
significant shade. The original design included a water
feature reminiscent of the Box Canyon and Waterway in
City Park. Although this water feature has been removed
and covered, the swale that meanders through the grove
remains.

Structures
The historic features of the park were critical components
addressed in the 1987 Historic Register Nomination
and informed the 2003 Sunken Gardens Master Plan
recommendations. Many details of the original City
Beautiful embellishments are now gone, but the
structural framework for many elements still exist:
•

The depressed edges of the park – approximately
10 feet below street level – create a unique and
welcoming sense of enclosure. This feature is also
seen in the nearby Alamo Placita Park.

•

The expansive manicured and maintained lawns are
accessible from all sides of the park.

•

The reflecting pool’s exposed top of wall is just
visible at grade level and provides a unique edge that
currently functions as a small playing field. School
and local athletic groups utilize the formal lawn inside
this edge while picnickers and sunbathers are drawn
to the edge for both seating and leaning.

•

Stairs leading from the surrounding streets into the
interior of the park are visible from the interior of
the open lawn and are used as both primary and
secondary access points into the park.

•

The pavilion’s original foundation, walls and floor act
as a magnet for casual park users.

•

Constructed in the 1930s, the existing maintenance
yard includes an historic shed that is accessed from
the corner of 9th Avenue and Delaware Street.
The shed and accompanying yard are an important
historic resource, and currently serve as critical
component in the district’s maintenance regimes. The
maintenance yard was expanded in 1966 and allows
for storage, parking and other support services.

•

The Sunshade is located at the intersection of Speer
Boulevard and 8th Avenue and reflects the character
of the original park design.

•

In addition to the existing historic structures, there
are formal recreation amenities contained within the
park:

Photo provided by StudioCPG, 2020

Photo provided by StudioCPG, 2020
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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•

A playground is located in the southern section of the
park, just south of the maintenance shed and yard.

•

Secured, painted concrete picnic tables adjoin the
playground and are informally located in the southern
section under the tree canopies, at the south end of
the lawn below 9th Avenue and in the far northern
end of the park.

•

A basketball half-court is located just off 9th Avenue
where historic steps, restrooms and mechanical
services were once located.

•

Sidewalks adjacent to each bordering street
connect to create a perimeter hard surface walk
that measures just over 4,000 linear feet, which is
supplemented by internal “trails” including:
□

A long internal trail parallel to Speer Boulevard.

□

A direct connection between the Bannock Street
entrance, the playground and the corner of 8th
Avenue and Delaware St.

□

A narrow trail connecting West Leadership
Academy to the main internal trail.

□

9th Avenue trail spur connects to the main
internal trail and occupies the abandoned rightof-way. This existing trail has been identified
as a potential alignment of the 5280 Loop Trail,
connecting Acoma and Bannock Streets with 9th
Avenue.

Photo provided by StudioCPG, 2020

Vegetation
The existing landscape contains a combination of mature
deciduous and evergreen trees and younger successional
tree plantings on a simple bluegrass lawn. No trace of the
formal annual gardens that were an original feature of
the Park remain. However, the existing trees - including
several specimen plantings in good condition – create a
memorable and welcoming urban forest canopy.
Photo provided by StudioCPG, 2020

The existing planting plan reflects the organizing
principles of the historic design:
•

The southern triangle feels like a forest glen shaded
by large deciduous trees that define a series of small
spaces, and the triangle is bounded by tightly planted
groves of mature coniferous species.

•

The more formal northern triangle featuring open
lawn and terraces is bounded by heavily planted
edges including both the coniferous plantings that
frame the view from Speer Boulevard to Denver
West High School and large deciduous street trees –
predominately Elm - on Speer Boulevard.

Condition: Based on recent site visits with the City
Forester, the Sunken Gardens collection is comprehensive
in terms of variety and in good general condition although
close examination of some of the larger coniferous groves
reveals a range in quality and condition.
Photo provided by StudioCPG, 2020
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•

The longevity of the evergreens is a result of
continued use of potable water for irrigation.

•

The street trees along Speer Boulevard are also an
important component of the original historic design.
The original spacing of the street trees is significantly
tighter that what is currently permitted, and as
a result, the tree roots are starting to heave the
overlying pavement, which creates maintenance and
pedestrian safety concerns.

•

The park contains over 12 acres of irrigated
bluegrass, which requires a significant amount of
water as well as continual mowing and edging.

The DPR GIS inventory contains the quantity, size and
condition of the trees and can be easily accessed and
updated. The City Forester updates condition information
on four-year cycle utilizing on-call arborists, and
information regarding the Sunken Gardens inventory is
anticipated to be completed within the next year.

The topography of the northern section was conducive to
an open expansive area suitable for a reflecting pool and
formal gardens, neither of which currently exist except
for the structural edge of the pool. This edge serves as
a topographic feature and provides a step and/or seat
surrounding the lawn and playfield.
Water was a critical component in the original design of
Sunken Gardens Park and served as the primary feature
for both the northern and southern sections of the park.
The remnants of those design elements inform existing
topographic features of the park that current users
utilize. Both the open lawn area and the drainage swale
sit as much as 10 feet below street level, and it is this
depression that results in both memorable views and
distinctive spaces within the framework of the park.

Topography and Drainage
Topography is a critical feature of Sunken Gardens
and contributes to important views into the park and
defines the character of the two major zones: The formal
northern zone and the more relaxed or rustic southern
zone. Historically, these zones have offered distinctly
different experiences, which continues to be true even
after the loss of historic structures. The steep side
slopes framing the formal terraced lawn and pools in
front of the DPS campus contrast with the gently sloping
natural character of the southern zone of the park that
culminates with a meandering linear swale.

Photo provided by StudioCPG, 2020
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Spatial Configuration and View Corridors
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Structures
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Levels of Service, Maintenance
and Operations Assessment		
			

Note Regarding COVID19
Just prior to initiating the 2020 Sunken Garden
Master Plan, the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a
mandatory city and state issued stay-at-home order that
immediately impacted access and use of Denver Parks.
Although formalized, permitted use of Sunken Gardens
Park facilities such as the playfield and the picnic
area were immediately stopped, local residents and
employees continue to use the park for informal small
group gatherings and individual respite. Denver Health
employees have been observed using the perimeter
paths, young couples are using structural remnants of the
reflecting pool for seating and sunbathing, and children
climb pavilion steps and edges of the platform.
While active, structured uses in the park may have
changed due to the pandemic, the number of users and
the patterns of uses observed during the pandemic reflect
the important role that neighborhood parks play in the
daily health and well-being of Denver residents. The park
has been busy – people of all ages are seeking open,
unprogrammed green space during the pandemic.
Formal observations of typical user trends were
not conducted in conjunction with this assessment.
Permitting data for both the playfield and the picnic area
was reviewed, and anecdotal evidence from city staff
has been compiled and will inform the next phase of the
planning process.
As the project progresses, both Advisory Committee
members and stakeholders will be asked to contribute
information pertaining to user trends, and this
information will be included in subsequent deliverables.

Levels of Service
Sunken Gardens is on the boundary between the La
Alma/Lincoln neighborhoods and Civic Center/Golden
Triangle neighborhoods; as delineated on the Levels of
Service Diagram, it is ten minute walk from Kalamath
Street in the Lincoln neighborhood, from the Santa
Fe Arts District and also from the east side of Speer
Boulevard to Sunken Gardens Park.
While The Game Plan seeks to provide each neighborhood
with a neighborhood park within a 10 minute walkshed, it
is important to note that a fifteen minute walk connects
Sunken Gardens Park to Lincoln/La Alma Park and the
La Alma Recreation Center, Civic Center Park, City Hall
and the State Capitol and the Broadway and Lincoln
commercial corridors in the Civic Center neighborhood.
Sunken Gardens’ location is an important attribute in
understanding the park’s potential as a neighborhood
park.

Photos provided by StudioCPG, 2020
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Conversely, The Downtown Outdoor Plan recommends
that neighborhood parks should be accessible within
a 5-minute walkshed (Recommendation 2.1.2), which
highlights the importance of Sunken Gardens Park in the
city’s evolving neighborhood park inventory.

Equity Index
The City and County of Denver has advanced tools to
ensure equitable distribution of parks and recreational
opportunities and as stated in the Game Plan, one
of the 4 Guiding Principles is to “ensure equity in the
distribution of parks, park resources and programming so
that all residents have the opportunity to improve their
personal health and well-being”.
The Denver Neighborhood Equity Index identifies
neighborhoods “where residents face the highest hurdles
to leading healthy lives.” The Built Environment Subindex is calculated by equally weighting the rankings of
Education and Poverty indicators. On a scale of 1 to 5, La
Alma/Lincoln Neighborhood ranks a 4 for Access to Parks
measured as a % of living units within a ¼ mile walk to a
quality park or open space, Civic Center/Golden Triangle
neighborhood ranks a 5. While the equity index for park
access may be higher than other neighborhoods, park
facilities including recreational facilities and programming
will be discussed in detail with the Advisory Committee
and Stakeholders to ascertain the specific needs and
desires of local residents and the community.

Photo credit: https://303magazine.com/2019/06/yoga-rocks-the-park/

Permitting
Permitting information was compiled and reviewed for
two locations within the park: the picnic area adjacent to
the playground and the playfield.
In 2018, 23 permits were issued for park use; 78% of
the permits were for the playfield and 22% of the permits
were for the picnic area. The size of the events ranged
from 25 to 100 persons for the picnic area and 30 to 199
persons for the playfield. The event attracting the most
participants was Yoga Rocks the Park, which requested a
permit for 199 persons.
In 2019, 19 permits were issued for park use; 63% of
the permits were for the playfield and 37% of the permits
were for the picnic area. The size of events ranged from
10 to 100 persons for the picnic area and 30 to 300
persons for the playfield. Yoga Rocks the Park attracted
the most participants, and requested a permit for 300
persons, reflecting a 33% increase from 2018.

Public Safety
Between January 2015 and May 2020, no police reports
have been logged for incidents in Sunken Gardens
Park. Six incidents have required police presence on the
Denver Public Schools campus and 60 incidents have
required police presence at or near Denver Health.

Photo credit: https://303magazine.com/2019/06/yoga-rocks-the-park/

Maintenance and Operations
As a neighborhood park, Sunken Gardens service
level classification is Level Blue, which is based on the
National Recreation and Park Association’s (NRPA) “Park
Maintenance Standards” that has been adopted by DPR.
Level Blue includes maintenance operations that are
primarily associated with neighborhood parks, parkways
and Tier B and C athletic fields, with the primary goal
being to achieve a neat and orderly appearance with
some tolerance for effects of wear and tear. Maintenance
is of moderate to low intensity and frequency with an
emphasis on controlling deterioration and adapting the
site and vegetation to accommodating routine activities.
•
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Neighborhood Interface
Residents living along Elati Street between West High
School and 9th Avenue play an important role in
identifying and communicating maintenance needs to
DPR. While approximately 80% of all maintenance-
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related calls are routed through 311/Denver Pocket
Gov, it is estimated that 20% of calls targeting
Sunken Gardens maintenance needs are conveyed
directly to DPR maintenance crews by local residents.
•

Forest Glen Swale
The existing swale which runs north/south and is
a remnant of the Forest Glen Waterway, tends to
capture on-site stormwater which delays routine
mowing maintenance a few times per year. The large
boulders that are also remnants of the Waterway
require “stringing”.

•

Irrigation
The irrigation system currently relies on the city
system. There is an underground irrigation pump,
but it is believed that the pump shorted out during a
flood event and has not been operational since 2006.
Maintenance crews subsequently located and opened
gate valves, which created a true loop system which
utilizes potable water from the city. Irrigation laterals
are aging and require ongoing repair.

•

Walkways
The sidewalk that parallels Speer Boulevard creates
both pedestrian safety and maintenance hazards due
to the heaving of concrete resulting from mature tree
roots. This also creates challenges in snow removal.

•

Emerging Trends
Recent increases in redevelopment and residential
densities in both the Golden Triangle, Baker and
Lincoln neighborhoods have resulted in increased
number of dogs, on and off leash.

•

Programmed Athletic Field
The existing athletic field located in the center of
the old reflecting pool is a permitted field that is
utilized by multiple user groups but does not create
maintenance issues.

Shop and Maintenance Yard
The current shop and yard serve an important function
in the day-to-day maintenance operations, including the
storage of equipment and structural elements. While
other proximate maintenance facilities such as Elitch’s
and the 14th/Delaware Post Office site support current
operations, these sites do not provide adequate space for
outdoor storage, materials storage, and parking.

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Levels of Service
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Introduction
As part of the first steps of the Sunken Gardens Master
Plan, this historic assessment summarizes the history
of the park, important historic resources within the park
and explores ideas for alternative treatments. Sunken
Gardens Park is listed as a contributing feature to the
Denver Park and Parkway System listing in the National
Register of Historic Places. Therefore, a closer look at
the history of and historic resources in Sunken Gardens
is necessary to determine the appropriate treatment
options.
While the relationship between the park and the
surrounding neighborhoods and structures, such as
West High School, are mentioned and considered,
this assessment focuses on the park and the key
historic structures within the park. A graphic timeline
supplements this text to illustrate the changes in the park
over time. The timeline will be used during community
outreach events to allow participants to add stories and
other information to expand the story of the park beyond
the construction and demolition of structures.

Before the construction of Sunken Gardens Park, the land along Cherry
Creek was a city dump. This photo shows the land a few years before
construction on the northern section of the park began, 1908. (Denver
Municipal Facts: Volume 4 Number 20, 1912 May 18. Denver Public
Library.)

Historic Overview of Sunken Gardens Park
For its 110 years, Sunken Gardens Park has played a
significant role in the city’s park system, serving as a
neighborhood park and a green space embellishment
along Speer Boulevard between 8th and 11th Avenues.
The history of Sunken Gardens is defined by evolution
and change as it responded to the needs of the
community. Initially designed in two stages, the park’s
two main sections - the northern and southern - identify
two different design movements. The northern section,
the first component of the park, was designed in
accordance with the City Beautiful movement by George
Kessler, while the southern section was developed five
years later by landscape architect Saco R. DeBoer with
a rustic feel. While all part of one park, these two design
periods and designers resulted in a park with two very
distinct sections. Many of the features incorporated as
part of the original designs still survive today and convey
the park’s history.

Looking west from Cherry Creek to Sunken Gardens Park, final
construction efforts on the northern section of the park are underway
to prepare for the summer opening of the park. The reflecting pool and
wooden pavilion can be seen as key features of the park in this photo.
(Denver Municipal Facts: Volume 2 Number 15, 1910 April 9. Denver
Public Library.)

This section describes the history of the park and is
outlined in the following time periods:
•

1901 - 1911: The City Beautiful Period of Influence

•

1916 - 1918: Rustic Period of Influence

•

1921 - 1939: Completing the Visions

•

1940 - 1980: Responding to Changing Conditions

•

1980 - 2020: An Urbanizing Context

“Day View from Elati Street”. This image shows the original wooden
pavilion structure, before it was destroyed by a windstorm and replaced
with a concrete pavilion in 1911. (Denver Municipal Facts: Volume 2
Number 38, 1910 September 17. Denver Public Library.)

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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1909 – 1911: The City Beautiful Period of
Influence

A view from 9th Street looking north shows the concrete pavilion and
reflecting pool. Views also show the capitol building, church steeples
and other prominent buildings dotting the skyline sometime between
1911 and 1920 (McClure, “Sunken Garden, Speer Blvd. Denver.”
Western History Collection: MCC-1939. Denver Public Library.)

During this initial time period, the framework for the
northern portion of the park was developed by George
Kessler. The grading and basic organizational structure
and circulation of the park were established for the
northern portion of the park during this time in keeping
with the classical traditions of the period. Elements added
to the park were in keeping with the “City Beautiful”
movement and included a pavilion structure, stairs at the
pavilion, a reflecting pool, a series of concrete and gravel
pathways, a set of stairs along the park’s east boundary,
formal flower gardens and grassy areas, the concept for
a restroom/overlook/stair structure in the embankment
along Ninth Avenue, and a drinking fountain. A wooden
pavilion structure was built in 1909 but destroyed during
a windstorm in 1911. The original structure was replaced
with a concrete pavilion in 1911 designed by Jules
Jacques Benoit Benedict.
1916 – 1918: Rustic Period of Influence
Between 1916-1918 the southern end of the park was
acquired and the framework for the second portion of the
park was developed. Landscape architect Saco R. DeBoer
designed the southern portion of the park. In contrast to
the formal layout of the northern portion of the park, the
southern portion was designed to create the feeling of a
woodland glen, incorporating more natural features. It
included a rock garden and waterfall, a small serpentine
swale connecting the northern tip of the southern portion
to the rock garden, filled with water diverted from Cherry
Creek, meandering paths, a footbridge, and a stone and
wood rustic sun shelter.
1921 – 1939: Completing the Visions

A view looking south through the park shows the formal gardens, the
concrete pavilion and West High School. (Ross, “North, South, East,
West - Denver’s Iconic Public High Schools.” Western Historic Resources.
Denver Public Library.)

This postcard illustrates Sunken Gardens Park soon after West High
School was constructed and the concrete pavilion removed. Postcard ca.
1930 (“Sunken Gardens.” Route40.net)
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This period is one in which the vision for each of the
park sections was completed. Historic site plans from
1926 include a majority of the contributing architectural
elements to the park. However, this period is one of
additional features. In the northern section of the park,
the overlook/restroom was added. The southern section
of the park saw the addition of a garage/toolhouse
between 1921 and 1924. This original building was
replaced in the early 1930s with the current maintenance
building, which functioned as a garage and toolhouse,
and is still used for maintenance operations today. The
rustic sun shelter was also constructed in the southern
portion of the park during this time period. While many
new structures were added to the park during this time
period, this also marks the period in which the concrete
pavilion was removed. Its removal is dated after 1926
and the construction of West High School, but before
1933.
In addition to the structures in the park, it is also
important to note that in 1926, West High School was
constructed just west of the northern portion of the
park. The construction in January 1926 significantly
altered the park and its relationship to the surrounding
neighborhoods. While the park continued to function
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independent of the high school, Sunken Gardens became
a forecourt to the school. The school also changed the
views to and through the park, and views west of the
park were then dominated fully by West High School.
During this timeframe, the park was fully landscaped with
formal flower gardens, shrub beds and tree plantings.
A rock garden was added to the southern portion of the
park, complimenting the existing serpentine swale that
meanders through the southern portion. The overall
pedestrian pathway and circulation system through both
portions of the park had been considered and designed,
although its implementation continued into the 1930s.
This era in the history of Sunken Gardens Park marks
the completion of the basic form of the park and its key
historic structures. Based on this analysis, this time
period represents the most complete synthesis of design
ideas for the park.
1940 – 1980: Responding to Changing Conditions
With the form, circulation patterns and built structures
established by the late 1930s, the mid-twentieth century
marked a time of transitioning the park to reflect current
needs. Just outside the park boundaries, the pedestrian
suspension bridge spanning Cherry Creek was removed
in the 1940s. In 1951, the reflecting pool in the northern
section was filled with rubble and soil, replacing the pool
and skating rink with baseball and soccer field. While this
removed some of the original land uses and activities in
the park, it provided opportunities for new land uses with
the greatly expanded green space. Also during this time,
the drinking fountain near the reflecting pool, the dock
over the pool and the concrete pathway surrounding the
pool were removed to accommodate the new functions in
this main part of the northern section.
Simplifying the maintenance of the park was a key
objective behind many of the park changes during
this time. The formal plantings in both sections of the
park, including the flower beds and the landscaping
surrounding the rock garden, were discontinued in the
1950s. The 1960s saw the paving of existing gravel paths
to ease maintenance. The closure of the public restroom
building constructed into the embankment occurred in
the 1960s, along with an end to the maintenance of
the rock grotto and waterfall in the southern portion.
The meandering creek bed in the southern portion no
longer held water by the 1970s, and while the wooden
footbridge was removed during this time period, the
exact year is unclear.
Changing needs in the park called for a merry-go-round
and a playground to be installed in the southern portion,
and for an expansion of the maintenance garage with a
storage yard and parking area in 1969 and 1970. The
original playground was replaced with a new playground
in 1979.
In addition to these physical changes, the latter years
of this time period began to show changes in the use of
the park as well. For instance, in 1969, Sunken Gardens
Park became the host of a “walk-out” supporting Chicano
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“Waterfall in the rock garden” shows children playing in the original rock
garden at the southwest corner of the park. While remnants of this rock
garden still exist, the waterfall and stream are no longer part of this park
feature. (Denver Municipal Facts, April 1, 1919; Denver Public Library:
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plantings throughout the park. New plants have been
added to the park over the past 40 years, although
they have not been added in a planned way. This time
period is defined more specifically by the active use of
the park, which has accommodated changing needs for
the surrounding neighborhoods. During this time period,
Sunken Gardens has hosted track events2 and Yoga Rocks
the Park3, activating the park and drawing in visitors from
the surrounding neighborhoods. As the neighborhoods
adjacent to the park -La Alma Lincoln Park, Capitol Hill,
and others - continue to grow, the park continues to
adapt to be a welcome host.

Best Practices In Historic Preservation
Program Sunken Gardens park with year-round activities and events,
such as this “Yoga Rocks the Park” event in 2019. (303magazine, June 5,
2019. https://303magazine.com/2019/06/yoga-rocks-the-park/)

Historic resources are essential components of the park’s
(as well as Denver’s) identity. They enhance quality of
life, economic vitality and environmental sustainability.
Investment in these assets ensures that the social,
cultural and economic attraction of the city is maintained
and enhanced.
Historic preservation seeks to maintain our shared history
as it is expressed in the built environment. As a preamble
to understanding the suggestions put forth in the
Existing Conditions section that follows in this memo, this
section summarizes concepts that are considered best
practices in preservation among professionals in the field.
While the application of these principles varies with the
circumstances of the resources, they are widely accepted.

The park currently serves many functions, here acting as a gathering and
recreational location for people. (Winter & Company, 2020.)
rights. On March 20, 1969, a hundred students left
the high school, crossed Elati Street and began their
demonstration in Sunken Gardens Park. The following
day, March 21, 1969, the walkout expanded, with at least
1,000 protesters supporting Chicano rights and joining
the original demonstrators in Sunken Gardens Park.1
This period was defined by physical changes - removals
and additions - that responded to the changing needs
of the park. New walkways emerged while others
disappeared; parking along Elati Street was permitted
between the park and the high school; and landscaping
changes occurred, deviating from the original landscaping
schemes. Despite all these changes, the original layout
of the park, its key pathways and connections, and the
design intent of the two park sections remained.
1980 - 2020: An Urbanizing Context
Over the past 40 years, Sunken Gardens has continued to
change use to respond to the needs of the neighborhood.
While this period is one defined less by the physical
changes and more by the changing needs of the
community, it has seen some updates to the landscape
1
Sanchez, Hayley. “Chicano Progress Today Owes Much to the
Denver West High Blowouts of 50 Years Ago.” CPR News. 2019 March
18.
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Goals for Historic Preservation
Generally, these are the goals for historic preservation as
they relate to Sunken Gardens:
•

To keep resources of historic and cultural value in
active use;

•

To accommodate appropriate work that will sustain
their viability;

•

To maintain the key character-defining features of
individual resources and of the park as a whole;

•

To keep cultural resources intact for the benefit of
future generations;

•

To promote neighborhood livability, sustainability,
economic development and cultural appreciation.

Basic Terms Applied to the Treatment of Historic
Resources in the Park
When describing work that may occur on a historic
resource, these four actions are often applied:
2
Sunken Gardens Park. Colorado Track XC MileSplitCO. https://
co.milesplit.com/venues/23258-sunken-gardens-park
3
Engen, Jessica. “Yoga Rocks the Park.” 303Magazine. 2019
June 5. https://303magazine.com/2019/06/yoga-rocks-the-park/
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Preservation:
Preservation is used broadly to mean keeping the
integrity of a historic resource intact, but it also has a
more specific, technical meaning: It refers to maintaining
the existing form, integrity and material of a structure by
keeping it, including its key features, in good repair.
Restoration:
The restoration of a historic resource is the process of
accurately re-creating the form, features and character as
it appeared at a particular point in time during its period
of significance. Essentially, this means putting things back
to the way they were.
Rehabilitation:
The rehabilitation of a historic resource is the process
of either changing its use or returning it to a state that
makes a contemporary use possible. Rehabilitation
includes preserving those portions or features that are
essential to the resource’s significance. It also may
include repairing some features and/or constructing a
compatible new addition. Rehabilitation may also include
a change in use. (Rehabilitation is the primary approach
for resources in the park.)

2. Relocate to a Compatible Location
When preservation in place is not feasible, then relocating
a resource such that it can be reused is the next
alternative to consider. This is best when the resource is
sited in a setting that is similar to its historic site or that
is essentially compatible with its character. (Application of
this approach is unlikely in Sunken Gardens.)
3. Document and then Demolish
Demolition is not recommended, except when other
alternatives are not feasible. If the property has historic
significance, documenting it before it is removed is
recommended. This information will contribute to
the record of the history of the site and may provide
material that can then be used in heritage interpretation
programs. The level of documentation to be provided may
vary, depending upon the reasons for significance, its
distinctive features or the condition of the property. (It is
unlikely that demolition will be appropriate for any of the
historic resources in the park.)
4. Interpret the Resource

Reconstruction:
Reconstruction is the act or process of depicting, by
means of new construction, the form, features and
detailing of a non-surviving site, landscape, building,
structure or object for the purpose of replicating its
appearance at a specific time and in its historic location.
(Reconstruction of some missing features may be an
option for some individual resources in the park.)

Interpretation may take a wide range of forms, but
often includes printed and graphic material. This may be
installed at various locations on a site and may appear in
publications. Exhibits that include artifacts from historic
resources also may be used. Interpretation may apply to
a resource that is preserved, but often applies to those
that no longer exist as well. (Many opportunities for
interpretation exist in the park.)

Combining Actions:
While these terms for treatment are used interchangeably
in informal conversation, the more precise meanings
often are used when describing the overall strategy for a
historic property.

The Sequence of Preferred Treatments

Best Practices in the Preferred Sequence of
Disposition Options for a Historic Resource
When considering the disposition of a historic resource, a
range of actions may be considered. In general practice,
those actions that require the least intervention with
the property are preferred. This applies to a building,
structure or site feature. Generally, preservation in place
is best, and should be considered as the first option when
it is feasible. If preservation in place is not feasible, then
alternative treatments may be considered. The options
described below are listed in order of preference.
1. Preserve in Place
The best practice is to keep the resource in its original
location, because part of its significance derives from its
siting and relationship to other features in the area. Using
the resource for a purpose similar to its historic function
also is preferred, but adaptive reuse that maintains
the character while accommodating new uses is also
appropriate when preserving in place. The option may
also include making alterations that are compatible and
that help to extend the life of a resource. Constructing
an addition to a building is an example. (Preserving in
place is likely to apply for several resources in Sunken
Gardens.)

This analysis of historic resources in the park suggests a
variety of alternative treatments that draw upon the best
practices described earlier. These treatments are listed in
the order of preference in the report. For those structures
that are in relatively good condition and that retain a high
degree of integrity, rehabilitation and adaptive reuse are
preferred treatments.
Several of the historic resources identified in this memo
could enliven the park, provide touchstones needed to
ground people’s experience in this place, and help it
retain its unique character. For example, reusing the
foundation of the early neoclassical pavilion as a staging
area could help users experience, albeit in new ways,
the sense of overlooking the park that the pavilion once
provided. As another example, historic walkways could
help define spaces for various activities and experiences
in the park.
Comments on the general condition of a resource are
provided in some of the recommendations. These criteria
were used in making those findings:
Good Condition:
An element or structure is described as in “Good
Condition” when:
•

It appears to be intact;

•

There are few or no cosmetic imperfections;
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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This aerial view shows Sunken Gardens before the construction of West High School. The reflecting pool, formal gardens, original pathways and the
“woodland glen” design are all shown. Speer Boulevard’s separated nature and the creek are also visible. (Denver Municipal Facts: Volume 8 Numbers 1 and 2, 1925 January-February. Denver Public Library.)

•

It needs only minor repair.

Fair Condition:
An element or structure is described as in “Fair Condition”
when:
•

There are signs of wear, failure or deterioration, but is
generally sound;

•

There is failure of a key component or feature;

•

Replacement of some materials and features (up to
25%) may be needed.

Poor Condition:
An element or structure is described as in Poor Condition
when:

West High School borders Sunken Gardens Park to the west and serves
as a key landmark adjacent to the park. (Winter & Company, 2020)
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•

Many key features are missing;

•

Deterioration or damage affects more than 25%of the
element or structure;

•

Substantial repair and replacement of key features
may be needed.
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Existing Conditions Of Sunken Gardens
Park
From its inception to the current condition of the park,
the design and its overall intent remains the same. While
many of the original structures have been removed
and the formal qualities of some landscaping features
have not been maintained, the visitor experience of two
separate spaces connected by clear pathways remains
intact. The following section describes key components
of the park and for historic components, describes their
significance, condition and potential treatment options.
Sunken Gardens Context
Sunken Gardens is located between 11th Avenue and 8th
Avenue, running parallel to Speer Boulevard and Cherry
Creek. The park is primarily two triangular shapes with
the larger portion to the north and a smaller southern
portion. To the west, the park is bordered by Elati Street,
which contains the majority of parking access for those
driving to the park. West High School sits on the other
side of Elati Street. The high school’s building and fields
run the length of Elati Street. 9th Avenue and Delaware
Street narrow the park at approximately the northsouth halfway point. Denver Health borders the southern
portion of Sunken Gardens Park, occupying the full block
along 8th Avenue between Speer Boulevard and Delaware
Street. Speer Boulevard, part of the original City
Beautiful parkway system designed by George Kessler4,
is directionally divided and is split by Cherry Creek and
its subsequent trail system. Due to the grade separation
between Speer Boulevard and Sunken Gardens, a series
of small staircases lead from the park to the sidewalk
along Speer Boulevard. One of the staircases in this
series leads to the foundation of what once was the
pedestrian suspension bridge crossing Cherry Creek.
Spatial Organization
Sunken Gardens consists primarily of two main spaces,
each of which resemble a triangle framed on the east by
Speer. The north triangle is framed by Elati Street to the
west and 9th Avenue to the south; the smaller, southern
triangle is framed by Delaware Street to the west and 8th
Avenue to the south. Originally designed in accordance
with the City Beautiful movement, the northern triangle
retains its open concept. While the formal gardens no
longer exist, the large lawn and landscaping around the
edges is reminiscent of the original plan for the park,
despite the filling in of the reflecting pool. The southern
component of the park also retains its original character
which incorporated denser, more informal landscape
plantings, taking advantage of its natural setting. Despite
the numerous changes to the park over its 110 year
history, the spatial configuration of two distinguishable
sections remains a key feature.
In addition to the two primary sections of the park, a
series of rooms create an intimate experience for the
user. Similar to the experience in each of the two primary
park sections, each room creates a unique experience for

the visitor. These rooms reflect historic features of the
park. The two rooms in the northern section of the park
reflect the former formal garden space and the former
reflecting pool, separated by a berm and surrounded
by trees that continue to buffer the room from adjacent
traffic.
The rooms in the southern portion of the park reflect
the historic design of this area as a woodland glen.
The rooms are defined by the tree cover, and while the
changes in vegetation since the original design may
have altered the rooms slightly, the historic spaces can
still be experienced. As seen on the map, the sunshade
structure, serpentine swale and the rock garden are all
key components to a defined room. The trees around the
new playground structure are key in defining this room,
although it was not part of the original design. The final
room at the southwest corner is part of a gateway into
the park and defined by mature and newer trees.
Another key experience in the park is the “walk in the
woods”, which occurs along the internal pathway parallel
to Speer Boulevard. While not a defined room, this
corridor creates a unique experience surrounded by trees
while still near adjacent activity.
Significance:
The original design of the park and its two main spaces
are highly significant and a key component of the park.
Condition:
While some key features and structures of each of the
two park areas have been removed over the years, the
overall spatial organization remains in Good Condition,
and the visitor experience of the two park sections
continues to be distinct.
Treatment:
The spatial organization of the park should be preserved
in planning efforts in order to reflect the original design
of the park occurring in two distinct styles.
Land Use
Specific land uses and cultural traditions have varied
throughout the history of Sunken Gardens park as the
active and social needs of the community and users of
the park, including Denver citizens and West High School
students, changed. Originally, the design of Sunken
Gardens responded to the need for a combination of
active and passive spaces that could be utilized by the
surrounding neighborhoods. Prior to the opening of
West High School, Sunken Gardens offered swimming,
ice-skating and space for gathering and walking. When
West High School opened in 1926, the number of regular
users increased significantly as it provided an important
space not only for the community, but for the social,
recreational and educational growth of the students.
It became the school’s “front yard” and provided a
landscape setting.
After 1926, many of the activities once offered were
no longer available. Swimming and ice-skating were
discontinued in 1951 when the reflecting pool was filled

4
“Speer Boulevard.” The Cultural Landscape Foundation. 20012020. https://tclf.org/landscapes/speer-boulevard
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with rubber and soil. Water activities were replaced with
baseball, soccer and other sports, as well as a gathering
space for local community members.
Where the formal flower beds once were located is now
another open area surrounded by trees and some low
shrubs. Like the large space that was once the reflecting
pool, this smaller portion of the northern triangle is now
primarily a gathering space, although it is also used for
recreational activity and exercise.
The previous public “comfort station,” the structure built
into the hill along 9th Avenue that incorporated restrooms
and an observatory deck, has now been repurposed as a
basketball court. The building was removed, but the court
is still built into the hill. While Sunken Gardens does not
contain many areas planned as active uses, the other
is the large playground facility located at the center of
the southern triangle. This playground contains a variety
of equipment pieces for children to play on, as well as
seating at the edges for families.

The grade change from the adjacent neighborhoods is a key feature
of the park that should be maintained. A further grade change from
the path to what used to be the formal gardens is also a key feature to
preserve. (Winter & Company, 2020)

Other than the playground equipment, the southern
portion of the park continues to reflect the primarily
passive design that was part of the original plan. A few
structures, including the maintenance building, the sun
shade structure and a handful of picnic tables, dot the
landscape, but the southern portion largely remains open.
Small remnants of the original rock garden remain, but
this space is now more open than it originally appeared
and functioned.
Significance :
While historic uses throughout the park were originally
key to the park’s design and operation, the current land
uses are not significant.
Condition:
The changing land uses in Sunken Gardens over its
hundred year history reflect the changing needs of
the park. However, this also means that the condition
of the original land uses, including swimming and ice
skating, flower gardens and a rock garden, is poor. While
remnants of some original land uses still exists, many
can no longer be interpreted due to the current park
landscaping and structures.

The photo above shows the swale that is a highly significant component
of the southern portion of the park. Although it is no longer filled with
water, this swale continues to contribute to the woodland glen feel of
the southern portion’s design. (Winter & Company, 2020)

Treatment:
A variety of land uses could be explored for the future
of the park, many of which could assist in interpreting
original features. Some specific uses to explore include:
• Reintroducing a water element to the former
reflecting pool and ice skating rink;
• Reintroducing flower gardens (formal or informal);
• Incorporating new recreational equipment vs.
leaving the park open to a variety of uses;
• Exploring outdoor teaching opportunities such as
demonstration gardens, archaeology, park planning,
horticulture, etc. for both the school and the
community.
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Recently planted trees at the corner of Speer and Delaware Street will
dampen vehicle noise from the heavy traffic along 8th Avenue once
mature. These will then contribute to the original wooded design intent
for the southern portion of the park. (Winter & Company, 2020)
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Topography
In their design of the park, Kessler and DeBoer
successfully articulated the natural depression in the park
space to respect the existing topography and create a
well-defined space.
The embankments that define the park edges are
dotted with a series of historic staircases to ease in
accessing the park. On the western side, the grand
staircase descends from Elati Street to what was once
the pavilion and then further down into the park. While
the embankment along the eastern side of the park is not
as dramatic in grade separation from the western side, a
series of small, historic staircases connect the park visitor
to the perimeter path along Speer.
Historically, visitors to the park could view the capitol building from the
pavilion structure. While this view no longer exists because the pavilion
was removed and due to adjacent neighborhood growth, opportunities
for reinterpretation exist. Photo taken between 1911 and 1920. (McClure, “Vista from pavilion, Sunken Garden, Speer Blvd. Denver.” Western History Collection MCC-1944. 1911-1920. Denver Public Library.)

In addition to the sunken character of the park, the
serpentine swale in the southern portion of the park is
a significant part of the natural design of the southern
portion. While it once was part of the streamlet leading
to the rock garden and waterfall, the swale contributes
to the meandering character of the southern portion of
the park. This serpentine swale should be maintained in
future planning efforts.
While easily crossed without the use of stairs, the berm
separating the two rooms in the northern section of the
park creates the feeling of entering a new space.
Significance:
The park’s topography is reminiscent of the original
design for both the northern and southern sections and is
highly significant.
Condition:
The grade changes throughout the park remain in Good
Condition.

The view from Speer Boulevard to West High School is now one of the
most iconic views through the park, and is important to preserve. (Winter & Company, 2020)

Treatment:
The topography throughout the park should be preserved
to continue to reflect the historic design of the northern
and southern sections.
Views
Historically, views to, through and from the park were
key features. Some views have changed over time due
to changes in vegetation and construction of new, taller
buildings near the park. However, maintaining as many
key views as possible is key to preserving the character
of Sunken Gardens. Within the park, the views between
the northern and southern portions are key to supporting
a singular, connected park, despite the varied character
of the sections. This view exists along the pathway that
connects the two spaces, and also typically occurs when
standing in the central part of either portion. However,
the fence addition to the maintenance building currently
obstructs this view.

Looking east from the original pavilion location is a key view over the
park to the adjacent neighborhoods. (Winter & Company, 2020)

Also from within the park is the key view to West
High School when standing on the internal pathway or
perimeter pathway along Speer Boulevard. While this
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view once included the pavilion, it now focuses on the
high school. From the other perspective, when standing
on the west side of the park at the pavilion base, the
viewer can look out to Speer and beyond. This view
once allowed a visitor to view the capitol building in the
distance. Another view looking out from the park to the
neighborhood is what once was titled the observatory
deck, which was on top of the “comfort station”. While
this building no longer exists, the views from the same
spot are available, if the visitor stands on 9th Avenue and
looks north over the park.
Significance:
The views to, through and from the park are significant.
Condition:
The historic views from and through the park are in Poor
Condition due to a change in structures and matured
landscaping in the park.
Treatment:
Consider incorporating interpretive features to highlight
original views to capitol building, and other views through
the park.

Vegetation within the park defines the user experience in many locations. While the internal pathway above is very close to the perimeter
pathway and Speer Boulevard, the buffer created by the landscaping ensures a quiet experience while in the park. (Winter & Company, 2020.)

Vegetation
Areas that were once open and sunny now may be
shaded and cooler. Historic understory plantings chosen
for sunny locations may no longer be appropriate due
to shade generated by what are now mature trees.
Vegetation throughout the park impacts the views within
the park and views to and from the park.
While the formal gardens were once a key feature and
exhibited an “ever-changing” garden design that was part
of the City’s “flower trail” through a series of parks, they
were likely removed due to maintenance and labor costs.
While not as formal in nature, flower beds in the southern
portion of the park were also removed. Despite their
removal, the southern portion remains more dense in its
plantings, a key component of the original character of
this area.

The historic serpentine swale is a key landscape feature of the park.
It has historically been lined with trees and other plants. While that
tradition remains, further study is needed to determine which plants
might be historic and, therefore, significant and important to maintain.
(Winter & Company, 2020.)

Significance:
While some historic vegetation remains and is significant,
other existing trees and landscaping are not historic and
therefore not significant. More research is needed to
determine which vegetation is historic.
Condition:
Similarly, the condition of potential historic landscaping
will be determined after further research.
Treatment:
Further research will determine the appropriate treatment
for historic vegetation. Historic trees, flower beds and
other vegetation that has been lost could be restored
through new landscaping or reinterpreted through new
features.
Mature trees line the southern end of the park, leading from the sun
shade structure toward the rock garden. While these trees are key to
cultivating a quiet and insulated experience from 8th Avenue, further
study is needed to determine their significance. (Winter & Company,
2020.)
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Looking from the northern gateway south into the park, the original pathways meandered around the formal flower gardens to connect to the
reflecting pool and pavilion. Historic pathways through the park are highly significant and should be preserved. (Denver Municipal Fact: Volume 3
Number 34, 1911 August 19. Denver Public Library.)
Circulation

The gateway at the southwestern corner of the park, located at 8th
Avenue and Delaware Street, connects to the perimeter path and an
internal pathway through the park. Both are key to accessing various
parts of the park. (Winter & Company, 2020)

The Speer Boulevard and Bannock Street gateway provides a crosswalk
for pedestrian access into the park from the neighborhoods to the east.
(Winter & Company, 2020)

Numerous pathways currently lead through the park.
While some of these pathways reflect the historic location
of pathways, the majority of the historic pathways no
longer exist. The current pathways respond to changing
uses over time, and changing features in the park.
Original pathways through the park focused on bringing
visitors to the key features of the park. For instance, a
pathway surrounded the reflecting pool and drew visitors
around and through the formal gardens north of the
pool. As the park features changed over time, many of
the original pathways, such as the one surrounding the
pool, were removed. Others were used less frequently.
The current pedestrian pathways can be grouped into
three categories: perimeter sidewalks providing easy
movement around the park, internal circulation corridors
through the park and meandering internal footpaths.
In addition to the primary pathways, there are also a
series of important gateways that should be noted. While
some gateways provide a grander entry experience than
others, they are all key to bringing pedestrians into the
park. The gateways are noted on the map and include:
•

Elati Street and Speer Boulevard

•

West High School to the Park (along Elati Street)

•

Elati Street and 9th Avenue

•

Delaware Street and 8th Avenue

•

Speer Boulevard and 8th Avenue

•

Speer Boulevard and Bannock Street
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The perimeter pathway is defined by a single concrete
sidewalk that runs along the edge of the entire park,
above the sunken component. This pathway reflects
the historic perimeter pathway. It provides access from
the primary gateways described on page 59. While it is
elevated from the park itself, connections in the form of
staircases and downward sloping paths provide access
into the park. The majority of this sidewalk, especially
along Speer Boulevard and 8th Avenue, is in need
of repairs and maintenance as many of the sidewalk
sections have shifted from growing roots or have
weeds coming up between sections. While in need of
maintenance, the perimeter sidewalk provides access to
the park and should remain a key pathway.

Historic staircases along the eastern side of Sunken Gardens connect the
park to a perimeter pathway along Speer. Many parts of this pathway,
such as the section shown above, are in need of repair. (Winter & Company, 2020)

The second pathway type is those internal to the park
that are more formal in nature. These walkways are
paved and easily visible from within the park. The
largest key pathway of this type runs parallel to Speer
Boulevard along the full length of the park, beginning
at the gateway at Elati Street and Speer Boulevard,
and continuing to the gateway at 8th Street and Speer
Boulevard. The other pathways in this category are
focused in the southern portion of the park and connect
playground, former rock garden and sun shade structure.
The final type of pathway in the park is less easily
mapped. This type focuses on pedestrian-made footpaths,
which are more informal in nature and not paved. These
are located throughout both the north and south portions
of the park, although they are more common in the
northern part of the park because of the less frequent
formal paths. These pathways change as the use of the
park and pedestrian activity changes.

Running parallel to the perimeter pathway is the internal pathway along
Speer Boulevard. This pathway is paved but provides a quieter experience than the perimeter pathway. While many internal pathways have
changed location from the historic pathways, they are still key to circulation throughout the park. (Winter & Company, 2020)

While each of these pathway types is part of the
movement into and through the park, not all reflect the
historic pathways and circulation system through the
park. The original pathways reflected a more meandering
quality rather direct paths between park functions.
Significance:
While some of the existing pathways are highly
significant, others are not historic and are therefore
not significant. The gateways into the park are highly
significant.
Condition:
The current condition of historic pathways that remain in
the park is Fair. More research needs to be conducted to
determine the condition of all historic pathways.
Treatment:
More study should be completed in order to confirm the
original paths through the park. Any additional paths
should be carefully considered to ensure they meet
the original design intent of the park. Enhance the
access from the school to the park, and to the adjacent
neighborhoods, especially to the east and north. Study
crosswalk improvements to enhance pedestrian safety.

An internal pathway meanders through the southern section of the
park, passing the serpentine swale and rock garden remnants. Parts of
this path may be historic. Further study is needed to confirm. (Winter &
Company, 2020)
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Remaining Structures
Historically, several structures were key to the character
of Sunken Gardens Park. “Structures” refers to a
building, or fragment of a building, and other manmade
features, other than walkways. These include stairs,
building foundations and site walls throughout the park.
Some of these structures remain and contribute to the
historic significance of the park. The letter and number
combination after each structure refers to the map on
page 62.
Maintenance Building (1A)
The maintenance building is located along Delaware
Street at the northern point of the southern triangle
and continues to serve as a maintenance and storage
building. This 1930s building contributes to the historic
character of the park and is sited to stay clear of key
views through the park.

The maintenance building faces west toward Delaware Street. (Winter &
Company, 2020)

The building itself is in need of repairs including the
trim around the garage door, the stucco and the roof. A
structural inspection of the building is needed.
While the building is sited respectfully, it currently has
a large, opaque fence surrounding the majority of the
building and what has become the maintenance yard.
This maintenance yard has expanded since 1966, but the
fence appears to be a fairly recent addition. The fence
obstructs views and access through the northern and
southern triangle connection component of the park.
Significance:
The maintenance building is highly significant and a key
component to the southern section of the park.
Condition:
The maintenance building is in Poor Condition. It needs a
structural assessment and a series of repairs in order to
be in working condition for any public use.

Repairs to the roof of the maintenance building are needed. (Winter &
Company, 2020)

The yard around the back of the maintenance building, currently
blocked off by a tall, opaque fence, detracts from the building and negatively impacts the park as a whole. (Winter & Company, 2020)

A full inspection of the maintenance building is needed to determine
necessary repairs. Trim around the garage door and stucco repair are
some initial repairs that will need to be completed in order for the
building to be reused. (Winter & Company, 2020)
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HISTORIC AND NEW STRUCTURES MAP
LEGEND
Type 1 - Remaining Historic
Structures
Type 2 - Remnants of Historic
Structures
Type 3 - Lost Historic Structures
Type 4 - New Structures
Note: The location of the structures
is approximate.
Note: This map is not to scale.

Type 1
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Treatment:
Consider potential for adaptively reusing this structure so
it remains part of the key functions of the park.
Sun Shade Structure (1B)
The sun shade structure, located at the corner of 8th
Avenue and Speer, appears to be underutilized. The
structure has considerable amounts of graffiti on the
stone pillar. The structural components appear to be in
Good Condition, but the fascia boards are coming apart.
They also need scraping and repainting. This process
could also be applied to many of the roof beams. In order
to ensure this sun shade structure is protected, the trees
around it should be trimmed to prevent heavy branches
from falling onto and damaging the structure.

The sun shade structure located near the 8th and Speer gateway is in
decent condition, but in need of some cleaning and repairs. (Winter &
Company, 2020)

Significance:
The sun shade structure is a highly significant historic
structure in the park.
Condition:
While the sun shade structure is in need of cleaning and
some repairs, it is in Fair Condition.
Treatment:
The structure should be preserved and repaired where
needed.
Series of Stairs (1C)
The series of small, concrete stairs connecting the park
to the perimeter sidewalk along Speer Boulevard are
in varying conditions. While each staircase is usable,
concrete in some stairs is crumbling; weeds are growing
between stairs in others; and one staircase is being used
as an art canvas. It is also unclear if the staircases are
used, as they do not connect to the formal path within
Sunken Gardens park.

Graffiti removal is needed on the sun shade structure. (Winter & Company, 2020)

Historic staircases connect the park to the pathway along Speer Boulevard, and further emphasize the sunken character of the park. (Winter &
Company, 2020)
The condition of each staircase varies, although most need some repair.
Some, such as the one above, have also been used as art canvases in
recent years. (Winter & Company, 2020)
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Significance:
The series of concrete stairs along the eastern edge of
the park is highly significant.
Condition:
The condition of each of the stairs differs. In general,
these stairs need some repair and cleaning, but are in
Fair Condition.
Treatment:
Preserve the stairs and repair to ensure pedestrian safety.
Stairs to Pavilion (1D)
The northern staircase in the series of two leading from Elati Street to
the base of the pavilion is a key component of this gateway into the
park. These stairs are frequently used. While they show some wear and
need some repairs, they are in good condition and should be preserved.
(Winter & Company, 2020)

The stairs leading from Elati Street to the base of the
pavilion were part of the original design of the northern
section of the park, as seen in the bottom image on
page 49. Throughout the many changes the park has
undergone over the past 110 years, these stairs have
remained a key point of entry into the park.
Significance:
These two staircases are highly significant.
Condition:
The stairs are in Fair Condition. Some repairs are needed,
but they are frequently used and part of a key gateway
into the park.
Treatment:
The two historic staircases should be preserved. They
should be examined for any necessary repairs to ensure
the safety of the visitors.
Remnants of Historic Structures

While the concrete pavilion is no longer a structure in the park, the
remnants of its base are still a key point of entry into the park, and a
significant feature. (Winter & Company, 2020)

In addition to the structures that remain intact, remnants
of other structures survive. These remnants continue to
play an important role in the views through the park,
and the experience of the visitor, and contribute to the
historic significance of the park. The letter and number
combination after each structure refers to the map on
page 62.
Pavilion (2A)
The pavilion that once sat on the western edge of the
northern portion of the park was the largest structure and
most iconic in the series of buildings that once dotted the
Sunken Gardens landscape. It is believed that once West
High School was constructed in 1926, the pavilion was
demolished in order to increase the connectivity between
the park and the high school.

A view from Elati Street shows the base of the pavilion structure in
context with the park. The pavilion foundation offers opportunities for
adaptive reuse or reinterpretation that could accommodate a variety of
active and passive uses. (Winter & Company, 2020)
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While the pavilion was removed, the structure’s base
still remains and is a key point of entry into the park.
For the visitors that park along Elati Street, descending
the two staircases to enter Sunken Gardens along what
once was the reflecting pool is a common point of entry.
The pavilion base itself is in Fair Condition, although the
concrete pillar bases, edging and staircases are all that
remain. The remnants are still a key part of the park, as
many visitors also sit along the stairs or the wall of the
structure.
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Significance:
The base of the pavilion, the remaining component of the
concrete pavilion, is a significant feature of the park.
Condition:
Although the base of the structure remains and is in Fair
Condition, the pavilion itself is missing.
Treatment:
The base of the structure should continue to be
preserved. Consider ways in which the base could be
adaptively reused or could be interpreted through new
wayfinding materials. Ensure the safety of park visitors in
determining a future use of the pavilion.
Structural Edge of Pool (2B)
The structural edge of the reflecting pool, located to the
east of the former concrete pavilion, remains a defining
feature of the northern section of the park. While it does
not sit above the grass, it serves as a reminder of the
original pool size and importance in the park, and should
be preserved.
Significance:
While the reflecting pool was filled in over 50 years ago,
the structural edge of the pool, which now sits level with
the ground, is highly significant.

The structural edge of the reflecting pool is still a key component of the
northern section of the park. While its presence tells the early history
of the park, opportunities for reinterpretation may also assist in telling
the story. Further study should be completed to determine the best
approach. (Winter & Company, 2020)

Condition:
The structural edge of the pool is in Poor Condition and
needs repair.
Treatment:
Study the structural edge of the pool more to determine
whether it should be incorporated into a future use. The
safety of the park visitor should be the priority. Treatment
options may include preservation of the structural edge,
but may also include a reinterpretation of the historic
feature.
Pedestrian Footbridge Foundation (2C)
Just outside the park, a pedestrian suspension bridge
crossing Cherry Creek was once an important link to the
adjacent neighborhoods. One of the historic staircases
that connects the perimeter path along Speer Boulevard
to Sunken Gardens leads to what once was the pedestrian
footbridge. However, only the base of the footbridge
remains on either side of Cherry Creek. The concrete of
each base is crumbling and in need of structural repairs
if it were to be reused. Currently, the remnants of these
bases create a safety concern as the steps lead to a steep
drop off into the Cherry Creek trail culvert.

The base of the pedestrian suspension bridge that once crossed Cherry
Creek is all that remains. The base should be analyzed for safety, and a
variety of future interpretive features could be explored to preserve the
story of the bridge. (Winter & Company, 2020)

Significance:
While not a feature within the park, the pedestrian
footbridge was significant in that it connected pedestrians
from neighborhoods to the east to the park.
Condition:
Although the footbridge foundation remains, the bridge
itself is missing.
Remnants of the rock garden can still be found in the original location,
near the southern edge of the park. Opportunities for reconstruction or
reinterpretation exist for this historic component. (Winter & Company,
2020)
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Treatment:
Consider incorporating an interpretive feature to provide
information about the bridge. The base also needs to
be analyzed for safety and any future use should reflect
safety recommendations.
Landscape Features (2D)

The original rock garden and waterfall was designed to be much more
extensive and dense in landscaping than the remnants show. Opportunities to enhance this area of the park should be studied. (“Corner
in Sunken Gardens.” Western History Collection: X-27742. 1910-1930.
Denver Public Library.)

In addition to the structures that were once part of
Sunken Gardens Park, a few key original landscape
features have been lost over the years. In the southern
portion of the park, what now appears as a few rocks
along 8th Avenue was once an extensive rock garden
that incorporated a waterfall, stream and wooden
footbridge. While the original waterfall and rock garden
are still reflected in the topography of the area, few
other characteristics remain. While this area is now dry,
historically, water was diverted from Cherry Creek to
create the streamlet through the park. These features
significantly contributed to the design of the southern
portion of the park.
Significance:
The rock garden, waterfall and stream are highly
significant to the original park design. The meandering
swale through the southern portion of the park is also
highly significant.
Condition:
The condition of these landscape features vary. The
serpentine swale still exists and is in Good Condition.
While remnants of the rock garden still exist, they are in
Poor Condition and nowhere near the original design. The
waterfall is now missing.

The original comfort station consisted of bathrooms and an observation
deck overlooking the park. This structure has not been part of the park
for many decades, but its location is still key to the park as it has been
adapted for other uses and should be considered for additional uses in
the future. (Denver Municipal Facts: Volume 2 number 52, 1910 December 24. Denver Public Library.)

Treatment:
Consider reconstructing or reinterpreting this feature.
Lost Structures
While remnants remain of the majority of the structures
that were once part of Sunken Gardens, a few structures
have been completely lost as the park has changed.
No evidence remains for most of the structures in this
category, although some evidence remains of the historic
“comfort station.” The letter and number combination
after each structure refers to the map on page 62.
Comfort Station (3A)

A wooden footbridge was once part of the southern portion of the
park, embedded in the dense landscaping. While no longer part of the
existing park features, there are opportunities for reconstruction or reinterpretation of this feature. (“Footbridge at Sunken Gardens.” Western
History Collection: X-27740. 1910-1930. Denver Public Library.)
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The comfort station, which also served as an overlook,
was built into the embankment along 9th Avenue. While
the cut out remains from this structure, the restroom
building no longer remains. Instead, this cut out space
is now used as a basketball court. This concrete area
is in need of serious maintenance if it is to continue
functioning as a sport court. The concrete walls are
crumbling and being used for graffiti, and the basketball
hoop itself is missing. Safety concerns have also been
raised about this structure due to the height between the
path along 9th Avenue and the base of the court. Overall,
this structure is a noncontributing component of the park
and detracts from the original park features and intent.

Appendix C: Historic Assessment
Significance:
The comfort station was somewhat significant to the park
design.
Condition:
The comfort station building is missing, although the
observatory deck component of the building overlooking
the park remains and is in Fair Condition.
Treatment:
Consider other uses for what was once the comfort
station and is now a ball court.
Wooden footbridge (3B)
The original design of the southern end of the park
contained lush vegetation, a rock garden, a waterfall and
a wooden footbridge. This footbridge that was once part
of the circulation system in the park was demolished.
Significance:
The wooden footbridge was a significant component to
the design of the southern portion of the park.

Although it is no longer part of the park, the water fountain was located
in the northern section of the park near the formal gardens. Rather than
reconstructing it, interpretive features should be considered. (Charles
M. Smyth, “Sunken Gardens.” Western History Collection: X-27743.
1925-30. Denver Public Library.)

Condition:

The wooden footbridge is missing.
Treatment:
Consider reconstructing the wooden footbridge or
incorporating an interpretive feature.
Water Fountain (3C)
Historically, a drinking fountain was located on the north
end of the park, just to the north of the formal gardens
and the entrance from Elati Street and Speer Boulevard.
This fountain was part of the 1926 park plan.
Significance:
The water fountain was significant to the original design
of the northern section of the park.

The former comfort station now functions as a basketball court,
although it is need of repair. This area could be repurposed to better
serve the park and community. (Winter & Company, 2020)

Condition:
The water fountain is missing.
Treatment:
Consider incorporating an interpretive feature.
New Structures
Non-contributing structures have been added to the
park in recent years. While these structures expand the
available functions of the park, they detract from the
original design of the park.
Sport Court (4A)
The sport court took the place of the former comfort
station, built into the embankment along 9th Avenue. The
sport court contains a basketball hoop, although the hoop
is missing.
Significance:
The sport court is not significant to the park.

A series of picnic tables on concrete bases are now part of the southern
portion of the park. While these expand the available functions of the
park, they detract from the original design of the southern portion.
(Winter & Company, 2020)
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Initial Recommendations
From the existing study of the historic elements of
Sunken Gardens Park – its history, former and existing
structures, and the landscape – there are a variety of
ideas to explore for the future of the park that would
reflect and respect its history. Before these are formalized
as recommendations, community input is needed
regarding role of Sunken Gardens Park for the next
20/30/50 years. Initial recommendations and ideas to
explore include:

The new playground structure in the southern portion of the park
expands the available park uses, but is not a significant structure in the
park. Ongoing maintenance of the structure should be part of the park’s
maintenance plan. (Winter & Company, 2020)

•

Maintain the two distinct sections of the park, as well
as the defined “rooms”, to emphasize the unique
character of the variety of spaces throughout the
park.

•

Incorporate wayfinding and interpretive markers
throughout the park and locate them at gateway and
other key pedestrian points throughout the park.
These could incorporate historic photos to show
historic structures that have since been demolished
and views that no longer exist because of matured
landscaping and new construction.

•

Repair the sun shade structure and remove graffiti.

•

Consider ways to reuse or reinterpret the base of
the concrete pavilion, while maintaining it as a key
gateway into the park.

•

Consider ways to reuse or reinterpret the structural
edge of the pool, while prioritizing visitor safety and
ensuring the story of the reflective pool remains a
key component of the history of the park.

•

Adaptively reuse the maintenance building for a
public function, after the building is stabilized (if
needed) and repaired. When re-purposing this
building, consider functions such as a public restroom
facility or a concession stand. In this effort, the
storage yard should be removed from the park and
the fence removed as well to restore views through
this area. Consider incorporating the storage yard as
part of the function of the maintenance building.

•

Re-establish flower gardens on the northern portion
of the park near Elati Street & Speer Boulevard.
Consider partnering with West High School students
or a local university to assist with the maintenance,
making it part of a school’s curriculum.

•

Consider restoring the sloping hillside along 9th
Avenue where the basketball court is located. Other
opportunities for reuse could also be considered.

•

Program the park with year-round activities, events
and educational opportunities. Consider planning
events that reflect historic uses of the park, such
as incorporating a removable ice skating rink in the
original reflecting pool location.

•

Partner with Denver Health to create a walking
program that incorporates the park’s paths in the
route.

Condition:
The sport court is in Poor Condition.
Treatment:
Consider reestablishing the original slope where the
sport court is currently located. Alternative uses for this
space could also be considered, which may or may not
incorporate the sport court structure. If the structure is to
remain, repair and periodic maintenance is needed.
Picnic Table Cluster (4B)
A cluster of picnic tables in the center of the southern
portion of the park provides opportunity for expanded
park use. Each picnic table sits on a concrete pad, which
moderately detracts from the natural slope of the land
and the continuous green that runs through the park.
Significance:
The picnic table cluster is not significant to the park.
Condition:
The picnic tables are in Good Condition.
Treatment:
Ensure ongoing maintenance of the picnic tables to
ensure they remain in good condition and so they are as
minimal of a detraction from the landscape as possible.
Playground (4C)
The playground is located in the southern section of the
park, along Delaware Street. It sits in a mulched area and
a variety of equipment pieces comprise the playground,
which also incorporates a shade structure and bench.
Significance:
The playground is not significant.
Condition:
The playground is in Good Condition.
Treatment:
Ensure ongoing maintenance of the playground structure.
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1918

• Formal flower
gardens & lawns
• Overlook/comfort
station/stairs at
9th Ave
• Drinking fountain

(photo: Denver Municipal Facts, Dec. 24, 1910)

Jan. 1926
Tool House/
Garage

1910

1920

1910

(photo: Denver Municipal Facts, May 1, 1930)

Sometime between
1921-1924 the Tool
House/ Garage is
constructed

Skating at the reflecting pool in
Sunken Gardens Park. (photo: Denver

Municipal Facts, Dec. 31, 1910)

1900

Denver West High School is constructed to the west of Sunken Gardens
making the park a forecourt to the high school. The construction of this school
also resulted in becoming a primary focal point when looking west from the
park and Speer Boulevard Parkway.

1940

Pavilion
Stairs at pavilion
Reflecting pool
Concrete & gravel
walkways
• Stairs along eastern
park edge at Speer
Blvd Parkway

1930

•
•
•
•

(photo: Denver Municipal Facts, July 1, 1919)

1920

1909
Construction of the Northern Sunken
Gardens Park Area

Between 1916-1918 the southern end of
the park was acquired and developed by
City of Denver.

City Beautiful Movement

The “City Beautiful Movement” is
embraced and influences the initial design
of Sunken Gardens Park.

1933: Demolition of the
Pavilion

1916

Construction of the Southern
Sunken Gardens Park Area

1911

The wooden pavilion above of the Sunken
Gardens Pavilion is replaced with a concrete
structure

• Rock garden
and waterfall
• Small streamlet
• Reflecting pool

• Gravel paths
• Footbridge
• Stone and wood
rustic sun shelter

(photo: Route40.net)

Landscaping & Circulation
Park is fully landscaped, rock garden added,
primary pedestrian path and circulation
system implemented

(w/ water diverted
from Cherry Cr)

(photo: Denver Public Library)

Construction

Demolition /
Removal

Events in the Park

Community
Development

National Trends
and Events
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Brick Restrooms

Pedestrian Bridge Removed

A new red brick restroom
building is added near Speer
Boulevard in 1966

Hedge Surrounding Reflecting Pool
Flower Beds & Rock Garden
Pool Deck
Drinking fountain

The reflecting pool, once a primary focus of the
park, is filled-in (1951), replacing ice-skating and
swimming with an open centralized lawn.

1960

(photo: DHM Design Corporation, 2001)

1950

1940

•
•
•
•

1951

Hedge Landscape Removal

Park Modernization in
the 1960s
• Gravel paths asphalted
• Comfort Station closed
along 9th Ave
• Storage yard/parking
area enlarged, used
by DPR maintenance

March 20, 1969

With help of Rodolfo “Corky” Gonzales and members of Denver’s
Crusade for Justice, more than 100 Chicano and Chicana students
organized and walked out of class to protest racism at Denver West
High School. The students congregated in Sunken Gardens where
they clashed with the police. (photo: West High)

1970

Features Removed by the 1950s

1960s

1960

1950s

Small
Playground

Hedge surrounding reflecting pool is removed

Neighborhood
Playground Installed
(1979)

In an effort to satisfy
the evolving needs of
park users, a small
playground was added
in 1964.

Merry-Go-Round
Construction

Footbridge Removed

To further add to the modernization
of city life, the addition of a merrygo-round was included in the
southern portion of the park.

(photo: Denver Public Library.)

April 1983

Saco Rienk DeBoer Prespective and
Lecture Tours
(photo: Denver Public Library)

Late 1960s
Rock Garden &
Waterfall Removed

The rock grotto/garden and waterfall
was dismantled in the late ‘60s

(photo: Denver Municipal Facts, April 1, 1919;
DPL, X-27746, May 1918)

Construction

Demolition /
Removal

1980

The pedestrian suspension bridge over Cherry
Creek is removed (Photo: StudioCPG)

Events in the Park

Community
Development

National Trends
and Events

1970s

Parking along Elati Street was
reconfigured to serve West High and
Sunken Gardens Park.
(photo: Google Earth 2019)
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2001

Historical marker installed.
(photo: unknown)

2014

Bubble Soccer Event in
central lawn area. (photo:
www.wubbleball.com)

Cultural Landscape Assessment

2001

Sunken Gardens Park undergoes a Cultural Landscape
Assessment. Photo: Denver Public Library)

Elati Street was converted from a two-way
street to a one-way street with diagonal
parking running the full length of the street,
including modifications to the 11th/Elati St/
Speer Blvd intersection. (photo: Google Earth
2019)

Spring & Summer
of 2020

New Playground

August 1986

New playground installed at south end of
the park. (photo: StudioCPG)

Sunken Gardens Park is listed in
the National Register of Historic
Places as part of a thematic
nomination of Denver Parks and
Parkways.
Quote from nomination:
“Perhaps more important is the
progression of open and closed
spaces and short and long views
which is experienced in walking
through the park.”
(photo: www.nps.gov)
Construction

Demolition /
Removal

Basketball court installed at site of former
comfort station. (photo: unknown)

2010

2000

2003

2000

1990

1980

Reflecting pool area used as a
soccer field.

Yoga Rocks The Park

The first Yoga Rocks The Park was held in
2008. (photo: unknown)

2008 Crosswalks

Events in the Park

Community
Development

National Trends
and Events

Sunken Gardens Park
undergoes significant increase
in usage as people seek safe
outdoor activities during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
(photo: www.denvergov.org)

Crosswalks across Elati Street to the
northern entrance of Sunken Gardens
Park were eliminated, probably due to
the high speed of traffic veering off Speer
Boulevard onto Elati Street
(photo: google earth)

2020

Soccer Field

West High School
Cowboy Classic

Vigil for
West High
Wresting
Coach

West High Wresting
Coach, Gil Chavez,
who was struck and
killed by a car in
front of the West
High School as the
team was preparing
to leave for a
wrestling match.
(photo: West High)

On September 11th, 2018 the
first West High School Cowboy
Classic was held. This 5k run
includes a loop around Sunken
Gardens Park.
(photo: www.easthighxc.com)

Sept. 23, 2019

Demonstration planned
at Sunken Gardens Park
in support of Global
Climate Strike.
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ABOUT THE TIME LINE

2021

This Time Line for Sunken Gardens Park is an informal compilation of events related to the history of the
park. The information is collected from historic documents. Additional information comes from community
members.

May 28th, 2020

The purpose of this evolving Time Line is to demonstrate how such a tool can be used an interpretive
resource that could be used as historical markers in the park. Note that many of the photographs in the
Time Line are placeholders, which have been collected from a variety of sources.

Protesters march on the Colorado
State Capitol. Demonstrations continue
for several days. Graffitti appears in
the Sunken Gardens Park supporting
the movement.(photo: www.nbm.org)

The Time Line has five categories, which are color-coded. The categories are:

2040

2030

2020

1. Construction Events (Orange)

These are events related to physical development and alterations that have occurred over the years in the
park.

2. Demolition / Removal (Blue)

These are events in which physical features were demolished or removed from the park.

3. Events in the Park (Light Green)

These are activities that have occurred, or continue to occur in the park. Some are one-time events, while
other are, or were, on-going for a period of time. They include recreational activities as well as special
gatherings and demonstrations.

4. Community Development (Dark Green)

These are intended to be events or trends in the surrounding neighborhoods that relate to many of the
park’s users.

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan

5. National Trends and Events (Lavender)

These are events that occurred at a nation-wide scale, including general trends in culture and politics that
place the history of the park in a broader context.
This timeline is intended to evolve as the park attracts new users and respond to the needs of Denver
residents over time.
Prepared for:

August 2021

March 2021

La Alma Lincoln Park is nominated as
a Denver Historic Cultural District.
(photo: www.coloradopolitics.com)

Construction

Demolition /
Removal

Sunken Gardens Park
Master Plan 2021

Events in the Park

Community
Development

National Trends
and Events

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Access
Challenges
AURARIA
CAMPUS
BUILT 1972

The nomination for the National Register
identifies Sunken Gardens as, “…serving as a
park for the neighborhoods to the (west) and
as an embellishment to Speer Boulevard.”
The park is highly visible but isolated by
ongoing development, including:
•

Urban renewal projects such as the Auraria
Campus (1972) and high-rise residential
and office development along Speer
Boulevard between 14th Avenue and 11th
Avenue (1980’s).

•

The conversion of 6th Avenue and 8th
Avenue in the early 60s to a pair of oneway commuter-oriented arterial streets,
impeding pedestrian access from the south.

•

Ongoing high-rise residential development
in the Golden Triangle, requiring
pedestrians to cross Speer Boulevard.

•

The DPS West Campus and Denver Health
Campus are potential partners for the Park
but create physical barrier to park access.

•

Speer Boulevard: original configuration
included parallel parking along the
eastern edge of the park that provided
significant access and parking. The
current combination of Speer Boulevard
includes 6 lanes of traffic with
channelized Cherry Creek in the center.
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W. 13th Avenue

CIVIC LIBERTY
CENTER
PARK
PARK

W. 11th Avenue

W. 9th Avenue

k

DPS
WEST
CAMPUS
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1926

SUNKEN
GARDENS
PARK

W. 8th Avenue - 3 Lane Arterial
Legend:
DENVER
HEALTH

Parks

W. 6th Avenue - 3 Lane Arterial

Civic

Analysis Diagram: Access

High Rise Residential
Delaware Street

Elati Street

Santa Fe Drive

N.T.S.

Kalamath Street

DCIS

NORTH

Sunken Gardens Park

Commercial Residential
High-Rise Mixed Use
Future High-Rise Mixed Use
One Way Commuter Streets
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Edges
th
11 e
W. enu
Av

Elati Street

W. 9th Avenue

W. 8th Avenue

W. ELATI STREET AND WEST HIGH SCHOOL

Increased traffic and traffic related uses on
Speer Boulevard, 8th Avenue and Elati Street
impact the edge of the park and limit options
for accommodating park users.
•

Edge conditions combined with the
triangular shape of the park and steep
grades squeeze park access down to 6
entrances.

Note: 6 entrances in over 4,200 linear feet
of perimeter is very unusual and limiting for
a neighborhood park.

Delaware Street
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•

The 8th Avenue edge is difficult to modify
as long as the one way arterial street
configuration is in place.

•

The pedestrian experience along Speer
Boulevard suffers from high traffic speeds
and volumes, and mature tree roots
damaging the sidewalk.

d
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Opportunities
Cherokee Street

W. 10th Avenue

W. 8TH AVENUE ONEWAY
COMMUTER

Challenges

SCALE: 1”=160’-0”
0’

80’

160’

320’

•

Simple modifications to Elati Street could
maintain its general configuration and
program, while also improving edge
conditions and improving pedestrian safety
and access to the park from West Campus
entrance.

•

The edge along 9th Avenue is a missed
opportunity: Develop street level park
improvements from back of curb to top
of slope that overlook park and take
advantage of views to downtown.

•

Do not change anything along the Delaware
street edge - it is the ideal neighborhood
park edge.

•

Explore maintaining the Boulevard feel on
Speer Blvd while moving most pedestrian
traffic into the park.

NORTH

Analysis Diagram: Edges & Park Entrances

Legend:
Sunken Gardens Park Entrances
Elati Street

Delaware Street and W. 9th Avenue

W. 8th Avenue

Speer Boulevard

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Southeast Park Entrance: Speer
Boulevard & W. 8th Avenue
Challenges

•
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The southeast entrance includes several
obstacles and impediments to direct access
such as a right turn only lane from Speer
Boulevard to W. 8th Avenue and walk/curb
configurations related to tree preservation.

Southwest entrance signage

0’

30’

60’

ELATI STREET
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Southwest corner of park looking east
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W. 8th Avenue

The most visible entrance to the park provides
a standard DPR sign that serves as wayfinding
and identifies a primary entrance to the park.
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Analysis Diagram: South Entrance Speer Boulevard & W. 8th Avenue
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Focused Entrance Area:
This Diagram
From W. 8th Avenue looking west towards the park entrance

Locational Diagram
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Southwest Park Entrance:
W. 8th Avenue & Delaware
Street
Challenges

W. 8th Avenue

Short of reengineering the Speer Boulevard/
8th Avenue intersection, this is the best
opportunity to connect to Denver Health and
neighborhoods to the south and west.

DENVER
HEALTH

•

Westbound 8th Avenue traffic flow
combined with Speer Boulevard
southbound traffic turning on to 8th Ave is
non-stop.

•

Any effort to improve pedestrian safety
crossing 8th Ave would benefit the park.

•

Ramps and walk connection and
configurations do not reflect the role of this
access point as a primary park entrance.
This is one of the few access points into the
park that is ADA compliant.

W

Opportunities
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There are potential locations to add
protected crosswalks at this location to
improve pedestrian safety and visibility.

•

Improved pedestrian safety would
strengthen connections between Denver
Health, DPS schools south of 8th Ave and
the park.

Delaware Street
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Intersection of W. 8th Avenue and Delaware Street looking east; pedestrian crossing with no protected crosswalk.
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Analysis Diagram: Southwest Entrance W. 8th Avenue & Delaware Street
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North Park Entrance: Speer
Boulevard, W. 11th Avenue &
Elati Street
Challenges
A 5-way intersection including a high speed
right turn from Southbound Speer Boulevard
onto Elati Street results in a confusing network
of crosswalks that impedes safe access to
the park. The current configuration does not
provide a direct connection from northern and
west neighborhoods to the park.

NO CROSSWALK

HIGH SPEED RIGHT TURN

Elati Street

FROM SOUTHBOUND SPEER BLVD
TO ELATI ST

The high speed right turn from Speer to
Elati Street does not include a crosswalk
and impedes crossing Elati Street from W.
11th Avenue and western neighborhoods.

•

The intersection design dividing Speer
from Elati Street appears to have been
developed in response to the conversion
of Elati Street to one-way traffic in 2001.
Note: there is no indication that this is a
primary entrance to an existing historic
neighborhood park.

•

Mature planting at this location obscures
the park entrance.
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Analysis Diagram: North Entrance Speer Boulevard, W. 11th Avenue & Elati Street
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West Park Entrance: Elati
Street & DPS West Campus

DPS WEST CAMPUS
FRONT ENTRANCE

Challenges
Historically, the main entrance to the park
included a trolley stop on Elati Street.
Elati Street’s current configuration is oneway (southbound) with stacked school bus
queuing and pick-up/drop-off on the right
and continuous diagonal parking the left.
Stakeholder interviews indicate that this row
of diagonal parking is often used by employees
of businesses located in the Golden Traingle because it is free and not metered.

SCHOOL BUS QUEUING
ELATI STREET TRAFFIC
FULL LENGTH DIAGONAL PARKING

HISTORIC STAIRWAY

Looking west across open lawn to DPS West Campus

•

School related traffic dominates this edge
of the park the entire school year.

•

The west entrance is not ADA compliant:
two stairways connecting the sidewalk
at Elati Street to the historic Pavilion
foundation and floor.

HISTORIC STAIRWAY
HISTORIC PAVILION
FOUNDATION

Opportunities
•

OUTLINE OF HISTORIC
REFLECTING POOL STRUCTURAL
EDGE

SCALE: 1”=60’-0”
60’

NORTH

Analysis Diagram: West Entrance Elati Street & DPS West Campus

Elati Street

ELATI STREET

W. 9TH AVENUE

30’

W. 8TH AVENUE

0’

The combination of existing elements
needs to be upgraded to bring access into
compliance. This entrance could serve as a
central gathering or meeting place at the
edge/entrance to the park, and embraces
the entrance to the school, takes better
advantage of access from a neighborhood
street, and integrates historic elements in a
manner that creates synergy between the
school and the park for future generations.
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Focused Entrance Area:
This Diagram
Elati Street: School bus queuing and parking

Elati Street: Looking west during school drop-off

Locational Diagram
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LOW TRAFFIC

Delaware Street

CONFLICT
BETWEEN
MAINTENANCE
ACTIVITIES AND
VISITOR ACCESS

Challenges
Historically W. 9th Avenue continued through
the park and connected to Speer Boulevard,
dividing the two zones of the park, well into
the 1920s. The profile of the road remains
apparent. The profile of the old road bed is
discernible. The closure of W. 9th Avenue
through the park greatly reduced vehicular
traffic in this location.

HISTORIC VERTICAL
CONNECTION

•

HISTORIC HORIZONTAL
CONNECTION
HISTORIC
MAINTENANCE
SHED & YARD

TO
VEHICLE ACCESS CREATES
USER CONFLICTS BETWEEN
TRAIL USERS & MAINTENANCE
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Historic structure: maintenance shed currently used for maintenance operations
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Analysis Diagram: West Entrance W. 9th Avenue & Delaware Street

The entrance is accessible and offers
flexibility and options in the design of
improvements - more so than other park
entrances.
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This park entrance combined with the park
entrance from the Bannock Street Bridge is
a very good opportunity for restoring east/
west pedestrian and bike connections and
creating a new, refreshed sense of entrance
to Sunken Gardens.
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There is a maintenance shed and yard
located at this entrance and any increase in
pedestrian or bike traffic here will conflict
with maintenance access.
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Trail intersection
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W. 9TH AVENUE

CHURCH

West Park Entrance: W. 9th
Avenue & Delaware Street

LOW TRAFFIC

W. 9th Avenue
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Focused Entrance Area
This Diagram
Historic structure: maintenance shed and existing maintenance yard at W. 9th Avenue and Delaware Street entrance to the park.

Locational Diagram
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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East Park Entrance: Bannock
Street Bridge & Speer Blvd
Challenges
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This intersection serves as a primary
connection to the park from the Golden Triangle
neighborhood.
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Cyclists crossing Southbound Speer Blvd at Bannock St.

•

Pedestrian safety features include signalized
crosswalks. Although there is a dedicated
bike lane on Bannock, this terminates at
the Northbound Speer/Bannock intersection
and bikes either use the sidewalk or share a
drive lane with vehicles. Due to the lack of
a right turn movement from westbound 8th
Avenue at Speer, this is crossing is safer for
both pedestrians and cyclists.

•

The improvised shortcut to the corner of
8th Avenue demonstrates the need for
strengthening the east/west connection.

•

Access from Speer to the primary interior
trail is improvised and appears to be noncompliant - it is steeper than it should be.
While this is not a formalized, signed park
entrance, it works and it feels safe.
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GOLDEN
TRIANGLE

Connecting this entrance to the entrance at
9th Ave and Delaware Street (as illustrated
in the 5280 Loop Trail Vision Plan) provides
an opportunity for restoring east/west
pedestrian and bike connections and
creating a new, refreshed sense of entrance
to Sunken Gardens.
ELATI STREET

W. 9TH AVENUE

W. 8TH AVENUE

View from Primary Interior Trail to 11th Avenue crossing at Speer Boulevard

DELAWARE STREET
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Analysis Diagram: East Entrance at 11th Avenue
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Park Entrances
Focused Entrance Area
This Diagram
View to Golden Triangle to 11th Avenue Bridge from Pimary Interior Trail
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Locational Diagram
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Interior Circulation- Loop Trail
Challenges

W. 9th Avenue

W. 8th Avenue
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Elati Street

As would be expected, once primary park features
such as the reflecting pool and the pavilion were
dismantled, internal walks and paths that linked
these features were no longer needed or used.
Currently, there are four types of paths or walks
in the park: 1) fragments of the historic system
including sidewalks at the perimeter of the park,
2) the Primary Interior Trail, 3) secondary interior
walks, and 4) new walks responding to incipient
use/short cuts. There is no internal loop or clear
means of circumambulating this historic park.
•

The Primary Interior Trail connects the Southern
and Northern Zones, and functions as originally
intended in the Southern Zone, but not the
Northern Zone - where it used to connect to
the edges of architectural features that have
been lost. Without those connections the trail
presents little incentive to linger and not much
more than a way to get from one end of the
park to the other.

•

Several of the original interior walks are
missing in the Southern Zone, but the existing
topography provides cues - that have been
acknowledged by several planning projects over
the last 20 years - for restoring an interior loop
trail around the edge of the “Forest Glen” in the
Southern Zone.

•

The “shortcut” path from the Bannock Street
bridge to the corner of 8th Ave/Delaware St.
intersection reflects the need for more direct
connectivity within the park that benefits
adjacent neighborhoods and Denver Health.
This path plays an important role in activating
the Southern Zone.

Delaware Street
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•

Sidewalks along Speer Boulevard and Elati
Street present opportunities to be reconfigured
and designed to create a loop trail experience
that complements the character and safety/
security of the park.

•

In the absence of formal historic structures
in the Northern Zone, interior walks in the
Northern Zone should be redesigned in response
to updated programming, possibly as an active
edge to the central lawn.

•

Restoration and/or reconfiguration of an
interior walk system creates the potential for
developing a measured 1K and/or 1/2 mile loop
and a therapeutic and/or exercise path that
complements the proximity to Denver Health.

NORTH

Analysis Diagram: Circulation
Legend:
Interior Loop Trails
Secondary Interior Walks
Edge / Street Frontage Sidewalks
Shortcuts

2003 Master Plan: Diagram of Original Walking Paths

1926: Original Walks - Sunken Gardens
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Topography
Challenges
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Delaware Street

Sunken Gardens is lower than the surrounding
streets and sidewalks, and destinations within
the park such as the large expanse of open
lawn, the playground and the basketball court
are located at the bottom of undulating and/
or steep slopes. This configuration results in
prominent and cherished view corridors into
and across the park. And once inside the park,
these slopes contribute to the sense of having
escaped the surrounding dense, congested
urban environment to discover a place of a
genuine respite.
•
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Opportunities
•

W. 10th Avenue
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The 2003 Master Plan has divided the park
into two zones: southern and northern.
The existing topography and slopes in
the two zones are quite different. In the
southern zone, the park undulates gently
down from the park edges to focus on a
natural looking swale - or low point in the
landscape. In the northern zone, the steep
slopes occur along the edges of the park
resulting in relatively flat open lawns at
the “bottom” or “floor” of the park that
are visible from Speer Boulevard and the
Denver Public Schools’ West Campus.

The existing topography in both the
northern and southern zones should
continue to support diverse park
programming that is appropriate for a 12acre neighborhood park and that responds
directly to stakeholder input. New program
elements should be located and configured
to complement and leverage opportunities
presented by the topography in both zones.

SCALE: 1”=160’-0”

Bannock Street
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Analysis Diagram: Topography
LEGEND:
Slopes between 16% to 33%
Slopes between 12% to 15%

Southern Zone: Edge Condition - Undulating slopes and swale

Northern Zone: Edge Condition - steep slopes leading into park
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Stormwater
SPLIT WATER
QUALITY
VOLUME HERE

Challenges
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Elati Street

APPROX.
LOCATION
OF HISTORIC
FORMAL FLOWER
GARDENS

The original and historic design of each zone
included water features:
• The Southern Zone included a naturalistic
waterfall and flowing brook that was
supplied by water drawn from Cherry
Creek.
• The Northern Zone included a large
reflecting pool and also formal flower
gardens.
Approaches to the integration of water in
landscapes and parks have evolved since
the original park was constructed, and site
topography combined with surrounding
stormwater infrastructure in the streets
surrounding the park present opportunities to
reintroduce water as a design element in each
zone of the park.

Delaware Street

Opportunities
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SPLIT WATER
QUALITY
VOLUME HERE

SCALE: 1”=160’-0”

Bannock Street
Analysis Diagram: Stormwater
Legend:
Stormwater Inlet
Stormwater Street Inlet
Diversion Structure
Split Water Quality Volume

Stormwater Pipe

•

There is an opportunity to “split” small
storm flows or “first flush” storm flows
out of one or possibly two drainage mains
on 8th Ave and divert those flows to the
approximate location of the historic swale
located in the Southern Zone. Those
flows could help to sustain new elements
similar to rain gardens that would provide
variety in the landscape that is consistent
with historic design, and also help to filter
stormwater before returning it to Cherry
Creek.

•

A similar opportunity exists in the Northern
Zone where there is an opportunity to
“split” small storm flows or “first flush”
storm flows from a drainage lateral on Elati
Street and divert those flows to the site
of the historic formal gardens at the tip of
the Northern Zone. Those flows could help
to sustain new elements similar to a rain
garden that would provide both variety
and color in the landscape at a primary
entrance to the park, and also filter
stormwater before returning it to Cherry
Creek.

Cherokee Street
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Landscape: Trees
ORIGINAL ENTRANCE
TO WEST HIGH SCHOOL

Challenges

Elati Street
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NO EXISTING STREET TREES ON ELATI
PINES FRAME VIEW OF
DPS WEST CAMPUS FROM
SPEER BLVD AND PARK

EXISTING, MATURE
PLANTING AT TIP
OF NORTHERN
ZONE OBSCURES
IMPORTANT PARK
ENTRANCE

OPEN LAWN

Delaware Street

ICONIC VIEW CORRIDORS
INTO AND ACROSS PARK TO
DPS WEST CAMPUS
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DECIDUOUS GROVE WITH
RICH VARIETY OF SPECIES
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Cherokee Street

The trees at Sunken Gardens are a major asset and
cherished by park users and the community. Mature
trees frame views from Speer Boulevard into the
park, but it is not until park visitors are down in the
park that the existing collection of tree species and
specimen trees is evident.
•

The experience of walking and driving along
Elm-lined Speer Boulevard unites generations of
Denver residents and visitors.

•

In the Northern Zone, two masses of
evergreens create the edge of the great lawn
and frame the view to West Campus from Speer
Boulevard. Similar evergreen masses define the
edge of the Southern Zone in a manner that
focuses the park user inward - toward what the
Cultural Assessment calls the ”Rustic Glen”.

•

The variety of mature shade trees in the
Southern Zone is not readily apparent to
passersby, but is an important contributing
factor to the sensorial experience of park users.

•

Denver Forestry maintains a detailed data/
base of tree species, size and condition that
is continually updated; the department also
administers a successional tree planting
program that results in new trees being planted
in the park every four years.

Opportunities
One key to implementation of the master plan will
be the coordination of Forestry’s successional tree
planting program with other within proposed park
improvements.

W. 10th Avenue

LINEAR ROW OF ELM TREES
• HISTORIC RESOURCE
• IMPORTANT VIEW CORRIDOR FROM UNDER
TREE CANOPY INTO PARK

SCALE: 1”=160’-0”
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Analysis Diagram: Landscape Trees
LEGEND:
Deciduous Trees
Evergreen Trees
Street Trees
Iconic View Corridor

Section: Tree Plantings at park edge - Speer Blvd.
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Landscape: Ground Plane
Challenges
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HISTORIC
FORMAL
FLOWER
GARDENS

Opportunities

Delaware Street

There are significant opportunities to
introduce stormwater-sourced raingardens.

•

The steep slopes of the Northern Zone
present opportunities for bluegrass
conversion that would introduce native
grasses and reduce mowing regimes.
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The ground plane at Sunken Gardens is 100%
bluegrass, which relates to public safety
(visibility) and maintenance (costs, regime
efficiencies). The existing ground plane
provides opportunities to introduce texture in
a manner that leverages the historic design of
the park, addresses water conservation and
reduces maintenance requirements.
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Analysis Diagram: Landscape Ground Plane
LEGEND:
Opportunities To Reduce Maintenance
Garden Opportunities

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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W. 9th Avenue

Challenges
Elati Street
HISTORIC PAVILION
FOUNDATION
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FLOWER GARDENS
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The informal and “more natural” Southern Zone
uses rolling terrain to create an internal focal
point (the swale) that is distinctly different than
the urban edges. The playground, shelter and
picnic areas occupy the center of the Southern
Zone and complement the undulating landscape
and are appropriate uses for this zone, which
should inform potential future programming and
improvements for this quiet, protected area.

•

Conversely, the Northern Zone was designed to
intentionally use topography to create a distinct
and memorable setting for formal architectural
elements to be viewed from Speer Boulevard.
Most of those structures have been lost, but the
open lawn with the curb edge that traces the
outline of the historic reflecting pool functions
beautifully as a relatively large unprogrammed
lawn area that can be used for a variety of uses
and events.

•

Original architectural elements such as the
reflecting pool and the pavilion have been
supplanted by the city’s “second” high school,
West High. The Northern Zone serves as the
foreground to the school, and the expansive
lawn is appropriate in this context, and also
serves the increasing population.
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Legend:
Existing Program Areas
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TO CIVIC CENTER & GOLDEN
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SCALE: 1”=160’-0”

The Phase I Assessments identify the Southern and
Northern Zones as critical framework components
to the historic integrity of the park.
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W. 8th Avenue

TO LA ALMA
LINCOLN PARK

Spatial Organization &
Programming

Opportunities
•

Such an expansive lawn located in the heart
of Denver is rare, and this accentuates the
absence of traditional park amenities such as
seating and shade. The park has not evolved to
meet the needs of local residents nor seen any
significant enhancements with the exception of
the playground.

•

The interest in reclaiming and restoring the
maintenance shed combined with the proposed
5280 loop trail creates an opportunity to denote
a new “transition” zone that would serve to
activate the interface of the Northern and
Southern Zones using the existing elevation and
alignment of the vacated 9th Avenue.

W. 9th Avenue

New Transition Zone
1926 Historic Image of W. 9th Avenue going through the park
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Historic Landscape Features

W. 9th Avenue

W. 8th Avenue
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Elati Street
HISTORIC PAVILION
FOUNDATION
HISTORIC FORMAL
FLOWER GARDENS

HISTORIC WATER FEATURE
NOW OPEN LAWN

Delaware Street

In additional to the park’s spatial organization
and original trails, most of the remaining
elements from the park’s Period of
Significance have potential to be integrated
into an updated park program.
Opportunities
•

The sun shade can be restored and
continue to welcome park users entering
at the 8th Ave/Speer Blvd intersection.

•

The swale located in the Southern Zone
could be modified to function as a rain
garden that respects and builds upon the
history of the park.

•

The historic waterfall is challenging to
analyze because most of this feature
is covered and underground, which
requires subsurface investigation. There
is precedent in Denver parks to restore
the forest glen original water features as
exemplified by current efforts in City Park.

•

The maintenance shed could be restored
and reprogrammed, which would
complement proposed 5280 Loop Trail
alignment at the Delaware/9th Avenue
intersection.

•

The historic concrete pool edge traces a
beautiful line in the ground that defines
the edge of the open lawn area, but could
also be restored and reprogrammed to
provide seating.

•

The historic formal flower gardens could
be restored and/or reconfigured to
function as a rain garden.

•

Vertical surfaces of historic elements such
as the stairs, the pavilion, the pool edge
as well as the basketball court provide
opportunities for public art.
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LEGEND:
Historic Garden Elements
Historic Street Trees
Historic Water Feature Now Open Lawn
Historic Structures
Historic Paths
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LEGEND:
Landscape opportunities

Pavilion

WEST HIGH SCHOOL

The Cultural Assessment and identification of
contributing historic elements is essential to the
master planning effort, but is just one step in the
master planning process.

Landscape or Architecture opportunity
Potential ADA Access

The Executive Summary of the 2003 Cultural
Assessment states that, “The relationship
between West High School, Speer Boulevard and
Sunken Gardens Park remains integral to any
discussion of the site. Sunken Gardens serves as
a forecourt to West High school and the school
serves as a backdrop to the park.”

Iconic view

The park also serves as the “middle ground”
in the view from Speer to the West Campus
building, which was designed in the English
Gothic style and serves as a majestic background
to the park which wasn’t there when Kessler
created the original design for the park in 1909.

BUS DROP OFF
ELATI STREET
SCHOOL PARKING

%
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HISTORIC PAVILION
FOUNDATION
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>5%

In the Nomination for Register of Historic Places
(and this language may have preceded the
Nomination), Sunken Gardens was described
as “an embellishment to Speer Boulevard”, and
- as evidenced by subsequent construction of
the DPS West Campus building and even today
- there are new structures leveraging proximity
to the Speer Boulevard parkway and it’s view
corridors.

LANDSCAPE
OPPORTUNITIES

HISTORIC WATER FEATURE
NOW OPEN LAWN

Challenges

SCALE: 1”=60’-0”
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Analysis Diagram: Historic Pavilion

Historic Iconic View from 1930
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The original foundation of the pavilion is
located within the critical view corridor from
Speer to West High, and presents a prime park
programming opportunity. Understanding the
role that the pavilion and park have played in
the lives of students, adjacent neighborhoods
and Denver residents is imperative in exploring
opportunities to improve and/or expand this
historically important park feature.
From Speer Boulevard and also from the open
lawn area, the location and scale of the pavilion
suggests that the pavilion serves as a secondary
outdoor terraced component of West High. The
structure has a formal, vertical edge with stairs
on either end that connect the lawn area to Elati
Street. However, in terms of programming and
function - and detailed design - the space does
not function as a terrace:

Historic Iconic View from 2020

◦ The difference in grade change between Elati
Street and the pavilion prevents both the stairs
and the pavilion from serving as a primary park
entrance.

◦ The lack of ADA compliant access between the
street to the pavilion results in a direct physical
and visual disconnection from both the school
and the street, and is probably the primary
reason why the pavilion is not construed as
an outdoor classroom or gathering place for
events in the park. The pavilion - in its current
state - is simply a foundation.
It is important to note that from inside the park
and from the lower lawn area, the foundation
of the pavilion suggests that it is a gathering
spot on the edge of the slope, and serves as an
important focal feature at the edge of the park.
The 2003 Cultural Landscape Assessment
provides interesting message related to
reestablishing a structure at this location and it is
worth quoting in full:
“Speculation is that once West High School
was constructed in 1926, the importance of
the Pavilion was diminished and the perceived
competitive relationship between these two
buildings resulted in the demolition of the
pavilion shortly thereafter. The remaining
foundation of the pavilion seems to be in a state
of limbo waiting for a (final) decision of whether
to preserve it as is, reconstruct or reinterpret or
demolish totally.” P III-19”
The existing remnant foundation is in fair-topoor condition due to erosion of the concrete,
non compliant access, lack of seating and shade,
and improvised seating along the edge is not
accessible to everyone - just those nimble
enough to jump up or crouch down to the ledge.
The 2003 Structural Report concludes that
the foundation could be reused and provides
programming opportunities.
Opportunities
This suggests that for the park to evolve,
this particular feature and combination of
supplemental elements requires special
consideration. Maintaining historic view corridors
and spatial organization while improving
accessibility and expanding programming
requires thoughtful configurations of both new
and existing design elements: steps, ramps,
railings, utilities and seating are just a few of the
components that could be explored to restore
and update this important park feature, which
has been used by Denver residents for over 90
years.
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Add traffic calming at
West Campus entry

Basic Improvements for a
Better Park - Access and
Pedestrian Safety

Pedestrian safety additions to all streets
Elati Street Crosswalks
S

Accessible Ramps
to lower park

Develop 8th and
Delaware crossing
improvement
S

Legend:

S

Parking Tree Island

Replace and
interconnect walking
paths
Provide 5280 trail
connection

Tree Canopy
Historic Swale
Historic Garden
Walking Paths
Traffic Calming
Crosswalk
Improved Bike/Pedestrian
Connection
Historic Pavilion

S

Add bike connection:
from Bannock to 8th

Improve Bannock
Street pedestrian/bike
connection
SCALE: 1”=160’-0”
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Pedestrian Safety Improvements

NORTH

Historic Maintenance Shed
Interpretive signage
S

Park Signage
Picnic Tables
Historic Sun Shade
Historic Stairs
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Basic Improvements for
a Better Park - History,
Environmental Health, Play and
Gathering

Preserve remnant
historic feature:
Pavilion

Preserve remnant
historic feature:
Maintenance Shed

S

Replace playground
Renew dispersed
picnic areas

Rehabilitate
central lawn
area

S

Preserve
significant view
corridors

Enhance North
Entry to Park
Preserve remnant
historic features Historic Garden
Preserve remnant
historic features Stairs

Legend:

Interpretive Signage

Parking Tree Island

Renew tree canopy

Tree Canopy
Historic Swale

S

Historic Garden

S

Walking Paths
Traffic Calming
Crosswalk
Improved Bike/Pedestrian
Connection
Historic Pavilion

Preserve remnant
historic features - Sun
Shade
Enhance South
Entry to Park
SCALE: 1”=160’-0”
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Pedestrian Safety Improvements
320’
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Historic Maintenance Shed
Interpretive signage
S

Park Signage
Picnic Tables
Historic Sun Shade
Historic Stairs
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Vision: Legacy

Enhanced seating/
steps connecting to
Elati Street
Pavilion terrace
architectural features

The Legacy Vision celebrates and
reimagines the historic features of
the park.

Elati Street

W. 9th Avenue

W. 8th Avenue
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Maintain open
lawn
Add formal flower gardens
and garden walk

Delaware Street

Add Special Lighting and Projection
Technology to recall historic fountains
and reflecting pool
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Add seatwall framing
historic pool

Reinterpret historic swale
as dry stream bed

Legend:
Tree Canopy
Formal Gardens
SCALE: 1”=160’-0”
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Alternative A Diagram: Legacy
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Swale
Pavilion
Playground
Historic Maintenance Shed
Historic Sun Shade
Walking Pathways
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Vision: Health

Add rain garden
wetlands

Add nature
play features at
playground

W. 9th Avenue

Develop 1K walking/
running loop trail
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W. 8th Avenue

Elati Street

The Health Vision introduces
park improvements focused
on improving the health of
neighborhood residents

Add exercise stations

Delaware Street
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Introduce low water
landscape on slopes

Add rain garden
wetlands

W. 9th Avenue

Resurface path along
historic Parkway
(part of 1K loop)

Cherokee Street

Legend:
Tree Canopy
Rain Gardens
Low Water Landscape
Picnic Areas
Nature Play

SCALE: 1”=160’-0”
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Alternative B Diagram: Health
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1K Loop Trail
Walking Pathways
Kids Bike Loop
Playground
Historic Maintenance Shed
Historic Sun Shade
Historic Stairs

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Vision: Connection
W. 8th Avenue

Add outdoor
classroom and
gathering spaces
Elati Street
W. 9th Avenue

Develop Community Center Plaza
at historic maintenance building
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Create 9th Avenue
park overlook with public
art and seating

Delaware Street
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The Connection Vision promotes
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5280 Loop Trail Corridor integrated
with Community Center Plaza
and 9th Avenue Overlook with
pulloffs for bikes/pedestrians with
information kiosks and seating

Cherokee Street

Reinterpret historic swale as a
pollinator garden

W. 9th Avenue

Add group picnic areas
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Public Survey #1 Summary

10% of survey respondents stated that they visit the
park with children.

The survey was launched on July 20, 2020 and was
open for just over four weeks. The survey received 640
responses.

•

Over 80% of respondents stated that they walk to
the park, 20% stated that they drive, 30% ride bikes
or scooters and less than 3% use public transit.

This summary is intended to provide a brief overview of
results. The full compilation follows this summary.

•

Most park respondents (60-65%) stated that safer
crosswalks on Speer Boulevard and better access
from Cherry Creek Trail would make it easier to
access the park.

•

79% of survey respondents live near the park in the
La Alma/Lincoln Neighborhood (30%)

•

In park attributes ranging from safety to accessibility,
the park was perceived as average. Of all attributes,
accessibility received the poorest/very poor
responses (30%), and beauty receive the most good/
excellent responses (40%).

•

Most respondents visit the park to “be in nature”
(65%) and exercise (58%).

•

The most used amenity in the park are the paths
(88%) followed by the open lawn area (34%).

•

Over 50% of survey respondents are between 30 and
49 years old.

•

The most preferred park improvements are flower
gardens (69%) and shaded gathering areas (57%).

•

Gender of users was even, with approximately 5%
preferring not to answer.

•

•

Over 80% of survey respondents were white, 20%
LatinX

The most preferred features of the park that should
be targeted for upgrades and/or maintenance are the
groves of trees (70%) and paths (69%), followed by
maintained lawn areas (53%).

•

Over 30% of respondents visit the park several times
a week, followed by another 25% who stated they
visit the park several times a month

•

Most park visitors are in the park by themselves.
Sunken Gardens Master Plan

Q1 1. What is your connection to Sunken Gardens Park? (check all that
apply):
Answered: 640

Skipped: 0

Live nearby

Work Nearby

Go to School
Nearby
Pass by when
walking/biki...
Community
advocate/Par...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

ANSWER CHOICES

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES

Live nearby

78.91%

505

Work Nearby

20.63%

132

Go to School Nearby

3.75%

24
275

Pass by when walking/biking or driving

42.97%

Community advocate/Parks advocate

11.41%

73

Other (please specify)

7.66%

49

Total Respondents: 640
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Answered: 637

Skipped: 3
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Safety

2.83%
18

17.45%
111

48.74%
310

26.26%
167

4.72%
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Cleanliness

3.32%
21

17.25%
109

44.78%
283

29.59%
187

5.06%
32

632

Maintenance

1.74%
11

14.58%
92

48.02%
303

29.79%
188

5.86%
37

631

Beauty

1.10%
7

15.93%
101

41.17%
261

31.07%
197

10.73%
68

634

Layout

0.79%
5

12.20%
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259
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Accessibility

4.50%
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Q3 In which neighborhood do you live?
Answered: 637

Skipped: 3

La Alma
Lincoln Park
Baker

Auraria
West
Washington Park
Downtown/LoDo
Golden
Triangle/Civ...
Alamo Placita

Capitol Hill

Other
0%
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30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

ANSWER CHOICES

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES

La Alma Lincoln Park

28.26%

180

Baker

15.23%

97

Auraria

0.94%

6

West Washington Park

4.08%

26

Downtown/LoDo

4.24%

27

Golden Triangle/Civic Center

24.02%

153

Alamo Placita

1.88%

12

Capitol Hill

8.01%

51

Other

13.34%
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TOTAL

85
637

Q4 What is your age group?
Answered: 637

Skipped: 3
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0-12

0.16%

1

13-17

0.00%

0

18-29

26.53%

169

30-49

53.69%

342

50-64

12.24%

78

65+

7.38%

47

TOTAL

637
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Sunken Gardens Master Plan

Q5 What is your gender identity
Answered: 638

Skipped: 2

Male

Female

Prefer not to
answer
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ANSWER CHOICES
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70%
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90% 100%

RESPONSES

Male

45.92%

293

Female

48.90%

312

Prefer not to answer

5.17%

TOTAL

33
638
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Q6 We are attempting to hear from all voices in the area. In order to make
sure we haven't missed anyone, please specify your ethnicity and the
ethnicity of others in your household. Please select all that apply.
Answered: 615

Skipped: 25

American
Indian/Alask...
Asian
Black/African
American
Hispanic,
LatinX or...
Middle
Eastern/Nort...
Native
Hawaiian/Pac...
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White
Other (please
specify)
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RESPONSES

American Indian/Alaskan Native

2.93%

18

Asian

4.23%

26

Black/African American

2.44%

15

Hispanic, LatinX or Spanish

15.93%

98

Middle Eastern/North African

0.49%

3

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0.98%

6

White

82.44%

507

Other (please specify)

2.11%

13

Total Respondents: 615
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Q7 How often do you visit Sunken Gardens Park? (choose 1)
Answered: 638

Skipped: 2

Several times
a week
Several times
a month
Several times
a year

Occasionally

Never
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Several times a week

32.45%

207

Several times a month

23.82%

152

Several times a year

15.99%

102

Occasionally

21.32%

136

Never

6.43%

41

TOTAL

638
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Q8 When you visit the park are you typically (check all that apply)
Answered: 620

Skipped: 20

By yourself

With family
and/or friends

With a group

With other
adults
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By yourself

61.94%

384
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49.52%

307
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12.74%

79
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24.35%

151

With children

10.48%

65

Total Respondents: 620
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Sunken Gardens Master Plan

Q9 How do you get to Sunken Gardens Park? (check all that apply)
Answered: 626

Skipped: 14

Walk

Drive

Bike/Scooter

Public Transit
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Walk

79.71%

499

Drive

17.41%

109

Bike/Scooter

29.39%

184

Public Transit

1.76%

11

Total Respondents: 626
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Q10 What would make it easier for you to get to the park?
Answered: 553

Skipped: 87

Safer
crosswalks o...

Better access
from Cherry...

More parking
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Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Safer crosswalks on Speer Boulevard

63.11%

349
327

Better access from Cherry Creek Trail

59.13%

More parking

14.10%

78

Other (please specify)

17.90%

99

Total Respondents: 553
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Q11 What are the reasons you like to visit Sunken Gardens Park? (check
all that apply)
Answered: 618

Skipped: 22

Exercise
Team
sports/Classes
To be in nature

Special events
Park amenities
(playground,...
Park history
Other (please
specify)
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RESPONSES

Exercise

58.25%

360

Team sports/Classes

7.28%

45
405

To be in nature

65.53%

Special events

7.77%

48

Park amenities (playground, basketball court, picnic tables)

22.98%

142

Park history

13.92%

86

Other (please specify)

25.08%

155

Total Respondents: 618
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Q12 Which of the park amenities do you use when you visit? (check all
that apply)
Answered: 608

Skipped: 32

Paths
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Playing ﬁeld
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Paths

88.98%

541

Picnic areas

31.91%

194

Playing field

34.87%

212

Basketball court

9.54%

58

Playground

12.99%

79

Other (please specify)

9.05%

55

Total Respondents: 608
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Q13 What are your recommendations for potential park improvements?
Are there any new uses or park amenities that you would like to see
included in future improvements? Check as many as you wish.
Answered: 629

Skipped: 11

More picnic
areas and...
Exercise
equipment/st...
Running/jogging
trail
Flower gardens
Gathering
areas with...
Expanded and
updated...
Restored
historic...
More trees and
groves of trees
Improved/expand
ed walks alo...
More signage
about the...
Active,
programmed...
Maintained
lawn areas
Restrooms
Other (please
specify)
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More picnic areas and picnic tables

28.46%

179

Exercise equipment/stations

26.23%

165

Running/jogging trail

38.16%

240

Flower gardens

69.63%

438

57.71%

363

Gathering areas with shade
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Expanded and updated playground equipment

21.14%

133

Restored historic features

46.42%

292

More trees and groves of trees

54.37%

342

Improved/expanded walks along Speer Boulevard Parkway

52.62%

331

More signage about the history of the park

46.42%

292

Active, programmed recreation: (playing fields, basketball courts, table tennis, volleyball, etc.)

20.99%

132

Maintained lawn areas

41.02%

258

Restrooms

40.70%

256

Other (please specify)

20.51%

129

Total Respondents: 629
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Q14 Which features are your favorite and should be maintained or
upgraded. Check as many as you wish.
Answered: 602

Skipped: 38

Picnic area
and picnic...
Playground
Historic
features
Trees and
groves of trees
Walking trails

Signage
Basketball
court
Maintained
lawn areas
Maintenance
shop building
Other (please
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Picnic area and picnic table

32.72%

197

Playground

19.10%

115

Historic features

37.87%

228

Trees and groves of trees

70.76%

426
419

Walking trails

69.60%

Signage

15.12%

91

Basketball court

12.46%

75

Maintained lawn areas

53.82%

324

Maintenance shop building

8.64%

52

Other (please specify)

7.48%

45

Total Respondents: 602
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Q15 Could we continue to communicate with you about the plan? Please
join our project list. Your contact info will be used only for distribution of
information pertaining to the Sunken Gardens Master Plan and will not be
shared with other entities or agencies.
Answered: 383
ANSWER CHOICES

Skipped: 257
RESPONSES

Name

79.90%

306

Email

79.90%

306

Text

43.86%

168

No thanks

19.32%

74
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Sunken Garden Survey #1 Summary of
Written Comments

•

Amenities (picnic tables, basketball court, soccer
field, playground) need maintenance

Question #1: What is your connection to Sunken
Gardens Park?

•

Need better lighting, trash removal, restrooms.

Most frequent comments were:
•

Use park to exercise, workout or walk.

•

Went to West High and continue to work nearby.

•

A variety of other connections like planting trees in
the past and use the playground.

“I live in a power wheelchair, and the asphalt sidewalk
that goes through the park is my path through the park. I
grew up in this neighborhood and I still live here.”
Question #2: What is your perception of the park?
Regarding safety the most common comments were:
•

Concern about the number of homeless people in the
park

•

The park is generally clean, open, safe and well
maintained

•

Concern about trash and needles in the park

•

Needs better lighting and sidewalks need maintaining

“It’s always been a great place for students and family
members, it has been a big impact on my life as a teen.”
“Have found used needles in the grass. Popular gathering
spot for homeless people near the children’s playground
and basketball court. The park needs more lights at
night. The frontage with Speer is also common to see car
and motorcycles racing at 60+ mph past the park--a low
stone wall would go a long way to keeping pedestrians
and children safe from reckless drivers.”
Regarding cleanliness the most common comments were:
•

Concern about trash and needles in the park

•

Concern about homeless persons in the park

•

Some people think the park is clean or reasonably
clean

“Parks and Rec does a great job cleaning up, but it’s
unfortunate that the Denver West kids leave the place
trashed (i.e, cardboard lunch trays, snack bags, etc.) and
the homeless leave a lot of belongings there.”
“Lots of trash cans around that people seems to use.
Grass and playground areas are free from trash and well
groomed.”
Regarding maintenance the most common comments
were:
•

Grass and tree maintenance is generally good

•

Sidewalk and path maintenance needs attention
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“Lawns are cut and trash is retrieved but edges are
rough, planning is limited and it just feels “forgotten”
“Restore multiple stairways around park perimeter.
Repair/restore the covered sitting structure near 8th &
Speer. Entire park needs flowers gardens. Trees need
trimming. Standing water/drainage problems at 9th &
Delaware.”
Regarding beauty the most common comments were:
•

The trees are wonderful

•

Restore the flower gardens with more flowers

•

The grassy areas and the views are nice

“The original design and the mature trees are very
beautiful.”
Regarding layout of the park common comments were:
•

The layout is fine given all the urban constraints
(Speer Blvd, 8th Ave., Denver Health).

•

A clear division between Speer Boulevard and the
park would make the park more pleasant and safer.

“I like the division of shaded walking area, open field,
playground, picnic area, etc. Lots of use options nicely
spaced out
“Awkward spaces, an overall no real plan on what is
going on seems like a lot of wasted space.”
Regarding accessibility common comments were:
•

Poor sidewalk condition.

•

Lack of parking.

•

Danger of crossing streets to get to the park,
especially Speer Blvd.

“Not all paths and amenities (tables, benches) are
accessible; could update ramps and provide more access
points from on-street parking.”
Question #10: What would make it easier for you to
get to the park?
Most frequent comments were:
•

Safer crossings, especially on 8th Avenue and
Delaware Street and across 11th Avenue.

•

Only 20% of respondents said they didn’t have any
problem accessing the park.

•

Better maintenance of trails and bike paths around
and in the park.

•

A tunnel or a bridge over/under Speer Boulevard.
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“Better crossing at 8th and Delaware. It is so scary
crossing, day or night.”
Question #11: What are the reasons you like to
visit Sunken Gardens Park?
Most frequent comments were:
•

Walking the dog or playing with the dog

•

Walking, biking or crossing through to get to work

•

Kids activities, sports activities, or yoga

•

Enjoy the beauty, zen, and trees

Public Survey #2 Summary
The survey was launched on November 25, 2020 and
was open for seven weeks. There were 385 survey
responses. This summary is intended to provide a brief
overview of the results. The full compilation follows this
summary.
•

The top three improvements favored in the Legacy
Plan were the formal flower gardens, the Pavilion
Terrace features, and restoring the historic swale as a
dry streambed.

•

The top four improvements favored in the Health
Plan were the 1K walking/running loop trail, the rain
gardens, resurfacing the historic park paths, and
nature play features at the playground.

•

The top three improvements favored in the
Connections Plan were the 9th Avenue park overlook
with public art, the small off-leash dog area, the
community center plaza, and the 5280 Corridor with
pull-offs and kiosks.

•

Preferences were evenly divided between the Legacy,
Health and Connections Plans, with a very slight
preference for the Health Plan.

•

80% of respondents live near the park with most
residents coming from the La Alma/Lincoln Park,
Golden Triangle and Baker neighborhoods.

•

The majority of survey respondents (57%) were
between the ages of 30 and 49. 16% of respondents
were under 30 years of age, and 26% were age 50
and over.

•

86% of respondents identified as white, 12% as
Latinx, and 7% as Black, Asian or Native American.

“Dog walking and ball throwing and for special events, I
liked the yoga that used to be on Sundays.”
Question #12: Which of the park amenities do you
use when you visit?
Most frequent comments were:
•

The trees and the grassy areas

•

The rocks and stairs to sit on

“Grassy areas for sitting and reading.” “Rock
outcroppings for sitting and chatting.”
Question #13: What are your recommendations for
potential park improvements? Are there any new
uses or park amenities that you would like to see
included in future improvements?
Most frequent comments were:
•

Dog park or fenced in dog area

•

Water features and restrooms

•

Other sports places like pickleball, disc golf, sand
volleyball courts, skate board park, tennis courts

“Cerrar Elati” (close Elati Street)
“Perhaps a little outdoor cafe area? Coffee/cold drinks?”
Question #14: Which features are your favorite and
should be maintained or upgraded?
Most frequent comments were:
•

Keep the trees and fields

•

Historic features

“Variety of trees; and plants & terrain.”
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Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

Q1 Legacy Plan: Choose your favorite improvements(image is an example
and not necessarily what the finished product would look like)
Answered: 308

Skipped: 80

Pavilion
Terrace...
Add Formal
Flower Garde...
Seating Wall
Framing...
Seating/Steps
by Elati Street
Historic
Reﬂecting P...
Historic Swale
as Dry...
0%

10%
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30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

ANSWER CHOICES

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES

Pavilion Terrace Features

58.12%

179

Add Formal Flower Gardens and Walk

65.58%

202

Seating Wall Framing Historic Pool

37.01%

114

Seating/Steps by Elati Street

33.12%

102

Historic Reflecting Pool Lighting

29.87%

92

Historic Swale as Dry Streambed

47.08%

145

Total Respondents: 308

Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

Q2 Health Plan: Choose your favorite improvements(Image is an Example
and not necessarily what finished product would look like)
Answered: 310

Skipped: 78

Add Exercise
Stations
Nature Play
Features at...

1 / 10

Add Rain
Garden Wetlands
1K
Walking/Runn...
Low Water
Landscape on...
Resurface
Historic...
0%

ANSWER CHOICES

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES

Add Exercise Stations

27.42%

85

Nature Play Features at Playground

53.87%

167

Add Rain Garden Wetlands

57.42%

178

1K Walking/Running Loop Trail

66.45%

206

Low Water Landscape on Slopes

41.94%

130

Resurface Historic Parkway Path

57.10%

177

Total Respondents: 310
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Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

Q3 Connections Plan: Choose your favorite improvements(Image is an
example and not necessarily what the finished product would look like)
Answered: 306

Skipped: 82

5280 Corridor
w/Pulloﬀs a...
9th Ave. Park
Overlook...
Develop
Community...
Add Group
Picnic Areas
Small Oﬀ
Leash Dog Area
Outdoor
Classroom/Ga...
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70%

80%

ANSWER CHOICES

90% 100%

RESPONSES

5280 Corridor w/Pulloffs and Kiosks

43.46%

133

9th Ave. Park Overlook w/Public Art

53.92%

165

Develop Community Center Plaza

45.75%

140

Add Group Picnic Areas

37.91%

116

Small Off Leash Dog Area

50.98%

156

Outdoor Classroom/Gathering Space

40.52%

124

Total Respondents: 306

Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

Q4 Which Park Vision do you prefer?
Answered: 304

Vision 1:
Legacy Plan

Skipped: 84

3 / 10

Vision 2:
Health Plan

Vision 3:
Connections...
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RESPONSES

Vision 1: Legacy Plan

29.61%

90

Vision 2: Health Plan

36.84%

112

Vision 3: Connections Plan

33.55%

102

TOTAL

304
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31

Would love to see a dog park included!

12/14/2020 5:14 PM

32

The only other thing that is missing is a skateboard park. Teens NEED activities that aren't
against the law. AND - Move the homeless out of the park away from the school!

12/14/2020 4:54 PM

33

The dog park is a necessity as it is a very apparent need in the community and at the park.

12/14/2020 2:33 PM

Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2
34

#

RESPONSES

DATE

Why one plan over the others? They all have great ideas? The steps in the legacy plan make
for great outdoor classroom space, the running trail in the health plan will probably be used by
the community AND the West Cross Country teams, and the public art in the connections plan
is a connection to the park's and West's legacy. Connecting the park to the cycling network
might help meet our students' needs if it includes safe passage by bicycle from the WestwoodBarnum neighborhood to West--that could really help meet students' and families' health and
transportation needs, and increase the relevance of the park. I like the outdoor classroom
space depicted in these pics better than what was in the original plan--as a teacher, if have no
intention of taking my students to the park and putting them at something that looks like a
desk. Instead we sprawl all over
the flagstones,
benches,
frontSurvey
steps of#2
the school. Steps
Skipped: 232
Sunken
Gardens
Masterand
Plan
are an incredibly useful popup classroom space, much more so than tables. An off-leash
space if wise, I think, because otherwise people use the whole park that way--clearly there's an
#
RESPONSES
unmet
need for fetch space.

1

Vision 3 seems to be the most appealing of the group though I'd like to see more historic
features included in the plan. Overlook and plaza is a nice touch. I am a dog owner and I
understand the offleash park trend but in practice they're just noisy gravel latrines. Fine for a
corner of a large park (City Park?) but for this plot some actual gardens might be a better fit.
Love the nature playground, low water slope landscaping and rain gardens/bridge. A hard no to
the exercise equipment. There's a rec center around the corner and the rest of the surrounding
neighborhood is equipped with building gyms. La Alma seems like a better fit for exercise
equipment, maybe as an outdoor extension to the rec center. Type A people have plenty of
places nearby to wear out their Asics. Let's not turn Sunken Gardens into another stop for
CrossFitters. This could be an amazing little natural oasis in the city. More nature. More
gardens. More sustainability. Less trendy millennial bait. (Full disclosure: I'm a millennial)

12/30/2020 12:59 AM

1
35

2

please try to combine elements from all three visions

12/29/2020 2:14 PM

2

3

It would be very helpful to include some sort of fencing to separate the park from Speer. Speer
is just such a busy road with fast moving cars. I would feel much safer if there was a barrier.

12/28/2020 8:56 PM

3

12/14/2020 2:17 PM

12/30/2020 1:07
12:59PM
AM
12/14/2020

Q5 Are there any other comments that you would like to share with us
about the future of Sunken Gardens Park?
Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

4

5

Please do keep (or update) the existing basketball court as that is an extremely important
element for kids and community health. All of these designs are fantastic, and the
base/foundational plans throughout all are on point. So excited for the improvements!

Answered: 156

36

37

12/28/2020 10:08 AM

4
38

I think a combination of both the community center / kiosks and the connection to the 5280
bike loop overlaid on top of the legacy plan would be great. I also think it would be great to
eventually have a sound barrier wall along Speer to reduce the sound pollution from all of the
cars. Then that entire wall can be used for the community art displays or murals. Thank you
for all of your hard work In generating these plans and surveys!

12/24/2020 4:28 PM

6

Above all else, include the jogging path/trail thought the rain/garden/wetlands/swale would be a
nice plus.

12/23/2020 2:00 PM

6

7

Blended features of the Health and Connections plan. Consider traffic calming on Delaware,
Elati, and 9th. Any could be a great shared street space to would reduce cut-through traffic and
add to neighborhood connections - also some may help take pressure off of interior paths as
mobility routes (5280 excepted).

12/23/2020 1:35 PM

7

8

The connection from Cherokee to the park is one of the most important elements to activate
the park from the Golden Triangle and Capitol Hill neighborhoods which have great density and
need for open space.

12/23/2020 1:05 PM

8

9

I was hopeful that we could integrate the park with the playgrounds/athletic facilities (i.e.,
ballfield, track, tennis courts) at West High; that is, open them to public use. That could
support Vision 2 and keep the remainder of the park open to more community-focused
activities.

12/23/2020 11:46 AM

9

I like the pavilion, there could be music and the continued yoga. I don’t think the formal flower
garden is better than the open space (or dog area) in that north end. The maintenance structure
should be fixed up. Improving the picnic areas, playground, existing walkways, and tree
maintenance are essential. Smaller circular congregation areas from third plan look great,
could be integrated into hillside facing West HS. Keep a spot for sledding!

12/23/2020 8:30 AM

11

Dog park would be amazing!! So many dogs that live in the area!

12/23/2020 8:10 AM

43
11

12

Please please pleasseeeee off leash dog park. sooooo many people bring their dogs to play in
this park and their is no dog park in this area. this would be amazing!!!!!

12/23/2020 7:57 AM

44
12

10

5
39

40
41
10
42

13

Thank you all for taking the time to develop the design for the park.

12/23/2020 7:46 AM

13

14

Very excited to see this park receiving some much needed TLC. Thanks for all your hard work!

12/22/2020 11:37 PM

14

15

1. Avoid structures that require too much city maintenance and subject to on-going budget
concerns, as well as anything that would attract more homeless encampment. 2. An elegant
Legacy Plan with sections that can be adopted by different community groups might be a way
to develop long-term participation and ownership commitment to this public space.

12/22/2020 4:04 PM
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Very excited to see this park receiving some much needed TLC. Thanks for all your hard work!

DATE

12/14/2020 12:41 PM

12/14/2020 12:37 PM
12/29/2020 2:14 PM
12/28/2020 8:56 PM
12/28/2020 10:08 AM
12/13/2020 7:30 PM
12/24/2020 4:28 PM
12/13/2020 4:12 PM

12/23/2020 2:00 PM
12/23/2020 1:35 PM

12/23/2020 1:05 PM

12/23/2020 11:46 AM
12/12/2020 12:44 PM
12/12/2020 10:01 AM
12/23/2020 8:30 AM
12/12/2020 9:34 AM
12/11/2020 11:02 PM
12/23/2020 8:10 AM
12/11/2020 7:57
6:56 AM
PM
12/23/2020
12/23/2020 7:46 AM
12/22/2020 11:37 PM

I support whatever vision is most low-impact to the existing park and will maintain the most
1. Avoid structures that require too much city maintenance and subject to on-going budget
green-space. I live in the neighborhood and it's one of the only places within walking distance
concerns, as well as anything that would attract more homeless encampment. 2. An elegant
where I can be among trees and grass instead of buildings. I don't want more buildings, more
Legacy Plan with sections that can be adopted by different community groups might be a way
tourist features, etc. - I just want a park!!
to develop long-term participation and ownership commitment to this public space.

12/11/2020 2:41 PM
12/22/2020 4:04 PM

12/11/2020 2:37 PM
12/22/2020 3:34 PM

16

Legacy plan with small dog park would be ideal

12/22/2020 3:34 PM

46
16

current conditions might as well be a waiting area for denver health
Legacy plan with small dog park would be ideal

17

The bike connection from Bannock (to the north) and across 8th (to the south) are critical.

12/22/2020 2:51 PM

47
17

Ensure homeless do not take over and leave dirty needles.
The bike connect ion from Bannock (to the north) and across 8th (to the south) are critical.

12/11/2020 2:36 PM
12/22/2020 2:51 PM

18

The park needs to be easily and safely accessible to those on foot and on bikes.

12/22/2020 2:28 PM

48

12/11/2020 11:00 AM

2 /park
11 and hope the public art will provide
Would love to see some historic place markers in the
context and history of this important public space.

12/22/2020 1:32 PM

Don't add a pool, fountain, or associated lighting. Water is a precious resource in the west as
are darker skies. These features do nothing but waste water through evaporation, waste
electricity for fountain pumps, and add more light pollution.
walk this park everyday on my
2 / 11 I Plan
Sunken
Master
Survey
#2 repair and the
way to work and I think the park
is goodGardens
as it is. The
existing walkway
can use
start of the path near 11th and Speer could also use some rehab, but otherwise, that park is
very good. Sometimes open grassy areas are all we need. Don't waste money. Rehab what's
there and leave it alone.
It is important to preserve this park for history. I'd love to see the West HS students take some
4 / 11
kind of stewardship for the maintenance of the grounds; it would encourage community and
civic-mindedness.

12/11/2020 10:17 AM

19
20

21

Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

I would just like to add some insights from a long time user of the park on the parks
accessibility. The access at Delaware and 8th is very dangerous, if you are walking east on
the south side of eighth across Delaware, you can be struck by a car, the drivers stare east at
the eight traffic and turn left without looking for pedestrians (a full set of traffic lights is required
to stop both the Delaware hospital traffic and 8th traffic). The light to cross Speer at bannock
are timed for car traffic, there is no way to make it the whole way across Speer without usually
waiting two full long traffic light cycles (try the walk if you haven’t to see how long the waits
are). Thanks and excited for the improvements!

12/22/2020 12:48 PM

I love Sunken Gardens Park, I think one thing that would help a lot would be to add some
lighting for night. It's the most amazing park, but doesn't always feel safe after dark.

12/21/2020 8:35 AM

5 / 10
49

22

Accessibility

12/20/2020 8:16 PM

23

I feel parks are a place where people come to excercize and gather with people, so any plans
that allow for that to be done with more ease than the park provides now would be a great
improvement.

12/19/2020 4:24 PM

24

Please please please put in a dog area! There are so many dogs that go to Sunken Garden
now, and with improvements they will likely crack down on off leash dogs there. We need an
easy place to take our dogs!

12/18/2020 2:23 PM

25

I like many aspects of each concept. I hope there's an opportunity to add aspects of each
concept. These are great! Vision 2 & 3 work better in terms of activating areas of concern.

12/18/2020 2:11 PM

26

The connections plan builds the most context for the park to the nearby communities

12/18/2020 12:13 PM

27

Add a pedestrian underpass that connects the park to the cherry creek path. Build the
underpass to be below Southbound Speer. By removing the barrier to the path, the park will be
more activated and more residence of Denver will enjoy it. A direct no-street-crossing
connection makes the park a pedestrian and bicyclist node and would do more to activate
community in the park than any other action. Ideally this park feels like it's part of cherry creek
not a seperate island.

12/18/2020 9:22 AM

Create a hybrid plan with new/improved hiking trail, flower gardens, and picnic areas

12/18/2020 8:58 AM

28

50

A dog park should be part of all of the plans!

12/10/2020 9:51 PM

51

A dog park is essential, and it must be large enough for the landscaping to withstand the
anticipated heavy use.

12/10/2020 9:26 PM

52

Actually restoring the water features would be terrific. In the future, merging the park with the
cherry creek bed by removing the road segment of speer would be awesome and
transformative

12/10/2020 9:18 PM

53

There is a great opportunity to use the Elati street corridor for events such as farmers markets,
art markets, and maybe a festival, etc. A lot of these items are great, but they will need to be
maintained. Make sure that is part of the plan. Also, a lot of these areas could attract
transients. There needs to be mitigation planned for that as well.

12/10/2020 7:54 PM

54

Include adequate toilet facilities.

12/10/2020 5:15 PM

55

I think the most pivotal elements of each option are gathering/learning space, dog play area,
and options for exercise. I'd do the dry stream bed and enhanced pavilion and seating options
from #1, exercise stations and nature playground from #2, and the dog area, trail
corridor/overlook, community center plaza, and classroom/gathering/picnic spaces from #3.

12/10/2020 5:13 PM

56

a dog park please!!!!

12/10/2020 5:07 PM

57

Getting through the Sunken Gardens on a Bike and connecting the 5280 loop, is really my only
concern. If that happens, great! I don't really have a plan preference beyond that.

12/10/2020 4:26 PM

58

Be careful that what you add should be low maintenance. Thing might look great when new, but
get old quickly. Nothing sadder than a park that looks old.

12/10/2020 3:37 PM

59

Public art Mural done with WestHigh School Mural Club

12/10/2020 12:24 PM

60

I like elements of all the plans, but most important to me is to improve the ability to get to the
park, as well as safety. I think for the future of Colorado, using low water features is important.

12/10/2020 10:34 AM

29

Dog lay ground

12/16/2020 1:30 PM

30

Lighting in the park is important and access for the local schools is also crucial.

12/14/2020 7:27 PM

31

Would love to see a dog park included!

12/14/2020 5:14 PM

61

Would be nice to added some health plan into the connection plan, mainly the walk run loop.

12/10/2020 9:32 AM

32

The only other thing that is missing is a skateboard park. Teens NEED activities that aren't
against the law. AND - Move the homeless out of the park away from the school!

12/14/2020 4:54 PM

62

Increase police presence to ensure safety

12/10/2020 7:27 AM

33

The dog park is a necessity as it is a very apparent need in the community and at the park.

12/14/2020 2:33 PM

63

12/9/2020 9:09 PM

34

Why one plan over the others? They all have great ideas? The steps in the legacy plan make
for great outdoor classroom space, the running trail in the health plan will probably be used by
the community AND the West Cross Country teams, and the public art in the connections plan
is a connection to the park's and West's legacy. Connecting the park to the cycling network
might help meet our students' needs if it includes safe passage by bicycle from the WestwoodBarnum neighborhood to West--that could really help meet students' and families' health and
transportation needs, and increase the relevance of the park. I like the outdoor classroom
space depicted in these pics better than what was in the original plan--as a teacher, if have no
intention of taking my students to the park and putting them at something that looks like a
desk. Instead we sprawl all over the flagstones, benches, and front steps of the school. Steps
are an incredibly useful popup classroom space, much more so than tables. An off-leash
space if wise, I think, because otherwise people use the whole park that way--clearly there's an
unmet need for fetch space.

12/14/2020 2:17 PM

Please keep the dog park. It could be a little bigger. We walk around the whole park 4-5 times
per week. 7-8 am and there are lots of med to big dogs chasing balls and having the best time.
With so many apartments around the park, there will be more and more dogs and their owners
using the park. Love that this wonderful old park will see some TLC soon. We live in the Baker
at 4th and Delaware.

64

don't have a dog but think it an absolute necessity

12/9/2020 8:52 PM

65

Please, with so many things historic being destroyed in Denver, please highlight the legacy
and natural beauty of Sunken Gardens Park! Please no silly exercise stations or paved bike
lanes, think more of a much needed place of peaceful respite in the center of the city— to read
a book, gather ones thoughts, reflect, and gather strength. I walk through here all the time and
would treasure that. I have a feeling all people either taking breaks from Denver Health, or
anyone visiting their loved ones at Denver Health would really find solace and rejuvenation in
your legacy version of the park. Thank you!!

12/9/2020 7:57 PM

No Dog park , the amount of Off leash dogs in the park as is, is ridiculous !

12/14/2020 1:07 PM

66

Bring back the actual reflecting pool. Then there could be ice skating in the winter.

12/9/2020 7:28 PM

67

Elati street must be made safe. Cars go too fast and turn from 11th and speer without even

12/9/2020 7:21 PM

A-110
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60

I like elements of all the plans, but most important to me is to improve the ability to get to the
park, as well as safety. I think for the future of Colorado, using low water features is important.

12/10/2020 10:34 AM

61

Would be nice to added some health plan into the connection plan, mainly the walk run loop.

12/10/2020 9:32 AM

62

Increase police presence to ensure safety

12/10/2020 7:27 AM

63

Please keep the dog park. It could be a little bigger. We walk around the whole park 4-5 times
per week. 7-8 am and there are lots of med to big dogs chasing balls and having the best time.
With so many apartments around the park, there will be more and more dogs and their owners
Sunken Gardens
Plan
#2
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soon. We
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cars. I would feel much safer if there was a barrier.
is just suchcommunity
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Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

102

The lighting is very bad at night. Should be addressed in any future plan.

12/4/2020 9:56 AM

103

I use this park everyday with my dog to get some energy out, I'd love to see it remain dog
friendly and maybe even have a fenced area.

12/4/2020 9:43 AM

104

Knowing that there are very few dog parks in the area, a small off-leash park is not going to be
sufficient for this area (and, according to the dog park designated on this map, it would be
SMALL!!). It would likely be problematic with the number of dogs that would congregate there.
That said, a large(r) dog park in this area would be wildly popular.

12/3/2020 11:56 AM

105

Frankly all three plans have some positive value and perhaps an integrated approach from the
best attributes of the three plans would meet more neighbors liking. For instance the walking
RESPONSES
path,
pollinators area, public art areas and flower gardens are a very likable mix for me.

12/2/2020 11:20 AM

Vision
3 seems
to park
be the
most
appealing
the groupThanks
though for
I'd this.
like to see more historic
It’s
a great
smaller
long
overdue
someofattention.
features included in the plan. Overlook and plaza is a nice touch. I am a dog owner and I
I understand
like the health
but also
to practice
see formal
gardens
put in gravel
(it is called
sunken
the plan
offleash
park would
trend like
but in
they're
just noisy
latrines.
Fine for a
gardens
after
all!) park (City Park?) but for this plot some actual gardens might be a better fit.
corner of
a large
Love the nature playground, low water slope landscaping and rain gardens/bridge. A hard no to
Add
a
futsal
field
the exercise equipment. There's a rec center around the corner and the rest of the surrounding
neighborhood
is equipped
with building
gyms.
a betterdogs
fit for
exercise
Increased
off-leash
dog enforcement.
There
areLa
at Alma
least seems
a dozenlike
off-leash
every
single
equipment,
maybe
as challenging
an outdoor extension
to the rec center.
A people
haveapproached
plenty of
dogs Type
without
them being
day
and it makes
it so
to walk leash-reactive
places
nearby dog
to wear out their Asics. Let's not turn Sunken Gardens into another stop for
by
an off-leash
CrossFitters. This could be an amazing little natural oasis in the city. More nature. More
gardens.
More sustainability.
trendy
millennial
bait.
(Full
disclosure:
a millennial)
We
are a nearby
preschool thatLess
comes
to this
park with
our
classes
severalI'm
days
a week. We
love the idea of having spaces geared toward children, such as the natural play area and the
please classroom
try to combine
elements from all three visions
outdoor
space!

12/30/2020
12:59
AM
12/2/2020
10:47
AM

#
1
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12/9/2020 7:28 PM
12/9/2020 7:21 PM
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12/29/2020 2:14 PM
12/9/2020 6:46 PM
12/28/2020 8:56 PM

2
3
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12/9/2020
PMAM
12/28/20206:38
10:08
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12/9/2020 5:07 PM
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In
addition
the(or
Health
Plan,
small dog
park areacourt
is a as
much
feature. important
Please
do to
keep
update)
thea existing
basketball
thatneeded
is an extremely
element for kids and community health. All of these designs are fantastic, and the
The
dog park per plan
is throughout
very small all
andare
likely
will notSoaccommodate
the
number of dogs that
base/foundational
plans
on point.
excited for the
improvements!
typically are off-leash in the area. We walk our dog 5
(on
leash) around the park daily and
/ 11
I think a combination
of off
both
the community center / kiosks and the connection to the 5280
generally
see 15+ dogs
leash.
bike loop overlaid on top of the legacy plan would be great. I also think it would be great to
Ieventually
oppose removal
any trees
except
thoseSpeer
in poor
applaud
investment
have aofsound
barrier
wall along
to health.
reduce Ithe
soundany
pollution
from all of the
otherwise.
cars. Then that entire wall can be used for the community art displays or murals. Thank you
for all of your hard work In generating these plans and surveys!
There’s things I like about the health plan like the longer loop. I worry that an off leash dog
area
willallcause
between
dog owners
og neighbors. That beingwould
said, be a
Above
else, tensions
include the
joggingwhite
path/trail
thoughtand
the the
rain/garden/wetlands/swale
dogs
are off leash there all the time.
nice plus.

12/9/2020 4:43 PM
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12/23/2020 2:00 PM
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IBlended
love thisfeatures
park and
often.and
I want
it to be safe
at night
so maybe
include some
lighting?
ofuse
the itHealth
Connections
plan.
Consider
traffic calming
on Delaware,
Elati, and 9th. Any could be a great shared street space to would reduce cut-through traffic and
Vision 1 is the most serene and beautiful of the three.
add to neighborhood connections - also some may help take pressure off of interior paths as
mobility
routes 2/3
(5280
Parts
of vision
areexcepted).
great. Flower garden is a waste of space and dog area is needed. A

12/9/2020
12/23/20204:14
1:35PM
PM

117
7

12/9/2020 4:04 PM

118

connection to the bike trail would be great but a crushed gravel loop is all that’s needed, not
The connection from Cherokee to the park is one of the most important elements to activate
resurfaced. Nature features like wetland and playground also look great.
the park from the Golden Triangle and Capitol Hill neighborhoods which have great density and
need for
open for
space.
Really
hoping
a dirt/gravel walking/running path!!!
I wastohopeful
that
wepick.
could
integrate
the
with the
playgrounds/athletic
Hard
classify
and
Like
aspects
ofpark
all three.
Improved
access acrossfacilities
Speer, (i.e.,
ballfield, track,
tennis
courts)place
at West
High; thatand
is, adding
open them
tolandscape
public use.are
That
could
community
center,
improved
for children,
water
tops
for me.
support Vision 2 and keep the remainder of the park open to more community-focused
We
cherish movement and gathering in the park
activities.
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It would
be DOG
very helpful
to include
some sort of fencing to separate the park from Speer. Speer
DOG
PARK
PARK DOG
PARK
is just such a busy road with fast moving cars. I would feel much safer if there was a barrier.
A small off leash dog area would be amazing. Thats what most people I see at the park are
Please
do keepIt(or
update)
basketball
as that
is an
extremely important
doing
anyways.
would
keepthe
theexisting
grass cleaner
andcourt
be safer
for the
dogs!
element for kids and community health. All of these designs are fantastic, and the
throughout
are on
point. So
excited
the improvements!
I base/foundational
would really like toplans
see the
old utilityallshed
removed.
That's
the for
perfect
place for the dog park.
Can you add the shed storage somewhere off site or make it smaller? It's an eyesore. Also,
I think
combination
both
the
community
center / kiosks and the connection to the 5280
I'm
a bigafan
of the loopofand
the
dog
running area.
bike loop overlaid on top of the legacy plan would be great. I also think it would be great to
Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2
eventually
sound
wall is
along
Speer to reduce the sound pollution from all of the
Think
addinghave
a 1kaloop
andbarrier
dog park
important
cars. Then that entire wall can be used for the community art displays or murals. Thank you
Would
likeyour
to see
water features.
for all of
hardmore
workactual
In generating
these plans and surveys!
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as is
leash
dog
area.
Blended
features
of the
the off
Health
and
Connections
plan. Consider traffic calming on Delaware,
Elati, and 9th. Any could be a great shared street space to would reduce cut-through traffic and
The
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and Delaware
is SCARY!
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to cross,
whenpaths
the light
take pressure
off even
of interior
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add intersection
to neighborhood
- also
some may
atmobility
8th androutes
Speer(5280
is red,excepted).
there are a lot of cars turning right from Speer onto 8th which makes it
almost impossible to safely cross without running. Please improve the crossing to make
Sunken
Gardens from
moreCherokee
accessible
the South
Baker
The connection
to from
the park
is one and
of the
mostneighborhood.
important elements to activate
the park from the Golden Triangle and Capitol Hill neighborhoods which have great density and
I need
think for
bathrooms
would be extremely useful. Even if they locked at night.
open space.
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Dog
park!!
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ballfield,
track,
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theminto
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Add
the dog
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to all courts)
plans. This
parkHigh;
serves
dog park
any
stateuse. That could
support Vision 2 and keep the remainder of the park open to more community-focused
I activities.
live in the neighborhood and frequently take my 1 yo daughter to this park. 1. The historical
aspects of Denver are wonderful. I really love the legacy plan for this reason. 2. I don't
I like the pavilion,
there
music
and theatcontinued
I don’t
thinktothe
formal
flower
appreciate
how many
off could
leash be
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run around
the park.yoga.
If there's
a way
include
signs
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is must
betterbe
than
open
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end.
The maintenance
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leash
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would(or
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wonderful.
havenorth
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between
my daughterstructure
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that
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should
berun
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Improving
picnic
playground,
existing
tree
dogs
that
up up.
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all. the. the
time.
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try to walkways,
tell me it's and
a dog
park :/
maintenance are essential. Smaller circular congregation areas from third plan look great,
Pedestrian
improvements
at Speer
andWest
Elati and
make access to the park
could be integrated
into hillside
facing
HS. along
Keep Bannock
a spot forwill
sledding!
much safer.
Dog park would be amazing!! So many dogs that live in the area!
There is a missed opportunity in returning the bridge across Cherry Creek at Cherokee St. It
many
bring
Please
please
leashlocation
dog park.
would
have
twopleasseeeee
advantages. off
A safer
for sooooo
the 5280
loop people
to cross
the their
creekdogs
and to
anplay in
this park
and
theirtoisthe
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area. Triangle.
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point
from in
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Why
area forthere
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arecontinued
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thean
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beplay??
musicThere
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think
the formal that
flower
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people
it itnorth
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is betterthat,
thanIthe
open
(orwho
dogsuggested
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The maintenance
structure
andareas,
we getplayground,
to not enjoyexisting
it. Lookwalkways,
at civic center!
homeless
take
this park
should be will
fixed
up.over
Improving
thetoo,
picnic
and tree
maintenance are essential. Smaller circular congregation areas from third plan look great,
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park
besides
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forathe
homeless?
could anyone
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into
hillside
facing
West HS.
Keep
spot
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12/9/2020 10:14 AM
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Make
it a dog
park!
Dog park
would
be amazing!! So many dogs that live in the area!

12/9/2020
12/23/20209:51
8:10AM
AM
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IPlease
love the
Health
Plan layout,off
adding
small
off sooooo
leash dog
areapeople
to thisbring
plan their
woulddogs
make
thein
park.
many
to itplay
please
pleasseeeee
leashadog
perfect
layout
this park
and their is no dog park in this area. this would be amazing!!!!!
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12/23/20209:26
7:57AM
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12/23/20209:19
7:46AM
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Thankyou
youfor
all investing
for takinginthe
to develop the design for the park.
Thank
ourtime
park!

12/23/20209:52
7:46AM
AM
11/27/2020

12/22/2020 11:37 PM
12/9/2020 8:29 AM
12/22/2020 4:04 PM

14
126

Very excited
to see thisthrough
park receiving
some
TLC.Commuters
Thanks for move
all your
hard work!
Thoughtful
connections
and around
themuch
park needed
are critical.
though
that
space
quickly,
both bike
through
park and vehicle
commuters
on 8th budget
and
1. Avoid
structures
that commuters
require too much
citythe
maintenance
and subject
to on-going
Speer.
Managing
the
variable
speeds
of
those
mode
through
the
park
(bike)
and
at
the
parks
concerns, as well as anything that would attract more homeless encampment. 2. An elegant
edges
(vehicle)
is critical
to that
creating
a successful
Legacy
Plan with
sections
can be
adopted byspace.
different community groups might be a way

12/22/20204:48
11:37
PM
11/26/2020
PM

86

We
need/want
a dog
park/off-leash
SO MUCH
on this
sidepark.
of town. There are none within
Thank
you all for
taking
the time toarea
develop
the design
for the
walking distance.
Very excited to see this park receiving some much needed TLC. Thanks for all your hard work!
This park is too small to do anything other than historic renovation. The Cherry Creek Bike
path
and structures
other largerthat
parks
provide
amenities. and subject to on-going budget
1. Avoid
require
too these
much other
city maintenance
concerns, as well as anything that would attract more homeless encampment. 2. An elegant
ILegacy
really don’t
connections
plan.
Planlike
withthe
sections
that can
be adopted by different community groups might be a way
to develop
commitment
to this
Nature
play long-term
is a great participation
idea! Prefer and
moreownership
natural feel
overall instead
of public
formal space.
gardens and

12/8/2020 11:57 PM

127

unnecessary
lawns
Legacy plan with
small dog park would be ideal

12/22/2020 3:34 PM
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87
17

This
area connect
is in desperate
of more
ion fromneed
Bannock
(to off-leash
the north)dog
andparks.
across 8th (to the south) are critical.
The bike

12/8/2020
12/22/202010:22
2:51 PM
PM
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88

I am most interested in this being a space for kids and families to be outside, people to
exercise healthfully, and relax and enjoy the outdoors.

12/8/2020 8:05 PM

89

Thanks for taking care of our parks & encouraging community input. One thing I couldn’t tell
about any of the plans were lighting and safety features. I would like the park to be well-lit and
safe.

12/8/2020 6:36 PM

to develop
long-termthe
participation
andfrom
ownership
commitment
this
public
space.
Consider
combining
best aspects
the three
plans into to
one
plan.
Ensure
that the two
halves
the with
park small
are well-connected
and
Legacyofplan
dog park would
be"speak
ideal to each other" so that one side isn't
seemingly sectioned off at the park's center "pinch point", or underutilized or avoided due to
undesirable
activity.
niceBannock
transition(to
area
the regions
better.
I witnessed
a neat
ionAfrom
thecould
north)blend
and across
8th (to
the south)
are critical.
The bike connect
community gathering one evening of dogs and their owners on the large lawn. I liked how the
dogs were all allowed to run free and play with each other while the owners stood around and
mingled. Creating the small, fenced-in off-leash dog area may unfortunately deter the
/ 11 to run and play together. It sets
impromptu gathering on the lawn and limit the dogs' 2
freedom
the tone that the pets aren't as welcome in the park (like a cry room in a church), and the
location indicated for the area seems random. Along with the connection to the high school, the
9th Ave overlook is a nice welcoming place to connect the park to the outward community,
while the rest of the perimeter has its soft borderline of the sunken garden slope. The
basketball half-court could possibly be incorporated into a lower area on the side of the
overlook.

11/26/2020 12:11 PM

16

128

dog park great

11/26/2020 10:01 AM

129

More than anything, I see a lot of students, people with their dogs, people exercising, and
picnics at the park. It would be nice to have visual features at the park, like a gardens area or
the fountain, but the park has become a different community area than what it probably used to
be. Enhancing the current experience of park goers, like creating a small dog park, adding
exercise stations, and picnic tables, would hit the needs of a wide variety of residents and
would potentially inspire other parks to do something similar, since there currently is no park
like that in Denver city.

11/26/2020 9:04 AM

14
84
15
85

2 / 11

12/9/2020 5:46 AM

90

Please consider making sure the connection from 8th avenue/Delaware to Bannock street is
paved as that's a good bike connection from Baker to Golden triangle today but its not paved.

12/8/2020 6:31 PM

91

This part of town could really use a small dog park.

12/8/2020 5:28 PM

92

The 1k loop trail would be great with any of these. All good options.

12/8/2020 4:35 PM

93

I love preserving the swale and rejuvenating the old rock garden area

12/8/2020 4:28 PM

94

Connectivity is what I'm mostly concerned about. While I know a lot of people are into the
historicity, I don't really care about that at all. This is valuable open space for an inner-city
population who just needs the best of what we have to offer.

12/8/2020 4:15 PM

95

96

97

Sunken
Gardens
Plan known.
SurveyRolling
#2 by this park
It is imperative to make the history
of this
park andMaster
neighborhood
the other day made me realize how quick the neighborhood is changing and it has historically
been an area with a legacy of Chicano power/pride. this is the exact intersection where the
west walkouts sparked a national movement for equity in education. I'd hate if sunken gardens
/ 11 the gentrification of such an
became a park to attract the new/white Denver and6promoted
iconic piece of history. Also as a wheelchair user, the park itself has never been super
accessible. the paths are not smooth and the areas of historic importance are off limits to
many mobility device users. keep in mind the great distance of the park so people with limited
mobility have places to stop and rest but can access the entire experience.

15

12/7/2020 3:10 PM

12/7/2020 1:42 PM

Love all three options! Cant go wrong with any of them

12/7/2020 10:11 AM

98

Add bathrooms

12/6/2020 8:37 PM

99

More places to sit like on the old concrete pool wall please!

12/6/2020 2:20 PM

100

The bike connections are a good idea, separate bike and walking paths are essential to really
enjoy a walk in the park. Keep the basketball hoop, I see people playing everyday. This is a
lovely quiet neighborhood park, let’s maintain that with these improvements. There are s everal
off leash dog parks nearby, please don’t turn this beautiful park into an off leash park

12/6/2020 10:03 AM

101

Having a dog park would be wonderful. Dogs already use the area, and having an enclosed dog
park would control this use. Also, I walk by this area frequently, and it appears that the most
popular and needed use for this area is as a dog park.

12/5/2020 4:02 PM

102

The lighting is very bad at night. Should be addressed in any future plan.

12/4/2020 9:56 AM

103

I use this park everyday with my dog to get some energy out, I'd love to see it remain dog
friendly and maybe even have a fenced area.

12/4/2020 9:43 AM

104

Knowing that there are very few dog parks in the area, a small off-leash park is not going to be
sufficient for this area (and, according to the dog park designated on this map, it would be
SMALL!!). It would likely be problematic with the number of dogs that would congregate there.
That said, a large(r) dog park in this area would be wildly popular.

12/3/2020 11:56 AM

105

Frankly all three plans have some positive value and perhaps an integrated approach from the
best attributes of the three plans would meet more neighbors liking. For instance the walking
path, pollinators area, public art areas and flower gardens are a very likable mix for me.

12/2/2020 11:20 AM

106

It’s a great smaller park long overdue some attention. Thanks for this.

12/2/2020 10:47 AM

107

I like the health plan but also would like to see formal gardens put in (it is called sunken
gardens after all!)

12/2/2020 10:18 AM

108

Add a futsal field

12/1/2020 7:04 AM

109

Increased off-leash dog enforcement. There are at least a dozen off-leash dogs every single
day and it makes it so challenging to walk leash-reactive dogs without them being approached

11/30/2020 6:25 PM

11/27/2020 9:59 AM
12/23/2020 8:10 AM
11/27/2020 9:58 AM
12/23/2020 7:57 AM

12/22/2020 4:04 PM

12/22/2020 3:34 PM
12/22/2020 2:51 PM

130

Please, please, please consider adding restrooms.

11/26/2020 8:47 AM

131

Pedestrians must have the right of way when crossing elati. It is dangerous with cars turning
from 11th or speer not paying attention to whats in their way.

11/26/2020 12:09 AM

132

Please make sure access is a priority- it isn't mentioned. The disability community should
have just as much of a right to access this park- meaning paved -not gravel- trails and plenty
of entry points along all sides of the park to access amenities (no steps, seating areas that are
accessible, etc.) There's also nothing included that specifically spells out the historical and
cultural significance of the park to the story and history of the West side. The La Alma
neighborhood, the Chicano rights movement and the community of displaced Aurarians should
have their stories told in this park.

12/23/2020 8:30 AM

Sunken
Plan
Survey #2
I personally like the Health Plan
the bestGardens
but believeMaster
the overall
neighborhood
would benefit
more from the Connections plan.

11/25/2020 11:15 PM

133

Please update playground area! We are neighbors and would love a renewed area for our
toddler to play.
8 / 11

11/25/2020 9:54 PM

134

The intersection at 8th and Delaware needs a light for crossing to be safe for pedestrians and
bikers. Even spray painted or crossing lights will not be enough for the speed that cars are
driving on 8th Avenue.

11/25/2020 9:49 PM

135

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute, again. As a neighbor of the park, volunteer at the
Denver Health Campus, for DPS STEM and environmental educator, all three visons are
wonderful. Perhaps blending them will be the end result. Two comments that I have, given the
change in the great neighborhood's demographics and age-range, I believe having a seasonalplay water feature within the park is critical. A spring-summer day-evening hardscape with
programmable nozzles-pop jets (similar to those in front of Union Station) for children and
adults, would offer a refreshing area to play, especially in our now hot summer. Plus the sound
of moving water is relaxing, as is the joy of watching happy children at play. In addition, as I
walked through the park today, I observed all the motion on Speer and 8th Ave, and thought
about your objectives to install art features. Perhaps colorful kinetic art structures, in addition
to static, could also be considered and installed? The park often has light breezes that pass
through it. If studied, you could leverage the wind and underwrite the motion of the art
structures.

11/25/2020 9:15 PM

136

How about a healthy community theme, with the 1K loop and nature play from the health plan,
and the art and outdoor classroom spaces from the connections plan? I would vote for the
traditional gardens over the dog park, since Denver is filled with dog parks but the only other
gardens like that that I know of within Denver are in Washington Park.

11/25/2020 8:59 PM

137

I think providing the three different visions was helpful, but I would caution that none of these
are necessarily “the right fit”. Elements from each are good, but none of the visions are
capturing the community needs on their own. I appreciate the history of the park, but it serves
a lot of people as a neighborhood amenity. It would be a tremendous waste of resources, in my
opinion, to put more emphasis on preserving historic structures than doing quality of life
improvements for the people that live in the area. The trail improvements, adding trees and low
water vegetation, and a dog park will make people’s lives better and will help advance the
overall well-being of our city’s environment and our city’s tree planting and water preservation
goals. I live on Delaware St. between 4th and 5th. I think the main problems are the access
points to the park. Crossing 8th and crossing Speer on bannock are both no fun on a bike or as
a pedestrian. Glad those improvements are a part of the overall vision. Please, please
consider the dog park. There are no neighborhood dog parks for the people of Baker or Lincoln
Park. If you live in Baker or Lincoln park you have to get in a car and drive your dog to a dog
park, yet the city said in the dog park master plan that Baker is not a dog park dessert. (1)
getting in a car and driving does not advance climate goals. (2) the outdoor downtown said that
downtown is the “front yard” for denverites. According to the outdoor downtown map, sunken
gardens is considered “downtown”. Not very “front yard” to have no place your dog can play
without getting in trouble. If COVID has taught me one thing about the Baker neighborhood, it

11/25/2020 8:06 PM
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programmable nozzles-pop jets (similar to those in front of Union Station) for children and
adults, would offer a refreshing area to play, especially in our now hot summer. Plus the sound
of moving water is relaxing, as is the joy of watching happy children at play. In addition, as I
walked through the park today, I observed all the motion on Speer and 8th Ave, and thought
about your objectives to install art features. Perhaps colorful kinetic art structures, in addition
to static, could also be considered and installed? The park often has light breezes that pass
through it. If studied, you could leverage the wind and underwrite the motion of the art
structures.
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How about a healthy community
theme, with
the 1K Master
loop and Plan
natureSurvey
play from#2
the health plan,
Sunken
Gardens
and the art and outdoor classroom spaces from the connections plan? I would vote for the
traditional gardens over the dog park, since Denver is filled with dog parks but the only other
RESPONSES
gardens
like that that I know of within Denver are in Washington Park.
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Again,
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Thanks forofallWest
your High
hard work!
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necessarily
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that of
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public
space.
texture of the WHS facade. It would be delightful, however, if this park received autumnal color
Legacy
dog Modernization
park would be is
ideal
with
any plan
new with
treessmall
planted.
understandable, but this area could benefit from
tastefully highlighting it's unique and historic architecture and shape. Both the formal and wild
The bike connect ion from Bannock (to the north) and across 8th (to the south) are critical.
xeriscape gardens, and nature features for play, as well as the 1k loop, receive the most
appreciation from my end. Given that we could contend with superbugs and pandemics again
in the future, things like more picnic space and exercise equipment seem bulky and potentially
2 public
/ 11 art, even commissioned works are
a challenge to keep clean and maintained. Regarding
not always aesthetically pleasing. Being a resident of Lincoln Park since 1981 and an artist, I
can certainly appreciate public art. But sometimes it can feel uninspiring and cluttered e.g.
what Su Teatro did to the Denver Civic, etc. And the mural at the La Alma Rec Center has
never been particularly inspiring. I would love to see more historic and native or Hispanic
patterns in gorgeous muted palettes of color and sculpture lending a sense of history and less
mural art with people and scenarios being painted on buildings. Despite my strong opinions, I
absolutely appreciate your reaching out to the community for input. Very excited to see what
you all decide.

11/25/2020
PM
12/22/20205:31
11:37
PM

147

Even before we make tis decision, you need to redo the sidewalks along Speer. They are
dangerous and impassable for many demographic segments. Why are they not included in any
option?

11/25/2020 5:23 PM

148

I believe all of the visions are great! I think choice pieces from each vision would greatly
improve the park.

11/25/2020 5:20 PM

15

16
17

12/22/2020 4:04 PM

12/22/2020 3:34 PM
12/22/2020 2:51 PM

149

Dog park, please!

11/25/2020 5:11 PM

150

The elements I selected in all three plans would be fantastic additions to Sunken Gardens
Park. If I had to rank the things in order of what I most like about the plans, it would have to be
(1) the new pavilion terrace features, (2) resurface/reimagining of the path throughout the park,
(3) seating wall framing restoration, (4) public seating area/art viewing, and (5) a new
community center. I think these additions combined would make Sunken Gardens one of my
favorites, if not my favorite park. I already love the place now and I am lucky to live next to it.
Thank you for pursuing an improvement plan; the community is all the better for it!

11/25/2020 5:07 PM

151

The primary improvements I care about (accessibility, bike path connections) are present in
the base plan; as such the other improvements kind of feel like gravy. While I was initially
enamored with the exercise stations (I've seen them in other cities & liked them) I think having
them face Speer makes them much less usable. I think off-leash dog park right next to Speer
is also quite dangerous.

11/25/2020 5:06 PM

152

In any., PLEASE consider an off-leash dog run. So necessary for this area. Thank you!

11/25/2020 5:04 PM

153

Improved bike connections are important.

11/25/2020 5:02 PM

154

I would love improved safety for crossing speer on the north end of the park, near 11th street.
That's how I enter for my walks everyday and it's an incredibly dangerous crosswalk. I am a
young able-bodied person and I struggle to do it safely, I'm sure anyone with additional
Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2
accessibility needs would be at a serious safety risk.

11/25/2020 5:01 PM

155

Mesh best elements of 1 and 3 together

156

please dont take up all the open space on the north end of the park! it is so nice to have both

A-112
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Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

Q6 What is your connection to Sunken Gardens Park? (check all that
apply):
Answered: 375

Skipped: 13

Live nearby

Work Nearby

Go to School
Nearby
Pass by when
walking/biki...
Community
advocate/Par...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

ANSWER CHOICES

90% 100%

RESPONSES

Live nearby

80.80%

303

Work Nearby

29.87%

112

Go to School Nearby

2.67%

10

Pass by when walking/biking or driving

41.33%

155

Community advocate/Parks advocate

15.73%

59

Other (please specify)

6.67%

25
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Total Respondents: 375

Q7 In which neighborhood do you live?
Answered: 372

Skipped: 16

La Alma
Lincoln Park
Baker

Auraria
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Triangle/Civ...
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Other
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RESPONSES

La Alma Lincoln Park

27.69%

103
80

Baker

21.51%

Auraria

0.27%

1

West Washington Park

2.96%

11

Downtown/LoDo

1.08%

4

Golden Triangle/Civic Center

20.97%

78

Alamo Placita

0.81%

3

Capitol Hill

7.80%

29

Other

16.94%

63

TOTAL

372
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Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

Q8 What is your age group?
Answered: 375

Skipped: 13

0-12

13-17

18-29

30-49

50-64

65+
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40%
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0-12

0.53%

2

13-17

0.27%

1

18-29

15.20%

57

30-49

57.60%

216

50-64

15.20%

57

11.20%

65+
TOTAL

42
375

Sunken Gardens Master Plan Survey #2

Q9 We are attempting to hear from all voices in the area. In order to make
sure we haven't missed anyone, please specify your ethnicity and the
ethnicity of others in your household. Please select all that apply.
Answered: 360

Skipped: 28

American
Indian/Alask...
Asian
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Black/African
American
Hispanic,
LatinX or...
Middle
Eastern/Nort...
Native
Hawaiian/Pac...
White
Other (please
specify)
0%

ANSWER CHOICES

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES

American Indian/Alaskan Native

1.94%

7

Asian

4.44%

16

Black/African American

1.11%

4

Hispanic, LatinX or Spanish

11.67%

42

Middle Eastern/North African

0.28%

1

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0.83%

3

White

86.11%

310

Other (please specify)

2.78%

10

Total Respondents: 360
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Q10 Could we continue to communicate with you about the plan? Please
join our project list. Your contact info will be used only for distribution of
information pertaining to the Sunken Gardens Master Plan and will not be
shared with other entities or agencies.
Answered: 236

Skipped: 152

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Name

83.05%

196

Email

82.20%

194

Text

32.20%

76

No thanks

2.12%

5

Already on List

25.00%

59
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Sunken Garden Survey #2 Summary of
Written Comments

•

Formal and wild xeriscape gardens.

•

Nature play!

•

More actual water features. Restore the water
features.

•

Bring back the reflecting pool. There could be ice
skating in the winter.

•

Need shade trees.

•

Seasonal play water feature within the park.

Spell out the historical and cultural significance
of the park to the story of the West side. The La
Alma neighborhood, the Chicano rights movement,
movement for equity in education, and the
community of displaced Aurarians should have their
stories told in this park.

•

Preserve the swale and rejuvenate the old rock
garden area.

•

Make the area as drought tolerant as possible while
enhancing the trees and shrubs that can block out
the traffic.

Highlight the legacy and natural beauty of Sunken
Gardens Park. It’s a place of peaceful respite in the
center of the city.

•

Maintain the green space.

•

Historic place markers in the park and public art to
provide context and history.

•

Let’s get more people into this park!

•

Don’t waste resources putting more emphasis on
preserving historic structures than doing quality of
life improvements for the people that live in the area.

•

Dispersed picnic facilities.

•

We cherish movement and gathering in the park.

•

•

Replace the pavilion, which was designed by my
grandfather, Jacques Benedict. Add water to the pond
for skating in the winter.

Ensure that the two halves of the park are wellconnected.

•

Suggest a healthy community theme, with the 1K
loop and nature play from the health plan, and
the art and outdoor classroom spaces from the
connections plan.

•

Parks are a place where people come to exercise and
gather with people, so any plans that allow for that
would be great.

•

Use the Elati street corridor for events such as
farmers markets, art markets, and maybe a festival,
etc.

•

5280 Trail integrated with a community center plaza.

Question #5 Summary: Are there any other
comments that you would like to share with us
about the future of Sunken Gardens Park?
Comments on HISTORY and CULTURE:
•

•

•

Combine the park’s historic connection to West
Denver with being a steward to the young people of
the neighborhood.

Comments on COMMUNITY:

Comments on ARCHITECTURE and PUBLIC ART:
•

Colorful kinetic art structures, in addition to static, to
catch park breezes.

•

Public art mural done with West High School Mural
Club.

•

Shade structures over the pavilion steps are way too
contemporary.

•

Historic and native or Hispanic art patterns in
gorgeous muted palettes and sculpture lending a
sense of history, less mural art with people and
scenarios being painted on buildings.

•

Concern at the contrast between the classic
architecture of West High School and a pavilion
design with bold triangular lines that appear to be
an inexpensive solution for shade. The architecture
deserves more than this.

•

More places to sit like on the old concrete pool wall.

Comments the PARK AND SCHOOLS:
•

The steps in the Legacy Plan make for great outdoor
classroom space, the running trail in the health plan
will probably be used by the community AND the
West Cross Country teams, and the public art in the
connections plan is a connection to the park’s and
West’s legacy.

•

Connecting the park to the cycling network might
help meet our students’ needs if it includes safe
passage by bicycle from the Westwood/Barnum
neighborhood to the West.

•

I like the outdoor classroom space depicted. I have
no intention of taking my students to the park and
putting them at something that looks like a desk.
Instead, we sprawl all over the flagstones, benches,
and front steps of the school. Steps are an incredibly
useful pop-up classroom space.

Comments on WATER FEATURES/CONSERVATION/
PLANTINGS/NATURE:
•

My hope is that not a single tree that isn’t diseased
or at the very end of its life or a public hazard would
be removed.

•

Autumnal color with any new trees planted.
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•

•

I’m a high school English teacher at West High
School, and I love bringing my classes to the park
on nice days to read and discuss. We’ve had success
reading on the stairs. If one of the many beautiful
improvements planned includes a wall, I would use
the quiet side of the wall for my classes!
We are a nearby preschool that comes to this park
with our classes several days a week. We love the
idea of having spaces geared toward children, such
as the natural play area and the outdoor classroom
space!

•

Integrate the park with the playing fields/athletic at
West High; open West grounds to public use and keep
the remainder of the park open to more communityfocused activities.

•

West Campus students could take some kind of
stewardship responsibility for the maintenance of the
grounds.

Comments on ACTIVE RECREATION:

•

The intersection of 8th and Delaware is SCARY!
Please improve the crossing to make Sunken
Gardens more accessible from the south and Baker
neighborhood.

•

Redo the sidewalks along Speer. They are dangerous
and impassable for many.

•

Pedestrians must have the right of way when crossing
Elati.

•

Consider traffic calming on Delaware, Elati, and 9th.
Each street could be a great shared street space.

•

The light to cross Speer at Bannock is timed for car
traffic, there is no way to make it the whole way
across Speer without usually waiting two full long
traffic light cycles.

•

The park needs safer ways for the community to
access it.

•

There is a missed opportunity in returning the bridge
across Cherry Creek to Cherokee St. There needs
to be a safer location for the 5280 Loop to cross the
creek and an added entry point to the park from the
Golden Triangle.

•

Keep (or update) the existing basketball court.

•

Exercise stations.

•

A hard “no” to the exercise equipment.

Comments on SAFETY:

•

Teens NEED activities that aren’t against the law

•

Increase police presence to ensure safety.

•

Futsal field.

•

•

Update playground area!

Include some sort of fencing to separate the park
from Speer.

•

Make the whole sunken pool area an ice skating rink
in the winter.

•

Additional lighting.

•

People experiencing homelessness and dirty needles
in the park.

Comments on ACCESSIBILITY:
•

•

As a wheelchair user, the park itself has never been
super accessible. the paths are not smooth and
the areas of historic importance are off limits to
many mobility device users. Keep in mind the great
distance of the park so people with limited mobility
have places to stop and rest but can access the entire
experience.
Please make sure access is a priority. The disability
community should have just as much of a right to
access this park: meaning paved not gravel trails and
plenty of entry points along all sides of the park to
access amenities (no steps, seating areas that are
accessible, etc.)

Comments on TRAILS:
•

The trail from 8th/Delaware to 9th/Bannock/Speer
bridge needs to be paved. This is a critical bike
connection and the current gravel is muddy, nasty,
invisible at night, during snow, after rain.

•

The 1k loop trail would be great. Really hoping for a
dirt/gravel walking/running path!!!

Comments on CONNECTIVITY:
•

Getting through the Sunken Gardens on a bike and
connecting the 5280 Loop is a top priority.

•

The connection from Cherokee Street to the park
is one of the most important elements to activate
the park from the Golden Triangle and Capitol Hill
neighborhoods which have great density and need for
open space.

•

The bike connection from Bannock (to the north) and
across 8th (to the south) are critical. The park needs
to be easily and safely accessible to those on foot and
on bikes.

Comments on CROSSINGS:
•

The main problems are the access points to the park.
Crossing 8th and crossing Speer on Bannock St. are
no fun on a bike or as a pedestrian.

•

Elati Street must be made safe. Cars go too fast
and turn from 11th and Speer without even slowing
down!

•

Improved safety for crossing Speer on the north end
of the park, near 11th street
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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•

Add a pedestrian underpass that connects the park
to the Cherry Creek path. Build the underpass to be
below Southbound Speer. By removing the barrier to
the path, the park will be more activated.

Comments on MAINTENANCE and SANITATION:
•

Avoid structures that require too much city
maintenance.

•

Include adequate restroom facilities.

Comments about a DOG PARK:
•

No Dog park.

•

I don’t appreciate how many off leash dogs run
around at the park.

•

Increased off-leash dog enforcement.

•

The dog park is a must. There is nowhere else nearby
for off leash dogs.

•

Knowing that there are very few dog parks in the
area, a small off-leash park is not going to be
sufficient for this area.

•

A large off leash dog area. So many people bring
their pups here to play.

•

DOG PARK DOG PARK DOG PARK

•

If COVID has taught me one thing about the Baker
neighborhood, it is that we have a lot of dogs. It
would be tremendously helpful to us to have a nearby
dog park. It would also be a help to the DCIS school
at 6th and Delaware, so folks can stop going to the
school as a dog park.

•

Remove the old utility shed. That’s the perfect place
for the dog park.

•

We walk our dog (on leash) around the park daily and
generally see 15+ dogs off leash.

•

I don’t have a dog but think a dog park Is an
absolute necessity.

•

Go to the park anytime; spring, summer, or fall, even
in the winter, and what is the most common activity
you see: people playing with & walking their DOGS,
in the large open spaces.
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Stakeholder Interview Summary

•

City Agency: DPR Downtown Parks Planner

Introduction

•

City Agency: DPR Recreation Directors (2)

Stakeholder interviews were conducted in August 2020
to expand public engagement in the master planning
process. Interviews were conducted remotely using
Teams, Zoom and conference calls. Interviews were
approximately 45 minutes long, the same questions
were posed to all interviewees, and all responses were
documented by the consultant team. The results from the
interviews have been consolidated and paraphrased, with
some direct quotes.

Questions
1.

What is your association or connection to Sunken
Gardens Park?

2.

What role does the park play in the lives of your
members/neighbors/colleagues/city?

3.

What is your vision for the park? How should the park
evolve to serve residents and visitors?

4.

What existing attributes of the park should be
maintained or enhanced?

5.

Are there any new elements that should be
introduced to the park to better serve the
neighborhood, community, city?

Stakeholders
1.

Professor of Chicano Studies

2.

Neighborhood Parish

3.

Architect; Local Business Owner; Resident

4.

Historic Denver

5.

Golden Triangle Residents (2)

6.

La Alma/Lincoln Park Residents (2)

7.

Local Non-Profit Business Manager and Volunteer
Coordinator

8.

DPS Administrator

9.

Non-Responsive: Event Permit Holder

Overview
Interviewees were very forthcoming with information
pertaining to their own unique experiences in the park as
well as their vision for future improvements. Generally,
the stakeholders as a group cited the important role
that the park has played in the history of the city and
immediate neighborhoods, and the desire to ensure that
the park continues to serve local residents, employees
and visitors, including families and patients of Denver
Health. Access to the park was consistently cited as a
primary deterrent to more frequent use of the park. Open
lawn areas, shade provided by the mature deciduous
and evergreen trees were repeatedly discussed as
unique park attributes. Most importantly, there was an
overwhelming desire to ensure that park remains a safe
and welcoming with significant opportunities for residents
to enjoy the open, expansive and shady spaces. While
many cited a potential shift in use patterns curing COVID,
the same stakeholders commented that it was wonderful
to see so many people in the park engaging in a variety
of different activities.

Interview #1: Professor of Chicano
Studies, Long Time Neighborhood
Advocate
•

The neighborhood has a deep connection to the
school and the school has a deep connection to the
park. The park became a haven where people could
meet and develop relationships, play music, hang
out; when the students left school, they could find
friends and community in the park.

•

The key to understanding Chicano neighborhoods is
to understand the role parks play in the lives of the
neighborhoods. The families spend entire days and
weekends in the park.

•

The social justice work that has been done at West
High created a synergy that taught people that
they can get involved…it’s a spiritual place Sunken
Gardens. It’s a place where people felt empowered
and they hang their hat…..doing their own thing at
Sunken Gardens.

•

There are people who have been involved in the
community for a long time, who used to own property
on the Metro Campus, and who were displaced due
to eminent domain during the development of the
Auraria Campus. Those people sent their kids to West
High where they were not well educated and often
ignored. This is what prompted the Blow Outs. Then
there was organizing and activism and engagement,
all of which occurred in the park in some form or
another – all of these efforts were an attempt to try
to heal the collected wounded spirit.

•

There were marches from Metro to West High on
Cesar Chavez Day. The Peace March ended at West
High with people spilling into the park. “It’s a spiritual
place Sunken Gardens. It’s a place where people felt

In addition, several city agencies were contacted to
discuss Sunken Gardens Park
•

City Agency: DPR Resiliency Planner

•

City Agency: Wastewater/Water Quality (2)

•

City Agency: Landmarks

•

City Agency: Forestry

•

City Agency: La Alma Recreation Director

•

City Agency: DPR Maintenance
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empowered and could – and can hang their hat…..
doing their thing and doing it at Sunken Gardens.”
•

•

•

The people make a park, not buildings - it’s their
hearts and soul and what they bring to a space.
It’s spiritual. It would be great to bring stages
to the park, and performance space that would
attract people to the park for poetry readings,
performances. There should be space that people can
count on having access to, and where there can be
creative community events in partnership with the
neighborhoods.
The ambiance of the park is critical; its sunk and eye
catchy and the treesare older and wonderful. The
wading pool was beautiful - my relatives remember
this. There needs to be inclusion from a multi-cultural
and historical perspective that educates city residents
and park visitors about the Hispanic Chicano ties to
the park. It should be a place where people can bring
music, poetry, and educate our children and make
then proud of their heritage. There should be murals.
There should be murals and park amenities for
children – “families stay longer when there are things
to do.” Develop an educational brochure about the
park that reintroduces the park to city.

•

Many areas of the park could be better used. Add
elements to engage the children; the Boys and Girls
Club is located close to the park. Add a space to
house events that is inclusive of local residents –this
would be used and tremendously popular.

•

The name “Sunken Gardens” is important to keep.
The terrain is important, and the open spaces allows
for a variety of uses by a diverse community.

•

The park has changed, which comes with the
gentrification of the neighborhood – but there really
has not been a whole lot of change in the physical
attributes or offerings of the park.

•

Improvements should include exercise areas and
equipment, dedicated bike path for kids in the form
of a mtn bike trail through the southern end of the
park under the trees.

•

Preserve the tree canopy – do not get rid of the
trees.

Interview #3: Historic Denver
•

I grew up in Denver - 1 mile from Sunken Gardens so
always in my mind as a “Denver Place”. I have been
involved in Parks/Parkways, chaired City Park Master
Plan- one of City Beautiful parks. Sunken Gardens is
a critical piece of City Beautiful Parks System.

•

The Lincoln Park neighborhood includes homes
belonging to leaders of the Chicano movement.
For Sunken Gardens, context is not just the
neighborhood, but more importantly the cultural
history and events that occurred there, and this is
what gives the park added meaning.

•

There is a sense of connectivity here; the park,
the West Campus, Speer Boulevard make the
neighborhood feel connected to the bigger systems.
Relationship between the school and park. Both
Lincoln/La Alma Park and Sunken Gardens are safe
spaces in the community, and there is a sense of
community ownership in these spaces that allowed
people to gather here, which doesn’t exist today
except by perhaps West Campus students. And this
is very different from other parks such as City Park.
“Moments of collective action make people feel
connected to the larger city by individuals”.

•

Consider the relationship of the park to the larger
network of city parks and historic parks; retaining
the sense of connection to the larger park system
could be reinforced by improvements to connectivity
especially to the Cherry Creek bike path.

•

Sunken Gardens needs to maintain a strong identity,
especially by and for DPS students who consider the
park a part of their daily life and take pride in the
park as part of the school experience.

•

Bring Chicano history to life. There should be creative
components that reflect cultural the cultural heritage
of the park and events that happened there. There
are opportunities to layer the information in the
park using existing features so that those important

Interview #2: Denver Inner City Parish
(DICP)
Background: Denver Inner City Parish (DICP) was
established in 1960 in response to the growing number
of impoverished families living in Denver’s West Side
neighborhood who were unable to meet their basic living
needs. Since that time, DICP has stayed true to our
mission of providing programs and services for lowerincome families, and we have expanded our programs
to include the entire Denver metro area. DICP focuses
on areas of critical need in the community, specifically
education and youth development, hunger relief, health
and wellness, and community support. DICP serves
Denver’s at-risk communities through programs that
relieve suffering, promote self-sufficiency, enrich lives,
and address obstacles associated with poverty.
•

I am a Denver native and have used the park for
about 26 years; I grew up using the park and
attended neighborhood schools.

•

The park plays an important role in the neighborhood
and the city. It’s a West Denver staple. Being so
close to Denver Health and West HS, it gets a lot
of exposure, use by the schools and also by people
working and visiting the hospital who take their kids
there.

•

New improvements to the park should include art,
which is reflective of the community’s culture, and art
is important.

•

Create access for cyclists who are riding up and
down the Cherry Creek bike path. Access is an issue
especially with the high-speed traffic along Speer.
Safety is an issue – the park is surrounded by busy
streets such as 8th and Speer.
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cultural meanings are reflected in the park. There are
several places to introduce new elements in the park,
and design of the elements should engage the West
Campus students.
•

•

•

Maintain existing landscape features and historic
attributes as markers of the park’s longevity, the
topography, the stepping down from the high school,
the sunken landform and the open center. Keep
some of the pieces - maybe they are used differently.
Spatial qualities are important and create a sense of
discovery. Are there opportunities to interject new by
designs taking cues from the older pieces?
The big trees should be protected. The vegetation
frames the park and is important; evergreen trees
are the frame and the deciduous trees are the
foreground. There are important sight lines in the
park. The vista to West High and from West High
back to Downtown is important.
The historic maintenance building offers opportunities
for more active use, and the 5280 Loop would be
great opportunity engage these structures. Are there
opportunities to activate the existing structures by
developing options for every day or periodic use of
these existing structures?

•

The winding meandering paths and trails are
wonderful experiences but create wayfinding needs.

•

Maintain original elements, restore and introduce.
There are opportunities to retain elements and
creative ways to reinterpret elements through
layering. Ideally, you don’t relocate those important
features.

•

There is value in reintroducing water elements that
are in keeping with current water conservation goals.

•

It’s important to note that people are not always
looking for more activation as evidenced in the City
Park Master Plan process. People come to walk and
experience the park and to be outdoors. We want to
be in beautiful places and opportunities to be passive
in a beautiful place.

•

•

This process and this project should be construed
as stewardship. Parks are shared assets and each
generation needs to leave then in a condition for
future generations to enjoy. How we treat those
assets and the public spaces to retain the core
qualities for future enjoyment?
More significant investment will be required in the
future if things are neglected now. Shared spaces
that are maintained are important components to the
Denver Identity, being stewards and maintenance of
these spaces are essential for the public good.

•

There is NO CONNECTIVITY to park. You cannot
get there from here. The park is really not that far
and just a few blocks away. This is an opportunity
to improve connectivity which will also improve
connections and unite our neighborhoods.

•

There is a changing demographic. There are new
people, younger people and almost everyone has a
dog.

•

My vision is not that grand, but nicely that the park
is thoughtfully improved and maintained. Enhance
the playground, which would ensure activation by
kids and families. The park is a place of respite.
Comfortable picnic tables, benches with dividers
would be a good addition. I think the park is too
small for formal sports programming.

•

The base of the pavilion presents interesting
possibility and acts as a stage, which could be used
for neighborhood gatherings, and small neighborhood
organizations.

•

Small gardens would be nice but should be mindful of
xeriscaping and take advantage of local flora that is
meant to grow where we are.

•

The sidewalks need to be maintained, especially
where the roots of the trees have pushed up the
concrete and asphalt, and this is critical to ensuring
that the park has an appearance of being well- cared
for and cherished.

•

Dog Park: I don’t want to give up space for a dog
park but might this make sense. It’s a huge need.

•

The trees are one of the most important parts of the
park. I would preserve every tree that is living there.

•

One of my primary recommendations would be a foot
bridge over Cherry Creek, but a pedestrian bridge
that would span from the sidewalk on the east Speer
and go OVER both North and Southbound Speer and
the Creek over the park would be ideal.

Interview #5: La Alma/Lincoln Resident –
Born and Raised
•

Grew up two blocks away and spent a lot of time at
the Cope Boys and Girls Club. Sunken Gardens has
always been an important space for us.

•

I did not use the park that much when I was a
student at West - the park was not welcoming. There
was grass…and that was it. Some kids played soccer,
but there weren’t benches across the street from the
school.

•

What is missing? Flowers, and things that are
welcoming like new benches and tables. The ones
that are there are old, they’ve been there forever.
Add flowers, a garden or a mural that incorporates
the history of the place and neighborhood. Do
something with color or on the ground or on the wall
at the basketball court…the park needs more color.

•

La Alma park has a big mural that instantly connects

Interview #4: Golden Triangle Resident
•

It’s a neighborhood park, but COVID I rarely spent
time there. Now I see people doing yoga, people w/
dogs. Prior to COVID, I walked through the park to
other destinations.
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me to the place; the mural is welcoming. There is
nothing in Sunken Gardens that creates a cultural
connection. There is nothing in the park that speaks
to where I grew up or my cultural heritage.
•

I live nearby and visit the park frequently with my
family to walk our dog.

•

The Golden Triangle lacks a neighborhood park, and
I love the big open space and hope that is retained.
The park offers a balance of open space and intimate
areas where you sit at the tables or sit on the grass.
But I spend significant time at Sloan’s Lake and
Washington Park which offers amenities that I am
seeking in a neighborhood park.

•

Current park users are comprised of families, Empty
Nesters and Millennials – there are not a lot of
requests for more active components.

•

I would love to see the frame of the pool built up a
bit more…still like to see grass in the middle but want
the frame elevated so people could sit on it. I would
love to see something where the pavilion was that
maintains the scale and perhaps nods to the historic
look and feel of the original element, which could
used by neighborhood groups and for events.

•

There should be interpretive signage describing the
evolution of the park, including the Chicano activism.
This would be an important thing to incorporate in
the park.

•

There is no art in this park and there should be:
murals, sculpture. Consider incorporating artistic
elements into the bike racks and playground
equipment that tips its hat to the cultural heritage
of the community. “There should be random cool art
stuff.” The basketball court could have a mural similar
to La Alma/Lincoln Park, which would add color. The
playground looks old and tired. The playgrounds in
Ruby Hill and Barnum include whimsical elements
serve two purposes: a place to play and public art
opportunities. The shelter is great at the playground
and the tables are lovely.

•

•

Interpretive signage with photographs should be
installed that educates park users about the history
of the people and the neighborhood, not just the
historic features that were there a long time ago.

Interview #6: Golden Triangle Resident
•

public art.

There are options for new flower gardens: the
northern tip and the old slot car course. upper
triangle would be nice for gardens…Slot car place
would be great for gardens. The old stone gazebo
reminds me what you see National Parks – it’s a nice
element on the corner with good visibility.

•

The trails are great but need to be repaved and made
accessible. There are too many tripping hazards.

•

The stairways from Speer into the park are intriguing
and should be reconnected to the trails. If the stairs
are going to be retained, they should be cleaned up
and perhaps considered as a potential location for
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The maintenance shed is ripe for opportunity; get the
neighborhood together and engage the community in
the restoration or upgrade of this element. Perhaps
a snack stand with seating that would activate
this stretch of the park and integrated with the
introduction of the 5280 Loop Trail that will ultimately
bring people from all over Denver into the park.

Interview #7: La Alma/Lincoln Resident –
Born and Raised
•

I grew up at 6th and Elati and have a very strong
connection to Sunken Gardens. I have very fond
childhood memories of the park, but this park has
been abandoned and it would be great if it could
now come full circle and evolve into a more useful,
accessible and celebrated space. “Thank you for the
opportunity to give my perspective it is a very dear
part of my life.”

•

It’s not a beautiful park, but when you know of the
history, it is beautiful. When you are at West, it is
beautiful. There are attributes that make it beautiful.
There is a duality that this is the inner city of Denver
and Sunken Gardens and the neighborhoods are
the roses that blossomed. There are urban legends
and the public needs to be educated about it. The
neighborhood is rich with history; we should pay
homage to that. The park has been neglected and
forgotten. There is little maintenance there.

•

This park presents an opportunity to bridge the
gap and improve equity between our homeless
and our housed. This is the heart of Denver, and
this is an opportunity to create a welcoming place
where the homeless community could be assured of
periodic access to basic needs such as showers and
laundry. The park should serve all members of our
communities.

•

“I love the shape of the park, the bones of it, the
pavilion and the concrete that peeks out of the grass.
It is like a piece of history.” The historic remnants
should be kept and acknowledges and inform the
master plan.

•

I love that the park is sunken, but there is no
handicap access that is problematic.

•

I think people don’t know the history of this. People
don’t even know the park is there. I’ve been there for
kickball league and family photos and it’s cool to tell
people about the history. Have photos near the old
structures.

•

Incorporate the old with the new. There should be
a new pavilion. The obvious addition would be a
garden, a community-oriented garden where you
are introducing culture, harvesting the marigolds,
get community involved and maybe even generate
income. This is another opportunity to give back
– and providing food that is a basic human right.
These are community-based programs that are
geared towards the homeless and displaced and
create resources in the right locations – Sunken
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Gardens could play a prominent role in that.
•

A new full basketball court. A small pool.

•

On the corner on 8th, there used to be a community
garden and that is what made me think of that…
there used to be one and I would walk by and look at
the plots. Maybe just ½ an acre….if I would wish for
anything. Teaching community agriculture and have
access to a community plot. Its important for people
to learn how to grow food.

•

I hope this has helped and excited to see what will
come of this. I’m a mother now and I am finding
myself having hard conversations with my daughter
and what she can hold in her heart. I was 16 when
we got displaced. It’s traumatizing and cyclical. This
gives me a little piece of myself back and it’s moving
- because there are so many of us that do not have
a voice and this is an opportunity to have a very
hopeful conversation so thank you all for this work.

Interview #8: Historian
•

•

•

•

•

May Dad was arrested at West High Walkouts. The
was and is an important part of the school. Denver
has terrible record of acknowledging the past, and
the Walkouts are important to our movement.
Linking La Alma Park to this Park would be
wonderful, and would be healing process to the
La Alma neighborhood would be so meaningful
to the community, and I would like to see an
acknowledgment of both the park’s rich history and
the important cultural events that occurred there.
A monument that recognizes historical events would
be amazing. The concept of the reflection pool,
to have water back in the park would be healing.
If the community could be park of the story, the
community would feel that and be amazing, and if
the community can feel part of this transformation,
it would be very powerful and meaningful. Yes, you
are having interviews and you have the Advisory
Community, but if the residents and community could
be more visible in this transformation, that would be
great - the community has something to contribute.
If the community can actively participate, then that
gives then ownership and they will become stewards
of these spaces, they become protective and take
care of these spaces.
Students should know they have a space there. The
park has been abandoned. When a park becomes
very manicured, it suddenly becomes - for people of
color - off limits. When historic and original elements
are removed, people of color interpret this gesture as
neglect, and that the city no longer cares anymore,
and that because people of color have moved in, their
parks and those spaces can be neglected. Curtis Park,
La Alma Park were abandoned and were covered with
graffiti - it’s very symbolic. It’s as if the City is saying
we don’t care about this park, you can have it.
Public art in this park should not be another abstract
sculpture that says nothing about the community, but
be comprised of art where the students can see their

own faces and their cultural heritage reflected in the
art.
•

The idea of linking Sunken Gardens to other parks
is a huge step forward and allows the people to
like they are not closed in and there are paths and
connections to other places and spaces in the city
and to other neighborhoods. Again, it would be great
to include the community in the planning, so they
know this is for them.

•

For many Lincoln/La Alma residents, it is frustrating
to see what is happening at La Alma - when they
constructed a skateboard ramp right in front of
the mural. This is a thoughtless gesture by the
city and sends a very clear message that these
spaces and this art is unimportant. When these
kinds of improvements are located directly in front
of elements that are intended to generate pride,
the community once again feels shuttered and
disengaged.

Interview #9: Architect, Local Business
Owner, Resident
•

I have lived and worked in Golden Triangle for over
10 years, and I rarely visit the park due to access:
you have to cross Speer, the sidewalks are narrow,
the traffic volumes and speeds are not conducive to
promoting access to this neighborhood park.

•

Our employees used to park on Elati Street because it
was free. Neighbors exercise their dogs in the park.

•

The lack of connectivity to the park resulted in
missed opportunities during prior planning efforts.

•

The historic pedestrian bridge should be resurrected.
Speer is the biggest challenge to access – its like
trying to cross Broadway twice – because you have
to cross both the northbound and southbound lanes
of Speer. The connection from the park to Cherry
Creek should be celebrated and is also a missed
opportunity, and reintroducing a waterway in the
same location as the Historic forest glen water
feature would both celebrate water and create a
connection between the park and Cherry Creek.
There are no other parks in Denver that front Cherry
Creek like this one does.

•

The park is more passive than active.

•

An ice-skating rink would be a great amenity.

•

The pavilion should be celebrated and enhanced in a
way that encourages use by West students.

•

The park could benefit from partnerships with
Denver Health and other organizations. Activation
of a park is important in ensuring a clean and safe
park. Partnerships are a critical component in master
planning or parks that embraces the park and the
spaces in the park and create a formal framework
for events so it’s not just a visual setting, but also
an active setting for programs. This increases the
likelihood that others will take ownership in the park
because they are involved in the actual programming
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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•

•

of the spaces.

•

The master plan should allow for flexibility and
adaptability. People’s needs change. A master plan is
a vision, and funding will determine implementation
piece by piece. You need quick victories that can be
done quickly, low cost and then big ideas – as Mayor
Speer said, “You give while you live.” Encourage
these partners to donate to these significant
opportunities – and things could happen quickly w/
out having to go back to a bond.

The park is used consistently for lunch time, students
use the basketball court. Other DPS schools such as
Compassion Road, GALS, DCIS use the spaces for
outdoor coordinated outdoor activities, as outdoor
classrooms, for school celebrations and festivals.

•

There are challenges in coordination between the
city and DPS. On our campus there are both Middle
School and High School programs, so access to and
utilization of the park is critical. At times, we have to
take kids to park because we don’t even have enough
space for our students. It’s very busy campus. We
understand that the park is not an expansion of
campus, and utilization of the park requires additional
hurdles, and it takes time to figure things out. Often
we don’t get the information we need to avoid
conflicts in use and this is discouraging, so we are
discouraged from being out there. The relationship
could be strengthened.

•

We have been requesting pedestrian safety and traffic
calming improvements for years. We need crosswalks
on Elati. It’s unsafe in its present configuration. There
is no ADA compliant access into the park from the
entrance to West Campus. The parking regulations
along Elati are inconsistent and not enforced. There
are employees from Golden Triangle who park along
Elati all day because it’s free and/or there is no
enforcement.

•

The park is very important to our school and we want
to maintain it as a beautiful place. There are safety
concerns associated with drug use and the homeless
which we need to take into account when we use the
park.

•

The students would love and benefit from additional
recreation programming. The kids take turns using
the half court. A full-size court or series of half courts
(basketball) would be great. Our gym is in use all
day, every day. Our volleyball teams practice in the
parking lot. If there was a safer, shaded dedicated
space for learning, we would use that. Kids seek out
the picnic tables. More shade would be great. More
seating would be great.

•

Off leash dog use does not complement what we use
the park for and there are issues and conflicts. The
park is like one big off leash dog park and this is a
problem for our sports groups. We worry about this.

•

Because of the role West played in the Blowouts,
we’d love to have an art installation commemorating
this event in the park.

•

There are old murals in West dating back to 1924.
West has a mural club. There is a huge need for us to
have color and public art to express our values and
our pride, and at the same time and educate others…
we need art for that purpose to. The kids love being
part of arts projects.

Increased housing density has not resulted in
increased pedestrian activity. “Speer should be
a zipper pulling the neighborhoods together,
not dividing the neighborhoods.” This park is an
opportunity for a more active uses and recreation.
It’s a wonderful, missed opportunity. This park,
Speer, and Cherry Creek should be uniting our
neighborhoods. But Speer and 8th Avenue are too
fast, too auto oriented. The city needs to figure out
how to get over them or around them to create a
seamless connection.

Interview #10: Director, Non-Profit
Business
•

•

Manager and Volunteer Coordinator for Maxfund
Animal Adoption Center, 2.5 blocks from Sunken
Gardens. Maxfund has 20 employees at the shelter
and 15 at the vet clinic. Pre-COVID they had about
100 dogs on average and 20-25 volunteers daily.
The park is used heavily by Maxfund volunteers who
use the park as a place to walk the dogs. Volunteers
walk dogs in 20-30 minute shifts from 6:15am to
6:00pm and use the park because of the shade. Also,
because of the unpredictable nature of shelter dogs,
they aren’t allowed to take them to a dog park – so
the park serves as a nice place for them to be able
to go. Most volunteers who walk the dogs are in their
20s, 30s, or 40s. Employees say they rarely use the
park – but think they should go over there for lunch
more often.

•

The park needs more places to sit other than the
grass for people taking lunch breaks from work

•

The park needs dog poop stations to dispose of waste
and creates a potential partnership opportunity with
Maxfund volunteers and local residents.

•

The trees and the shade they provide are critical
elements of the park.

•

The “sunken” aspect of the park makes the park
unique.

•

It would be nice to have more walking paths
especially in front of the West Campus.

Interview #11: Denver Public Schools –
West Campus
•

I am a school administrator in one of the schools
located on West Campus.
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Focus Groups

there are some landscape issues. When school teams
are doing work-outs in the park, there are divots and
holes in the turf. I love the mature trees. The turf/
grass is really nice, not super weedy.

West Campus Focus Group: Staff
November 6, 2020
Attendees:

•

WEST CAMPUS STAFF - James Hodges, Kristin Rose,
Leilani Johnson, Roberta Walter, Carlos Villagrana,
Natalin Diaz, Jaime Gomez, Dan Walter, Leon Garcia, Mia
Martinez Lopez.
PROJECT TEAM – Mark Tabor (DPR), Heather Noyes
(Studio CPG), Nora Neureiter (NHN Consulting)
What is your interaction with the park?
•

This is an important place. Is there a possibility that
the park could go back to the way it was?

•

Cheer squad used to use the park in the summer. I
live close by so I visit the park often especially during
COVID and to be outside with friends for a picnic. I
am curious about the future plans for the park.

•

I want the space to be the best for all of our West
Campus kids.

•

It’s really important for us as West Campus staff to
understand the plans for the park. There is lots of
gentrification occurring around here, and sometimes
long-time residents suddenly become outsiders. I
want to make sure that this park continues to be a
resource for the school. And, I want to hear about
the process, the ideas and the plans.

•

All of West uses the park and has opinions about how
to improve it.

•

I am the football coach and athletic director at the
West Campus. I’m am very invested in this. I grew
up here in the community. The Boys and Girls Club
and the community use the park. I am excited if
this is a community-based effort. I am worried
about bringing in a dog park or things that don’t
serve our community. I really want to make sure the
community has a voice in this process.

•

•

•

•

I represent Youth Support Services, and work with
youth league and football. I am here to make sure
our West Campus voices are heard. We definitely
need a seat at the table. I’m looking forward to the
ideas on the table.
I live across the street. I’m here because proper
planning is the only way to fight things like being at
the whim of big business. We are not planning well
now and we need to be better planners by working
together.
Sunken Gardens is a big open space with lots of room
to run around. It’s getting safer and cleaner. The City
pushed vagrancy issues from Cherry Creek, and so
some of the unhoused are now in the southern half of
the park, which is not usable, safe or clean.
•

I think the park is pretty and its relaxing but

I love the park. We go out and put cones where the
holes are and use it for West team practices. We
permit the park for soccer, football and little kid sport
practices. I used to call the southern end of the park
“The Dark Side” - its’ always been gloomy. I wish
there were more spaces with water fountains, I think
that the open lawn area is one spot that is appealing
to the community. Unfortunately, the “dark side”
is where the playground is. If you are there before
sunset, it’s a beautiful site to see views to downtown.

How do you use the park? If you don’t use the park,
why not?
•

South side of the park – the Dark Side

•

Our school cross-country runners are concerned
about the Dark Side - they fear getting harassed. It’s
a great park for sports, we cannot lose that attribute.
Please make the park safer for kids to go there by
themselves. As a coach and teacher, I feel like I have
to be there to make sure there are no safety issues. I
would like to see it cleaner and safer.

•

The Dark South Side: I don’t go that direction. Many
of the trees there have low limbs that make it hard
to see. If the trees were pruned then you could see
better, and would make that section more safe and
welcoming.

•

I love the park’s proximity to the school and take my
students outside. Everyone has trepidation about this
space, which requires intentional rebranding. I love
the park history.

•

Maybe if we had more park patrols the “Dark Side”
would be more inviting. I don’t go to the south side
of the park because I know how dangerous it is.

Dogs:
•

I notice that increasingly there are dogs everywhere.
Dogs off-leash need to be addressed. Our kids are
rolling around in dog poop, and that is not good.

•

The dog issue really worries me. A possible solution
is to utilize the angular portion at the northern tip
of the park. You don’t see people in that corner,
that area is underutilized. If people want a dog park
to keep dogs away, the angular corner could be an
option.

•

Dogs run into our practices, they are off-leash and
this is super scary to us. If dogs run up to our youth
and that kid makes a wrong move, it could be very
dangerous and harmful. This plan should include
options for controlling that.

•

We’ll be permitting the park in the spring for soccer.
If the kids get bit or hurt while in the park, it’ll
become a school issue.

•

One component that needs to be talked about is the
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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response time in getting the park rangers out to the
park. The last thing I want is a confrontation with an
entitled dog owner. The response time from rangers
needs to be addressed by the City. Possibly add or
increase the fines to minimize off-leash dogs. I do not
want anyone to have a bad interaction; an entitled
white person is not going to understand and I don’t
want this to happen.

Outdoor Classroom:
•

Sports Amenities:
•

Make the basketball court bigger, the kids love it.
Integrate public art with the courts.

•

The 1K loop idea is awesome, we could use it.
Thankfully nobody has tripped yet using the existing
walks.

•

The Cowboy Classic is a West-sponsored crosscountry event; a 3.1 mile race that uses the outer
perimeter of the park, the sidewalks, and the school
grounds. The event brings in a lot of schools from all
over Front Range. If we had something like the 1K
loop that was nicer than what we have now, it would
bring more participation. This event is profitable for
the school and this 1K loop would help us and make
this event even better.
West Cowboys Sports Teams: Football teams use the
field, and we want to play basketball in the park, but
need more courts. Our football teams play in spring
and fall so would be nice to have more playing fields.

Lights:
•

The park provides the community a space for athletic
opportunity. There are no lights in the park that
would encourage evening use. A lot of community
members jump the fence around the West Campus
fields. We should give the community what they want
– access to the outdoor at night, so that they don’t
come into our field.

An Outdoor classroom – such as a natural space that
fits in with outdoor surroundings and is more fitting
to a park theme.

What are your memories of the park?
•

I remember having community Easter Egg hunts. In
2010, there were still organizations that held Easter
Egg hunts.

•

There used to be a big BBQ for youth and the
community. It was associated with a clean-up day
and organizers had grills. I remember watching the
Boys Club practice sports.

•

•

In the summer kids walk over there to have lunch.

Flower Gardens:

•

We watch the sports practices in the evenings.

•

•

Greenlee Elementary School used to go over every
May to celebrate the school year, the kids had a great
time using the park and having fun.

Dog Park:

•

What are your hopes for what the park could become,
or the role the park could play in the daily lives of
students, West Campus and the community?

Public Art:
•

•

I’d like to see more public art, maybe even from
our United West campus, and maybe an outdoor
classroom.
More public art that is reflective of the history of the
community and student-contributed art.

•

For an outdoor classroom, we don’t need to have
tables. Steps make good outdoor classroom space.
The older random steps along Speer Blvd are
great and if they were bigger they would be great
classrooms.

•

Public art enlivens the community and makes a
space feel thoughtful and bright. The basketball
court has been painted before using urban art funds
secured by alumni. I remember as a kid seeing the
wall facing Speer and remember being able to see
black and orange student murals. Art would integrate
community and students more closely with the park.
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•

Flower Gardens! The park is called Sunken Gardens –
where are the gardens?

I’d like give dog owners somewhere to go, so I hope
we can find a way to meet that need.

Pavilion/Terrace:
•

An amphitheater would be great for performances
and we could have class on the steps. Theater and
public performance space would be wonderful.

•

It would be great to have a gathering place, a
pavilion.

West Campus Focus Group: Students

November 6, 2020

Attendees:
Ruby, Sonika, Angel, Jasmine, Mia Martinez-Lopez (West
Early Learning College Principal), Mark Tabor (DPR), Nora
Neureiter (NHN Consulting), Heather Noyes (Studio CPG)
How do you use the park?
•

Whenever I am there it is clean.

•

When I am there I feel comfortable.

•

There is a lot of litter, it is safe, but its not sanitary
and there is litter and needles.

•

It’s easy to get to, but when we go we have to cross
the street, we just walk across the street and don’t
use the crosswalk.
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•

It’s relaxing and I can easily hang out w/ my friends
and play volleyball.

•

I see litter and dead plants. It not good for the
environment.

•

Flower Gardens:
•

I’ve never seen a flower garden in a park, but it
would look really nice since there is so much open
space.

It’s pretty.

•

•

I haven’t been here at the school long enough and
haven’t had a chance to go to the park.

Some flowers please. We don’t have any color in the
park…it’s gone.

Playground:

•

I really like how the grass is green, but I have never
seen sprinklers in the park. And I don’t know if there
are sprinklers there…..sometimes the grass is really
dead.

•

I used to play soccer in the park because the West
High Football team was using the school’s turf field
and we had to play in the park.

•

The outdoor classroom would be great.

•

I really like the outdoor classroom, and it would be
good change for the science and art classes.

•

The outdoor gathering spaces could bring the
community together.

•

•

I go there to eat lunch sometimes.

Outdoor Classroom:

What are your memories of the park?
•

I have a photo of the park in winter that was hanging
in my grandmother’s house that I donated to the
school.

I would like the playground to be remodeled…its
really old.

Basketball Court:
•

The basketball court should be remodeled and
updated.

•

Remodel the basketball court for sure.

•

When I was little my family would go Sunken
Gardens to look for Easter eggs in the park.

•

I remember when we used to have fire drills at
school, we would go to Sunken Gardens. It was icy
and snowy and we had to get out of the school…..and
I made new friends by pushing other kids into the
snow.

Is the park used by West students at lunch time?

•

We school uses the park for evacuations,
celebrations, classes, events.

Dogs

•

We did community service for Earth Day by cleaning
up the park.

•

Only the upper classes get to use the park during the
lunchtime.

•

There should be more benches

•

The park does not have a dog park.

•

I have seen a lot of people with their dogs and we
should have a place where they can play with their
dogs. Like Barnum Park.

The basketball court gets used a lot.

What are your hopes for the park? What kinds of
improvements would you like to see?
Public Art:
•

There is a lot of public art in our neighborhood, and it
gives the neighborhood a pop.

•

I think art would make the park stand out more.

•

Public art especially during this time would be nice,
and it should relate to BLM and the pandemic –
current events.

•

The art should be reflective of what is going on now,
the pandemic, social situations, reminders on how to
be safe, wash your hands.

•

•

Paths and Other Park Elements:
•

We use the paths, and in some places you have to
use the sidewalk because there are no paths. It’s not
really a trail, it’s not a loop so you have to figure out
how to use the sidewalks to connect.

•

Some teachers ride their bikes to school. I’ve seen
other people use their bikes in the park.

•

South side of park: I have not hung out there in a
while. We are strictly in the bigger open space – the
lawn area.

Access:
•

When we go to the park we cross Elati Street and
that is the way we usually get to the park. And we
cross at 9th Avenue too.

•

As an administrator, I always have mini heart attacks
watching students dart across Elati Street.

There should be mini signs about masks, wash your
hands, to remind people on how to be safe.
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•

More safety measures should be installed because the
park is really close to a busy street, like Speer.

Safety:
•

Benches or gates to keep people safe inside the park.

•

We don’t want to close off the park, but we want it
safe.

•

What makes me feel safe in the park is the
environment and the community. Being around
people that don’t cause bad energy.

•

Sometimes you see people in the park and they are
not using it in the best way they can and they are
littering. I think that the park should be more taken
care of.

•

There should definitely be a hand sanitizer station.

•

There are a lot of homeless people there and its not
good for the community – there should be more
shelters.

Gathering Space:
•

My family uses the park and it’s a family group of 20
and 30….

•

It would be nice to have a grill at the park so you
don’t have to take your own grill. My uncles bring
their own grill, but there used to be a grill located
over by the steps.

•

Add more picnic tables so people don’t have to sit in
the grass - I don’t see many tables.

•

For an event space it would be nice to have
something like they do at La Alma - the dome. It is a
dome/shelter and you can sit in.

Play and Exercise:
•

Because the park is in front of the high school, new
improvements should not be focused on younger kids
– not everything needs to be so kid-ish.

•

Maybe things to climb on, swings, jump on, sit on.

•

Exercise Equipment: The weightlifting class could go
there and be in an outdoor environment to work out.

•

Pull up bars would be great

•

We don’t really use the playground when we are at
school, we use the steps area and the big open area
lawn area.

•

I know that definitely not just West uses Sunken
Gardens for sports. GALS uses the park too.
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Public Meeting Summary

What is the 5280 Trail?

Virtual Public Meeting 11/18/20.

This is a proposed on-street walking and biking loop trail
planned to pass through cultural and historic sites, parks
and interesting neighborhoods encircling Downtown. The
trail is planned to pass through Sunken Gardens from
9th Avenue on the west across Cherry Creek to Bannock
Street on the east.

Questions and Answers
Can bike use in the park be improved?
The Master Plan will provide recommendations for
improved multi-use pathways (which includes bikes)
through the park from adjacent designated onstreet bikeways to improved pathways along the park
perimeter that link major park entries. The Master Plan
will also prioritize the implementation of pedestrian
safety improvements at street crossings that provide
direct access to the park in coordination with other City
Agencies such as the Department of Transportation and
Infrastructure (DOTI).
How can the park be made to feel safer?
We’ve heard from park users about two main safety
concerns: the southeastern portion of the park with
more trees is shadier and visually enclosed, and the walk
along Speer Boulevard that is too close to fast moving
traffic. The Master Plan can prescribe measures to prune
vegetation and add lighting to enhance visual access and
security, and can also recommend greater separation and
screening between the walk and Speer Boulevard
Why does the tree canopy need to be renewed?
Some trees planted in the park over 100 years ago are
reaching the end of their lifespan or could succumb
to disease or become hazardous. The Master Plan
will recommend a selective and limited removal and
replanting strategy to retain the character and diversity
of the existing tree canopy amid new tree plantings.
How will historic resources be preserved?
The existing historic features in the park will be
preserved, maintained and restored as needed to
preserve the park’s historic integrity as documented in
the National Register of Historic Places. Any restoration
or replacement of historic features would be done
according to the US Department of the Interior’s
treatment standards. Historic features include the stairs
and foundation associated with the pavilion, the edge of
the reflection pool, sets of stairs leading from the walk
along Speer Boulevard to the open lawn, the swale in the
southern part of the park, the maintenance shed and the
sun shade located near the intersection of 8th and Speer
Boulevard.
What can be done to improve park walkways?
The Denver Parks and Recreation Department standard
for paved walkways is a concrete surface. The plan will
prescribe selective realignment of the park walks to
make them smoother, more interconnected, with direct
links between major park entries and amenities, and will
specify replacement of asphalt with concrete walks.

Will the introduction of a pollinator garden impact
the ecosystem?
Creating gardens that interact with wildlife is generally
an enhancement to the ecosystem. This assumes that
the selected plants are not noxious or invasive, and
wildlife associated with the selected plants are not
harmful or otherwise a danger to native species. The
plan will include recommendations that all plantings and
gardens be consistent with best management practices
as prescribed by our in-house Natural Resources staff and
local CSU Extension Service.
Can the park accommodate community events?
Sunken Gardens is a 9-acre neighborhood scale park
that currently has no dedicated parking or restrooms.
This implies that the park is less suitable for large events
while being more suitable for local family and smaller
community gatherings. Utilizing Elati Street (i.e. for a
potential farmers market) or “partner events” with the
West Campus and other neighborhood organizations
could be opportunities for events of an appropriate scale.
How can off leash dogs be managed?
By park regulation, all dogs must be on a leash in the
park. As more park users are bringing dogs to the
park, the planning team will explore opportunities to
incorporate a small, limited size off-leash enclosure in
this small park amid other improvement priorities.
Can the park include a restroom?
The park does not meet Denver Parks and Recreation
Department guidelines for adding a restroom because
of its smaller size and limited amenities that meet
the established restroom use threshold. The team
will continue to evaluate this guideline based on final
improvement recommendations for the Master Plan.
How would future Park improvements be
maintained?
One benefit of park improvements/ upgrades/
replacements is that new improvements require less
maintenance time than older – and more deficient
- facilities. Improvements that reduce maintenance
demands include walk replacements and irrigation system
upgrades. The Denver Parks and Recreation Department
has established system-wide maintenance standards that
all parks are committed to achieving.
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Advisory Committee Meeting #1,
July 9, 2020
Welcome and Team Introductions
The inaugural meeting of the Sunken Gardens Park
Master Plan Advisory Committee began at 5:30pm with
introductions of the project team in attendance: Mark
Tabor, Project Manager, Denver Parks and Recreation;
Heather Noyes, lead landscape architect, Studio CPG,
and; Nora Neureiter, public engagement and outreach
support, NHN Consulting.
Advisory Committee Roles/Responsibilities and
Member Introductions
Nora Neureiter shared the roles and responsibilities of
committee members (see Sunken Gardens Advisory
Committee Roles and Responsibilities). Committee
members introduced themselves and shared their
particular interest in the park.
Stephanie Syner, Denver Health: Denver Health
employees and patients have easy access to the park
and use it regularly. Denver Health wants to be a good
neighbor to the park and help address any misuse of the
park by hospital clientele struggling with drug addiction
and homelessness.
Dr. Ramon Del Castillo, Chicano Studies, MSU – Retired:
Preserving the history of the park and its social and
cultural role in the community should be a priority. The
park is integral to the history of west-side Chicano
activism, and continues to play a role in the lives of local,
Latinx families.
Mike Comenole, Atlantis Community: The Atlantis
Community is an independent living center for people
with disabilities. A safe and accessible local park is
important to our residents.
Lisa Shusko, La Alma/Lincoln Park Neighborhood
Association: As a local resident with young children, a
safe, enjoyable local park with areas and activities for all
users is very important for a thriving neighborhood.
Susan Aldretti, Councilwoman Debbie Ortega’s office
(At-large): Councilwoman Ortega is supportive of the
preservation of history and master planning for the future
of the Sunken Gardens Park. Looking forward to this
planning process.
Julius Flores, Boys and Girls Club: We are primarily
interested in a safe, green, enjoyable place for the
children we serve.
Jorge Figueroa, River Sisters: As a non-profit located
in the neighborhood and focused on conservation, river
issues and indigenous peoples, we want to support these
issues during the master planning of Sunken Gardens
Park.
First Mennonite Church, Pastor Claudia Aguilar:
First Mennonite Church is located on the park and is
concerned about some unhygienic uses of the park by
visitors. These issues need to be addressed, but not
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at the expense of access to the park by the unhoused
population.
Denver Housing Authority, Stella Madrid: DHA residents
live nearby and the park is critical to their outdoor
enjoyment of the City. Park history, particularly the
significance to the Chicano movement, is important to
capture and celebrate along with the park’s proximity
to the Cherry Creek-an important Denver waterway and
connection to First Nations.
Project and Phase 1 Assessments Overview
Heather Noyes of Studio CPG led a presentation on
the history and current conditions of the park and
surrounding neighborhoods. (See Advisory Committee
#1 Presentation).
Question/Answer Period
Q: Will murals be considered appropriate in the park?
Murals are a way to capture the art, language, history
and culture of the neighborhood and are a significant part
of the art culture in this part of town.
A: Art can absolutely play a significant role in the
improvement of the park.
Q: We need to be proactive in securing funding to
underwrite art installations in the park.
A: The City and County of Denver (CCD) has a cultural
arts program with an annual funding cycle that supports
a City mural program.
Q: How will La Alma/Lincoln Park’s stories and history,
and unique role in the Chicano movement be captured
and shared?
A: We are committed to gathering recommendations on
how best to capture and facilitate the sharing of these
stories and important history. For example, the project
team is currently filling out a timeline marking the
historical continuum of the park - we are looking for help
in reflecting local events and history on this timeline.
Comment: Capturing the oral history of the west side
neighborhood and the park is also important. Hopefully,
there is a way to make recordings and perhaps enlist
the help of the local Su Teatro to share the oral history.
Neighbors are worried that the stories of Denver’s west
side will disappear altogether.
Q: There are no bathrooms in the park. Many park
visitors, not just the homeless, use the park to relieve
themselves in the open. Will that problem be addressed
through this process?
A: DPR has policies on where restrooms are
recommended in parks based on size of the park, and
types and number of users. Sunken Gardens Park has
never had a restroom and would not presently fit criteria
to add one. However, this plan is an opportunity to revisit
special factors and restroom needs specific to this park,
and the planning team is listening.
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Homework Assignment:
A “Goals and Objectives” exercise to guide analysis for
an improved Sunken Gardens Park was assigned to
committee members with a due date of July 23, 2020.

Maintain and renew the tree canopy – to preserve the
existing character ensure healthy diversity of species and
sustainability.
Goal #2: Conserving and Enhancing Resources

Advisory Committee Meeting #2,
August 6, 2020

Develop guidelines to enhance park landscapes and
planting - to improve drainage, improve drought
resistance, add color and form, and encourage wildlife.

The second Advisory Committee meeting for the Sunken
Gardens Master Plan was dedicated to a discussion of
long-term Goals and Objectives for the Master Plan. Draft
Goals and Objectives were developed by the consultant
team and then reviewed and discussed by Committee
members. The goals were organized using the four
Guiding Principles contained in the City and County of
Denver’s “2019 Game Plan for a Healthy City”: Every
Drop, Every Person, Every Dollar, and Unique Denver.
The meeting began at 5:30pm via Zoom. Following
the meeting, the Goals and Objectives were revised to
reflect comments received from the Advisory Committee.
The following document includes the DRAFT Goals and
Objectives followed by comments shared by Advisory
Committee members. The revised Goals and Objectives
are not included here, but are contained in a separate
document dated 8/29/20.

Discussion:

Attendance:
Mercedez Lang – Mental Health Centers of Denver
Shaina Belton – Arts District on Santa Fe
Hadley Peterson – Arts District on Santa Fe
Lisa Shusko – La Alma/Lincoln Park Neighborhood
Assoc.
Ben Chavez – Office of Council District 3 (CW Jamie
Torres)
Susan Aldretti – Office of At-Large Councilwoman
Debbie Ortega Liz Zukowski – Office of Council District
10 (CM Chris Hinds)
Julius Flores – Boys and Girls Club
Jorge Figueroa – River Sisters
Claudia Aguilar – First Mennonite Church

•

When we talk about every drop, I like the idea of
canopy, but surprised not to hear anything about
water conservation. Turf is not part of the nature
ecosystem, from a sustainability perspective, having
preference for resilience plants. I’m not saying take
turf out. It doesn’t make sense to promote. As a
parent I love turf, but we need to find a balance.
Improving irrigation to make sure the system is top
notch and effective and ultimately focused on water
conservation. Drought resistant plants.
Rivers Sisters Park System as a Mayoral Initiative.
Sunken Gardens has been identified as a pearl within
that system of trails. SG has cultural significance…
might eventually be part of this larger system as a
pearl along the trail system.

•

Q: What does “adding form” mean? A: Well defined
ground plane, upper story of trees. Also, perennials
as a mid-level aspect of the landscape, which brings
more seasonal color with foliage and human scaled
form which could be appropriate in the park.
Form is not a word that is very self-explanatory.
When you see the word color you think of flowers,
I love the idea but not sure that word is clear, and
people readily understand the term “form”. I like the
term plant diversity better.

Every Person: Equity in distribution
of parks and park resources, and
programming.
Goals 3 – 10

Liz Orr – Historic Denver

Goal #3: Inclusivity

Mike Comenole – Atlantis Community

Create a safe, welcoming and accessible park experience
for all users - that celebrates and engages the diverse
community.

Joe Drexler – Golden Triangle Creative District RNO
Mark Tabor – Project Manager, Denver Parks and
Recreation
Heather Noyes – Studio CPG
Nora Neureiter – NHN Consulting

Goals Discussion

Every Drop: Resilient and Environmentally
Sustainable.
Goal #1: Tree Canopy

Goal #4: Inclusivity
Cultivate partnerships and engage new partners - that
expand park programming.
Goal #5: Health
Create new opportunities for improving mental and
physical health – with easily accessible, fitness - oriented
and therapeutic amenities.
Goal #6: Accessibility
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Make the park safe and accessible to all ages and abilities
– with universally - accessible ramps, new walks, lighting
and amenities.

•

Accessibility from the West Side. I think parking is
the main problem. As a church, we receive overflow
parking from the park. During First Friday’s this is
a big problem. The park and Santa Fe and West
High are sharing the parking. There is no real space
for parking. I see that our parking lot is full every
afternoon with people who use the park. When First
Friday’s collide with the use of park, and then people
block driveways.

•

I don’t see people driving to this park – do they
really drive? It doesn’t seem like a destination park
but more of a neighborhood park. Accessibility: I
cross at 9th and Delaware which is kind of a death
trap. There is no good way to feel safe crossing this
street. Visibility is bad. People are parking to go to
the church and the park. There could be a car coming
around the corner at this intersection which would
not be visible to a pedestrian. As a driver, if I see the
crosswalk lines, I know to slow down because there
are pedestrians around.

•

Is there a way we can monitor how people are
arriving to the park?

•

Parking and access issues as they relate to
programming. We need to be careful in the design
of the park and parking if we are going to introduce
new programming. Sloan’s Lake Park, is a large, busy
park with no parking. We need to be careful.

•

You could NOT make a festival work in this space…the
park is too compact. The Arts District is not seeking
to create festivals there. Maybe there is art in the
park, or something else for 20 people. The park does
not lend itself to large events…it’s too narrow and it
would be complicated.

•

I like what committee members are saying about
a serene park. I like that the park encompasses
different themes. It’s a Zen park and a water park
and art in the park. Sporting events can be held here
too. There is a nice compromise between the two.

•

Even when there are active uses, they are uses
that serve the neighborhood and we are not
looking at attracting a lot of people from outside
the neighborhood. Keep the focus on it being a
neighborhood park with neighborhood activities and
neighborhood uses. I love the Zen Park and would
like to see a new feature, like a rock garden.

Goal #7: Accessibility
Improve neighborhood access into the park – with trafficcontrolled street crossings, multimodal improvements
over Cherry Creek to Golden Triangle, and clear park
entry points.
Goal #8: Facilities and Programming
Provide an implementation framework for high-quality,
intergenerational and multi-cultural programming – to
increase health, build relationships, celebrate culture, and
engage the community.
Goal #9: Facilities and Programming
Provide for upgrading the picnic, playground area and
seating in the plan – to make the park more attractive
to children and better serve the neighborhood and local
residents.
Goal #10: Facilities and Programming:
Preserve both active and passive parts of the park to prevent programmed uses from conflicting with its
peaceful character.
Discussion:
•

Golden Triangle is on the other side of Speer Blvd,
and we have very little green space in the Golden
Triangle. Civic Center is not really a park for a variety
of reason. The notion of having a bridge across Speer
in conjunction with 5280 Trail would be beneficial to
us. Most of us understand that the Golden Triangle is
not very diverse. White, young, upper middle class
due to all the apartments. Having access by the
people in the Golden Triangle would help dispel the
sense of living on an island as the Golden Triangle is
in jeopardy of becoming. The goals wording is fine.

•

Lots of neighborhoods and homes west of the park,
and there is also Santa Fe. We need to think of
residents north and west of the park too.

•

When we talk about equity and inclusivity, it’s like
the word – celebrate – diversity. It’s better than the
word “Accept” diversity….and use that as a guiding
principal. I like the word of celebration when you talk
about inclusivity.

•

Expanding Programming. A lot of the people who
use the park all the time and love the park, one of
the things they love about it is how restful it is in
the middle of a city that is not very restful. There is
programming that can be restful and reinvigorating,
we don’t want this to be another festival park. We
don’t need to bring in a rock concert, or major events
programming that takes over the neighborhood
character of the park.

I spend a lot of time at the park. I see a lot of
folks who stop at this location because they work
downtown and they go to park to get workouts. Folks
out side of the neighborhood who are local employees
use the park. People jog in and use the park. There
are a lot of dogs. If the park gets better, it will attract
more people.

•

If we get a new playground, it will definitely attract
more people.

•
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Every Dollar: Manage resources to ensure
long term economic and operational
health of the parks system.
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Goal #11: Maintenance
Identify and strategize improvements that enable Park
Operations – to allow the park to be maintained to a high
standard.

brought to park. Like Lincoln La Alma Park, bring that
cultural energy to Sunken Gardens. Bring a visual
representation of history to the park that people can
actually see.
•

Chicano muralists are part of the historic heritage
of the nation and it is important Denver heritage
that should be preserved and talked about. Sunken
Gardens has been a crucible of sorts for Chicano
struggles.

•

We should think about how to display the narrative
of Chicano power in the park. If we were able to
use the garage/maintenance shed, it could be a
meeting room, or meeting center that would have an
explanation of the movement and its ties to the park.

•

There are a variety of different art mediums that
can be brought to the park. We are envisioning what
the future can be and bringing the history into that
future. There is a canvas that we can paint on.

•

In the last few years, we have had Calls for Artists
to engage in community art efforts. There are great
artists here (6th and Federal comes to mind as an
example).

Goal #13: History

•

Preserve the historic composition of the park – to honor
the original design of expansive open space and gardens
contrasting with a naturalized forest landscape.

There is also value in sharing the narrative
and explaining the history using words and
documentation.

•

The narrative history could be shared through
plaques. Dr. Del Castillo, can help guide that process.

•

The last River Sisters meeting was at Sunken
Gardens Park due the local history. The River Sisters
Advisory Committee gathered Latino leaders here
in a respectful way as a fitting place to convey
recommendations to the Mayor. I like the idea
of having space for people to meet, community
members to gather, a small space to congregate.

•

The La Alma Lincoln Park RNO meets at various
locations within the neighborhood depending on
availability, we would love to be able to meet in
Sunken Gardens Park.

•

The outreach we have been doing has been great…
the surveys, the interviews….great job.

Goal #12: Maintenance
Explore alternatives for lessening the impact of the
Maintenance Area – to evolve into a valuable space for
public use in a small park.
Discussion:
•

•

Q: Are the sidewalks and paths the responsibility of
the parks? Is that part of the long-term improvement
plan? And is the maintenance building historic? A:
The walks are all park maintained. Many of them are
in poor shape and not to ADA or park standards.
I’m excited about the potential of reuse of the
maintenance shed.

Unique Denver: Provide parks and
programming that reflect Denver’s
community and cultural identity.

Goal #14: History
Restore or reinterpret the historic features of the park –
to ensure that historic structural remnants are integrated
into future park improvements.
Goal #15: Cultural Heritage:
Identify opportunities to celebrate the cultural heritage of
surrounding neighborhoods by incorporating interpretive
presentations, art, and cultural events into the Master
Plan that reflect Denver’s cultural history including
Chicano, indigenous peoples and west-side community
history.
Goal #16: Cultural Heritage:
Build collaborations and partnerships with community
organizations - such as MSU Denver Chicana/o Studies,
Parks and Recreation and El Centro Su Teatro – to
document history by creating murals, and sponsoring
audio/visual productions and oral histories.

Advisory Committee Meeting #3,
September 3, 2020
Attendees:

Goals 13 – 16

Stella Madrid – Denver Housing Authority

•

Might there be a way to combine Goals 15 ad 16.
Does committing to capturing oral histories fit
within a park master plan? There might be way to
incorporate partnerships into Goal 15 and keeps the
focus on what you can actually do in a park.

Joseph Drexler – Golden Triangle Neighborhood

Oral history can be part of the park. Oral history and
park programming support one another and make
sure the narrative is brought to the park, especially
in conjunction with other art or murals that could be

Lisa Shusko – La Alma/Lincoln Park

•

Ramon Del Castillo – MSU/Retired Professor of Chicano
Studies
Liz Orr – Golden Triangle Neighborhood. Interest is
historic preservation
Liz Zukowski – Office of Council District 10 (CM Hinds)
Mia Martinez Lopez – West Early College
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Mike Comenole – Atlantis Community
Stephanie Syner – Denver Health
Mark Tabor – Denver Parks and Recreation

Park Features and Amenities:
•

The percentage of respondents with children was
really low. Wonder Academy daycare utilizes the
playground daily and they organize games. There
are kids and people from Denver Health sitting
on benches. Perhaps we need to explore more
improvements in the playground area. What spoke
to me was having ways to attract people to STAY and
REMAIN in the park.

•

Make a place for people to sit and incorporate art into
those new seating elements. For example, the big
cement blocks in Lincoln La Alma Park give people a
reason to stay rather than just pass through. There
are quotes on the stairs that make people pause.

Heather Noyes – Studio CPG
Nora Neureiter – NHN Consulting
Heather Noyes shared the site assessment with the
committee and Nora Neureiter reviewed the results of
Survey #1. Mark Tabor asked the committee to respond
to three discussion questions:
1.

What concepts/themes stood out among the results
of the public survey.

2.

What concepts/themes stood out in the site
assessment.

•

3.

Does the Committee have guidance to help the
planners focus the development of planning
alternatives for the park?

I like the idea of having a barrier along Speer; those
paths are used so much. Even raise the walk so it’s
separated from Speer Blvd.

•

Tennis wouldn’t benefit enough people in a small
park.

•

The basketball court gets used a lot and that is nice.

•

A dog park is not really something I would advocate
for.

•

Reintroducing a large body of water invites
mosquitoes and replaces coveted open lawn areas.

•

Getting a dog park in Council District 10 is a priority
but it should not be located in Sunken Gardens. The
Maxfund is nearby, walking dogs in a park is different
from having a dog park. Dog parks are more chaotic
than what this park is used for and what people seek
in this park.

•

How do Sunken Gardens and Lincoln La Alma Park
work together? They are relatively close. As we
look at how Westside neighborhoods can be served,
and how people use Lincoln La Alma versus Sunken
Gardens – it will become even more important
to make improvements that meet multiple needs
simultaneously.

A synopsis of the discussion is captured below.

Discussion of emerging concepts/themes/
opportunities/concerns:
Ecology and Sustainability:
•

•

•

The Stakeholder Interviews expressed a desire for
more color in the park, through different types of
plants and art.
There is an opportunity to achieve multiple goals
through the same improvement. There may be ways
of interpreting a historic feature, bringing back water,
or introducing color through a single, multi-tasking
improvement. There are many creative options to
meet these goals: for example, raising the edge of
pool to make a place where people could sit and
observe the center of the lawn is very exciting.
Different plantings and gardens in strategic locations
can be used to reinterpret historic features and at the
same time reduce the amount of irrigated bluegrass.

Character:
•

•

•

This is a big open space. We are losing fields and
open lawns in other parts of the City. I want to be
mindful of how the park is used and make it better
for those people who are currently using the park.
Sunken Gardens is a relatively small park; I don’t
support additions like tennis courts or a structured
large athletic facility because it takes away from
more flexible space and such features are utilized
only by small specialized groups of people. The space
now is not overly structured and programmed, and
that is a good thing.
Programmed activities need to be appropriate for a
neighborhood park. There are events that are right
for bigger parks. This is a neighborhood park and we
want to keep that character.
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Maintenance:
•

Trash is a problem in the park, it is better when
school is not in session.

•

We need to address how cultural, historical, and
physical improvements will be sustained and
maintained over time.

Safety:
•

Denver Health wants to make sure that the park
is safe - lighting is key to park safety. Some of the
spaces near the trees are is not safe for families.
Make sure that the space is open. Make sure that the
play areas are well lit.

•

There are families who do not use Sunken Gardens
Park because they think it’s’ not safe. The playground
at Lincoln La Alma Park is gated, which gives it a
sense of enclosure, and creates a sense that kids are

Appendix G: Public Engagement
in a safe place and always visible.
•

Interesting that only 11% of survey respondents
bring their kids there. This might mean there are
safety concerns. Are there opportunities to open up
certain areas of the park to encourage more use by
families? Getting across busy streets from Denver
Health and Golden Triangle are real challenges.

Access:
•

•

In the Golden Triangle, access to the park is the
#1 issue. There are a number of ways to improve
access. If the 5280 Loop moves forward, this will
be a regional amenity. The 5280 Loop may infringe
on the idea that this a neighborhood park. People
from all over the city may come through the park
and this shift in both usage and visibility should be
considered. There is an opportunity in the park to
bridge two very, very different neighborhoods and
cultures.
There needs to be more and better accessibility.
We need to address cracked pavements, and make
unsafe crossings safer.

to hear from society that is in turmoil? Somehow you
need to get West Campus’s voice integrated into the
process – to develop a strategy to incorporate that.
•

Do a comparative analysis. Make sure that we have
inclusion, that we can honestly say that the brown
people had a voice.

•

Several people requested that Survey #1 be
reopened, and the Planning Team discussed the
upcoming survey and potential for a West Campus
Focus Group.

•

DPS utilizes social media to reach family in multiple
ways, we need to make sure a survey is in a friendly
format, English and Spanish.

•

The team needs to provide DPS with exact dates for
the second survey. There is a lot going on at school
and if DPS is provided advanced notice regarding the
release date for the Second Survey, DPS can provide
advanced notification to students and families.

•

DPS has organized sports and clubs. Elementary ages
on up use the park for football or other games. DPS
has an opportunity to get a lot of information on who
is using the park.

•

Get the West students engaged. Since we are not
using scientific procedures, include a survey of their
perceptions in the report.

•

Please provide the advisory committee with an
update on the outreach to West at our next meeting.

•

DHA can provide the survey to families who utilize
the Webb clinic. We pushed Survey #1 out to
residents and youth at the employment academy. We
have networks that we can also use to broaden our
reach.

•

Please make sure that you include DPS in any
discussions regarding memorializing The Walkouts.
We usually celebrate the anniversary of the event in
the month of March.

Maintenance Building:
•

Q: Is the maintenance building a historic structure?
A: yes.

•

The building could be revitalized to celebrate
the historic role that the park has played along
with Lincoln La Alma Park in the Denver Chicano
movement.

Discussion of outreach and engagement:
•

•

At DPS, we were only recently able to get out
information regarding the survey to families. Perhaps
the demographic captured in the survey is not
reflective of the school demographic. There are use
and traffic patterns that cannot be captured now
post-COVID. Are there opportunities to include more
voices?
There is a demographic that is left out. This is
repeating history – this is a white people’s survey.
How do we get this park to represent people who
are living here or occupying the park? What about
gentrification? Is it taking place here? To maintain
the character of the neighborhood, are we hearing
from the people who used to live there or are we
hearing from the people who live there now? If one
of the goals is to maintain the cultural history, what
was revealing to me was that there are not a lot of
families or youth that responded. In our culture,
the park is always used - similar to La Raza Park. It
could be people don’t know about the park, or there
is no survey outreach, or there is gentrification. Let’s
look at what is happening in American Society now.
We have an opportunity to incorporate history. We
have an opportunity to play a fundamental role in
the healing, and in what is happening here and in the
nation. Be cognizant of the people who were here.
There is an interconnection between West Campus
and the Park. What can we do to be innovative, and

Advisory Committee Meeting #4,
October 1, 2020
Attendees:
Ben Chavez, Office of CW Jamie Torres – CD3
Joe Drexler, Golden Triangle
Audrey Henderson, Wonder Academy Preschool
(guest)
Mike Comenole, Atlantis Community Inc.
Stella Madrid, Denver Housing Authority
Liz Orr, Golden Triangle
Lisa Ward (on behalf of Stephanie Syner), Denver
Health
Liz Zukowski, Office of CM Chris Hinds – CD10
Lisa Shusko, La Alma/Lincoln Park
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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Susan Aldretti, Office of CW Debbie Ortega, At-Large

•

Concerned that a building where the pavilion is
would block a view to West High. Anything that sticks
up and obstructs the view of West High could be
troublesome.

•

We need to hear from West High staff and students
on the pavilion piece.

•

There is a large desire from a lot of people to bring
back historic pieces of the park as seen in the old
postcards and pictures. From the perspective of
West High, anything with height would not present a
conflict. Our community needs spaces to gather and
access to shade. The pavilion piece would be enjoyed.

Claudia Aguilar, First Mennonite Church
Mia Martinez Lopez, West Early College
Mercedez Lang, Mental Health Center of Denver
Julius Flores, Boys and Girls Club
Jackie Bouvier, Santa Fe Business Improvement
District
Hadley Peterson, Arts District on Santa Fe
Mark Tabor, Denver Parks and Recreation
Heather Noyes, Studio CPG
Billy Gregg, Studio CPG
Nora Neureiter, NHN Consulting
The planning team presented three park plan options
based on the themes of “Legacy”, “Health”, and
“Connection” (see Power Point presentation). Advisory
Committee Members were asked to highlight the park
plan elements that they believed to be the strongest
and most appropriate for the park, and those that they
believed to be the weakest and least viable for the park.

Presentation of Options. Discussion of
park elements:

Internal Paths and Trails:
•

The 1K trail element is enticing for the health and
well-being of the community as long as it is safe and
well designed.

•

Q: Will the 5280 Loop Trail interfere with some of the
elements depicted in the diagrams? A: It depends
on how we conceive of the Trail running through the
park.

•

Q: When is the 5280 Loop Trail going to be initiated?
A: It’s not funded yet. There are fundraising and
design concepts being developed.

•

Not in favor of a bike path running through the park.
It is disruptive. The 5280 Loop Trail is a connection
for people passing through the neighborhood, not
for people living in the neighborhood. Neighborhood
connections should be the priority.

•

5280 Loop Trail should be compatible with what is in
the park and the proposed circulation system of the
park.

•

The 5280 Loop Trail is meant to be a recreational
trail, not a commuter trail. The great part of the
5280 Loop Plan is that each specific neighborhood
can design their segment and make it fit their
neighborhood needs.

•

Would like to see a walkway from the West school
campus to the park. A constant concern for school
administrators is to make sure we have safe campus
entry points for our students. We are a Grade 6-12
school – we have 10, 11, and 12 year old children
on campus. West would appreciate safe entry for our
community into the park.

•

Safety and accessibility is critical to get into the park
and get around.

Playground:
•

The playground is a constant element in all three
options – the size/type varies between options.

•

Rethink the play area as an active and more
energetic and engaging facility. If we decided to
emphasize HEALTH, what would that mean for the
playground?

•

Wonder Academy Preschool kids use the natural
elements of the park far more than the actual
playground. Nature play, tree stumps, log balancing
would be welcome.

Accessibility/Connectivity:
•

Improving accessibility and connectivity to the park is
a priority.

•

We clearly need access improvements on all sides of
the park, from all directions.

•

From the Golden Triangle perspective we stress the
lack of safe access to the park. Excited about the
possibility of a bikeway and pedestrian bridge across
Speer and Cherry Creek.

•

Safety and accessibility are priorities for the Wonder
Academy Preschool (in Golden Triangle). Classes walk
to the park every day.

Culture and History:
•

Appreciate the idea of a heritage plaza. It responds
to the comments we have heard about celebrating
the Latino community and original peoples. The plaza
looks very inviting. Bright, inclusionary, and culturally
sensitive.

•

The cultural heritage concepts could work well with
the playground to teach young kids about their
heritage.

Architectural Elements:
•

Q: Are the historic elements of the park still
compatible with the health-oriented playground? A:
Yes, absolutely. The playground allows for a lot of
things to happen around the exterior of the existing
playground.
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•

It seems like the 9th Ave heritage plaza is a bit
tucked away.

•

What people want to see is how these various
park elements could be put together in different
combinations in a couple of different alternatives.

•

The park design needs to be culturally sensitive and
well-rounded.

•

Q: Will the community have a chance to chime in on
the alternatives? A: Yes, we will get these options
refined based on Advisory Committee feedback and
then get the range of ideas out to public in the form
of a survey.

•

Make sure we share the story of the river and
indigenous peoples that occupied the creek before us
all.

•

Establish a cultural identity for the park including
its political history – which is educational to the
people in the Golden Triangle. I hope the cultural and
political history is celebrated in the park.

•

It must be clear in the public survey that the park
elements and park options are like an “a la carte”
menu so the neighborhood can fully understand and
chime in.

•

I would like the maintenance shed to be seen as a
place where the cultural and political history of the
park can be celebrated.

Advisory Committee Meeting #5,
December 3, 2020

•

We want to preserve some of the legacy and also
cultural activities that have occurred here, but have it
work with health oriented improvements.

Attendees:
Ben Chavez, Office of CW Jamie Torres – CD3
Mike Comenole, Atlantis Community Inc.

Gathering Spaces:
•

Stella Madrid, Denver Housing Authority

Mental Health of Denver is interested in the health
of our community. Our community uses the park,
our patients use the park as a respite for mental and
physical health.

Liz Orr, Golden Triangle
Liz Zukowski, Office of CM Chris Hinds – CD10
Lisa Shusko, La Alma/Lincoln Park

•

Is there an opportunity for community gardens?
Growing hops to support local brewers?

Claudia Aguilar, First Mennonite Church

•

The West High campus appreciates the concepts
that support community health. The West High
community has 1,500 members who use and see
the park daily. The initial survey did not reflect these
voices. Our community definitely has a strong desire
for gathering spaces and enhancing the beauty and
color of the park. The large park spaces are used by
the students, and community groups use the large
outdoor spaces. Please include us in the next round.
A: Heather Noyes explained that a separate West
High focus group is being planned.

Mark Tabor, Denver Parks and Recreation

Viewing and understanding the 3 park options and
park elements:
•

In viewing the three options pick the best ideas and
then put them together seamlessly.

•

Q: Please clarify: we have an opportunity to blend
the best elements of all of these options….as long as
they fit within the conceptual designs? A: Yes.

•

Most people think that with alternatives/park plan
options that they have to pick either option A, B or
C. But, in this presentation, many pieces can work
together in the same plan. Viewers will need another
rendition on how these elements are organized in
the plan. A lot of these are the same elements and
could all be incorporated in the same plan. Is the
intent to prioritize elements in order to drive funding
decisions?

Mia Martinez Lopez, West Early College
Heather Noyes, Studio CPG
Nora Neureiter, NHN Consulting
Mark Tabor (DPR) opened the Advisory Committee
meeting at 5:30pm by giving an overview of outreach
and public engagement to-date and reviewed the “Basic
Changes for a Better Park”. Heather Noyes (Studio
CPG) reviewed the three Vision Plans for additional park
improvements beyond the “basic changes for a better
park”, as well as feedback from the November public
meeting and input from the focus groups with students
and faculty at the West Campus.
Feedback on Visions/Framework
•

The Legacy Vision rises to the top among the three
visions, it highlights what is important to preserve
and the cultural significance of the park. The 5280
trail is important to District 10.

•

The Legacy Vision is preferred but the Connection
Vision is also important because gathering spaces
and community connections are layered in along with
accessible pedestrian ramps and safe crossings so
people can enjoy the park equally.

•

The Legacy Vision features incorporate a bit of
everything. The Connection Vision addresses the
broader uses of the park.

Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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•

Legacy Vision is preferred! But, safety is one concern
I had not thought about until tonight’s discussion.
It is important to address dogs without leashes as
articulated by the students and faculty of West. Offleash dogs are overwhelming and very dangerous.
I have witnessed attacks, and older adults walking
dogs on a leash when an unruly, unleashed dog runs
up to them…it’s a health concern.

•

Definitely since COVID, everyone is going out with
their dog. I could not walk my dog in the Sunken
Gardens because of the off-leash dogs.

•

Legacy Vision is my favorite! As well as some of
the Connectivity Vision. That is where I have been
leaning, and that sentiment seems to be coming
through in the committee tonight.

•

I may be the outlier. The Health Vision speaks to
me personally. The 1K loop sounds appealing to me
and my neighbors. That is what we use the park for:
walking and exercise. The Legacy Vision connects me
to the City but that is not what I go to the park for.
Connections, yes, but that is an inherent component
to any park.

•

conflict among the things that people value the most.
Implementation is going to be interesting, how will
we/you pick and choose what to implement first so
that everyone gets something that they would like
to see in the park completed in a respectable time
frame.
•

Accessibility can help guide planning because
accessibility means there is access to all the features
such as nature or history and people would be going
there to learn. Accessibility spans all visions.

•

Are you saying the cheaper easy things will be first?
And the more expensive things like the Maintenance
Shed and other items will be within 10 years? This
approach and prioritization needs to be clear to the
general public in the Draft Plan.

Advisory Committee Meeting #6,
March 4, 2021
Attendees:
Mark Tabor, Denver Parks and Recreation
Heather Noyes, Studio CPG

Legacy Vision is preferred. But again, there are
Health Vision elements that I like the 1 K Loop and
connections to the community. I like the idea of
public art on 9th Avenue and the nature play area
next to playground. Those elements could easily be
incorporated into an overall Legacy Vision.

Nora Neureiter, NHN Consulting
Susan Aldretti
Claudia Aguilar
Liz Orr, Golden Triangle

•

The 1K Loop rose to the top with West campus staff
and with the public and should be a priority.

Lisa Shusko,

•

What is the right solution for the dog chaos? A
dog park is not a perfect solution for this location.
Would this neighborhood benefit more from better
enforcement?

Mike Comenole, Atlantis

•

A small off-leash dog park will not address why
people let their dogs off leash. A small dog park won’t
allow for running dogs and throwing balls. And, if dog
parks are heavily used, then they really start to smell
no matter what you do.

•

There are a lot of questions about what the 5280
trail, there is not a good understanding of the 5280
Trail. My concern is about how it is designed – it
shouldn’t create safety hazards between pedestrians
and bikes. The intersection of the 5280 Trail with the
park paths is a critical design consideration.

•

The importance of celebrating and elevating cultural
aspects of a future Sunken Gardens came through
clearly from the Advisory Committee. That emphasis
did not come through clearly to me in the Vision
Plans.

Mia M-L, West Campus
Liz Zukowski
Joe Drexler
Community Survey Input
Mark Tabor and Heather Noyes opened the final Advisory
Committee meeting at 5:30pm with an overview of
the second community survey and the final preferred
alternative for both the “Basic Improvements” to the park
and the three “Signature Improvements” (see meeting
presentation). The two community surveys, input from
the public meeting and the five Advisory Committee
meetings resulted in consensus regarding “Basic” and
“Signature” improvements originally presented in three
distinct park visions. There were many comments
regarding the dog park captured by the second
community survey.
Restrooms:
•

This is a well-used park and the nearby First
Mennonite Church is constantly used as an outdoor
restroom. There can be hundreds of people in the
park, especially on weekends and holidays. This park
needs a restroom.

•

The proposed programming of this park will result
in a need for a restroom - the Master Plan should
mention the need for a restroom.

Guidance on Decision Making:
•

As you get more feedback from Survey #2 this might
change, but if things stayed roughly where they are
now, the Legacy Vision plus several things in both
the Health and Connection Visions could become a
complete vision for the park. I have not seen a lot of
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•

The need for restrooms was reiterated by many
members of the Advisory Committee.

•

QU: Does the Community Cultural Center include
a bathroom? A: This is yet to be determined;
usually public restrooms are provided in parks that
have larger events. This park is not an immediate
candidate for the restroom.

•

Implementation:
•

Is there an implementation schedule? What can be
done in the 1st three years? We need some notion of
timing. What is going to get done before some of the
other things?

•

Concerned about relying on residents and
neighborhoods for further advocacy. People are busy
and we should acknowledge that.

•

The Denver Park Trust might be interested in helping
to finish one of the projects. Currently, there is
no dedicated funding for the 5280 Trail, and this
segment is part of the master plan.

•

QU: What is the timeline for having the PLAN
ready for distribution? A: One to two months
(approximately May 2021).

•

We must continue to communicate these plans to the
larger community. What are the next steps to inform
people about park improvement phases and moving
forward and what to expect?

Maintenance of the Park:
•

Upgrade the trash cans in the park, it would improve
the image of the park overnight. The steel drums are
ugly. This is a relatively small cost in the first phase
of improvements that would have a major impact.

•

Basic maintenance should be scheduled first: tree
trimming, sod replacement, playground rehabilitation.

Dog park could be smaller. The whole park is not very
big. We might not get so much dog-walking traffic
and people with dogs in that area if the dog park was
smaller.

Dog Park:
•

While many people expressed concern about off-leash
dogs in the park, a designated dog park does not
guarantee that off-leash dog owners will actually use
the dog park.

•

The dog park came up late in the park planning
process.

•

A historic city park isn’t the right place for a dog park
especially in a park this size.

Nature Play/Playground:

•

Does the dog park fall in the Phase I improvements?

•

Support the nature play area and new playground.

•

The size of the proposed dog park means that the
formal gardens are reduced in size. Enjoyment of a
formal garden isn’t compatible with a dog park. This
park and the flower gardens are for contemplation,
while others will be close by trying to tire out their
dogs.

•

The new playground shouldn’t be a cookie cutter
design but should be a very creative solution like
what’s happening in other parts of the country.

•

An upgraded playground would transform the image
of the entire park.

Fixing things that are in bad condition should be at
the top of the list. The dog park should go at the end
of the list.

•

The existing picnic areas look pathetic.

•

Love the nature play, looks state of the art!

•

Mixed feelings about the dog park: on the one hand it
doesn’t fit with a historic park, on the other hand offleash dogs have to have a place to go so people can
enjoy the rest of the park.

•

The playground and nature play could be very
transformative and should be high on the
implementation list.

•

Where the dog park is located in the plan is a good
spot. A dog park – a small dog park – might spill out
into the rest of the park anyways, but we are giving
dog owners a place to go.

•

The dog park should be shrunk and the gardens be
enlarged. In the surveys, the flower gardens were
consistently one of the highest rated items.

•

The City of Englewood has off-leash hours. Denver
should explore that. We need to get more creative
with our dog parks.

•

•

•

West Campus and the Park:
•

Appreciate the improved access from the front door
of West High to the park (crosswalks and ramps)

•

Like the fitness loop for our kids!

•

Excited about Community Culture Center, and how
West High can contribute or access the Center; this is
a great opportunity for the middle/high schools.

Fitness Loop:
•

The dog park helps with enforcement. Based on the
proposed location, it does fit within the historical
context of the park.

Paving and a loop around the park is very exciting
and much needed.

•

People care about distance so mile markers or
distance markers would be great

Put a dog park in Civic Center Park instead!

Park Programming:
Sunken Gardens Park Master Plan
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•

This is going to a cool gathering place for the
community.

•

Like the idea of movable furniture.

•

Sledding at Sunken Gardens: make sure you leave
room so that kids can still go sledding.

•

Would the Community Cultural Center have
volunteers?

Accessibility:
•

Appreciate the accessibility improvements, these are
very important to people with disabilities.

•

Accessibility includes access to restrooms.

•

Accessibility should be at the top of the list for nearterm improvements along with safe access to the
park.

Overall Comments:
•

I commend you all on a job well done; you were
able to capture everything! From accessibility to
celebrating history with the pool edge and cultural
center.

•

This is a huge undertaking. I am so excited the plans.
Great to see that our collective voice was heard and
my voice was heard. When will start to see some of
this happen?

•

The proposed master plan looks really nice, we got
everything.

•

I like the activation of both the south and north end
of the park and I think these uses fit together.

•

There were three different visions and you did a good
job in integrating proposed improvements into the
Master Plan.

•

I would love to help, if you need anything. I am
passionate and excited about this and I want to see
this implemented.
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Design & Permitting

$
Subtotal $

1,602,379
6,943,644

Appendix H: Cost Opinion

Opinion of Probable Costs
For Discussion Only
See Appendix H for more detail
Basic Improvements
Construction Survey
Access Improvements
Park Features
Landscape
Playground Upgrade
Coping at Pool Edge
Paving at Storage Yard
Access Ramp to Storage Yard
New Chain Link Fence at Storage Yd
Bridge at Historic Swale
Picnic Areas
Lighting
Dog Park
Irrigation
Benches
Mobilization
Contingency
Design & Permitting

Total Cost
$
22,500
252,000
$
$
440,300
$
172,000
$
400,000
$
100,000
$
29,700
$
12,000
$
11,250
$
20,000
$
84,000
$
120,000
$
350,000
$
1,701,000
$
20,400
$
672,327
$
933,788
$
1,602,379
Subtotal $
6,943,644

Signature Project: Nature Play & Historic Water
Course
Nature Play Elements
Cobble "No Flow" Channel
Landscape
Irrigation
Water Quality Add
Mobilization
Contingency
Design & Permitting
Subtotal

Total Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Signature Project: 9th Avenue Overlook &
Cultural Community Center
Overlook
Connection to 5280 Trail
Landscape
Community Cultural Center
Mobilization
Contingency
Design & Permitting
Subtotal

Total Cost
$
170,700
$
81,500
$
23,400
$
622,500
$
161,658
$
224,525
$
385,285
1,669,568
$

Signature Project: Pavilion Terrance & West High
School Campus Entrance
Access and Seating
Landscape
Site Features
Mobilization
Contingency
Design & Permitting
Subtotal

Total Cost
$
247,000
$
17,500
$
280,000
$
98,010
$
136,125
$
233,591
1,012,226
$

Total: Improvements and all Signature Projects $

Signature Project: Nature Play & Historic Water
Course
Nature Play Elements
Cobble "No Flow" Channel
Landscape
Irrigation
Water Quality Add
Mobilization
Contingency
Design & Permitting
Subtotal

Total Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Signature Project: 9th Avenue Overlook &
Cultural Community Center
Overlook
Connection to 5280 Trail
Landscape
Community Cultural Center
Mobilization
Contingency
Design & Permitting
Subtotal

Total Cost
$
170,700
$
81,500
$
23,400
$
622,500
$
161,658
$
224,525
$
385,285
1,669,568
$

Signature Project: Pavilion Terrance & West High
School Campus Entrance
Access and Seating
Landscape
Site Features
Mobilization
Contingency
Design & Permitting
Subtotal

Total Cost
$
247,000
$
17,500
$
280,000
$
98,010
$
136,125
$
233,591
1,012,226
$

Total: Improvements and all Signature Projects $

120,000
50,000
35,000
60,500
236,093
47,790
66,375
113,900
729,658

10,355,095

120,000
50,000
35,000
60,500
236,093
47,790
66,375
113,900
729,658

10,355,095
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Phase 1: Basic Improvements

Sunken Gardens: Ccsts
DRAFT ‐ FOR REVIEW ONLY

Basic Improvements
1

QTY

EA
EA
EA
EA
LS

LS

UNIT

$20
$20
$20
$20
$32
$100
$135
$90
$65
Subtotal

$12,000
$15,000
$12,000
$20,000
$100,000
Subtotal

$22,500
Subtotal

UNIT COST

$12,000
$17,500
$5,500
$6,000
$54,400
$44,500
$74,250
$115,650
$110,500
$440,300

$48,000
$60,000
$24,000
$20,000
$100,000
$252,000

$22,500
$22,500

For Discussion Only
TOTAL COST NOTES

4
4
2
1
1

SY
SY
SY
SY
SY
LF
LF
LF
LF

$20,000
$14,400
$10,200
$70,000
$40,000
$3,000
$14,400
$172,000

ITEM

Access Improvements (Cost Share: DOTI)
2 Curb Ramps: N/S Speer Blvd at Bannock Bridge
3 Curb Ramps: All (4) corners 8th/Delaware Intersection
4 Curb Ramps: Elati St Crosswalk at West High Secondary Entrance
5 West High Ped. Safety Main Entry: Pedestrian Table Crossing
6 Pedestrian Safety Bump‐Outs @ Elati St/Speer Blvd/11th Ave

600
875
275
300
1,700
445
550
1,285
1,700

$20,000
$1,200
$850
$70,000
$4
$2
$8
Subtotal

$400,000 New edge, surfacing, access ramps, (2) age appropriate structures
$400,000

Construction Survey

Removals
Fitness Trail Concrete Removal at Speer Blvd Walk
Primary Trail Asphalt Removal
Bikeway, Bannock to 8th Asphalt Removal
5280 Trail Segment Asphalt Removal
Soft Surface Fitness Loop
Bike Connection: Bannock to 8th Ave: 10' Wide Concrete
5280 Trail Segment: 12' Wide Concrete
Primary North/South Walk: 8' Wide Concrete
Secondary Trails: 6' Concrete

LS
EA
EA
LS
SF
SF
SF

$400,000
Subtotal

Playground
20 Playground Upgrade

1

Trails
7
A
B
C
D
8
9
10
11
12

1
12
12
1
10,000
1,500
1,800

LS

$100
$11
$12,000
$75
$20,000
$3,500
$1,700
$10,000
$15
$135,000
Subtotal

9/2/2021

Protect existing/compromised historic feature; includes structural investigation (similar to Cheesman Fountain), site prep, removals, etc
Improved Access for Maintenance Staff, Vehicles
Includes removals, earthwork, paving at curb ramp
New fence and gate
Extend/Improve Culvert Ends and integrate crossing with Bike Connection ‐ See Item #9
Installed; Mix of single and grouped/permitted sites
DPR standard on concrete pad
Medium Height Pedestrian Style Fixtures, Conduit. Excludes Service Upgrade (per Xcel)
Includes fence, amenities, surface mix, fill and drainage
Assume boring of HDPE mainline; anticipate Future Signature Projects; includes establishment of Water‐Wise Landscape

2" Caliper or 10' Height B/B
Overseed and Reduce Irrigation/Maintenance
Inside historic pool edge: remove existing sod, improve subgrade, soil prep, install new sod
DPR Annual Planting program in historic parks
DPR Ornamental Planting program in historic parks

Extensive: All Disturbed Areas for Irrigation Replacement

Crusher Fines: 6' wide or 2' shoulder at concrete walk
Coordinate with DOTI
Extends from Speer Blvd at the Bannock St Bridge through park to 9th Ave/Delaware St intersection
Follows historic alignment

Pedestrian Safety Improvements: Bannock St (Includes removals, earthwork, new paving)
Formalize bike connection from Speer Blvd at Bannock St through park to Delaware St
Pedestrian Safety Improvements connecting West High Athletic Fields/Secondary Entrance to park
Specialty Paving; Ramps; Crosswalks; (2) Street Trees/Irrigation; Planters; Drainage/Inlets in flow line
Specialty Paving; Ramps; Crosswalks; (4) Street Trees/Irrigation; Drainage/Inlets

Landscape
13 Tree Protection
14 Tree Removals
15 Tree Planting
16 Bluegrass Water‐Wise Landscape on Slopes
17 Restore Bluegrass Playing Field
18 Annual Planting in Formal Gardens: Bed Prep Only
19 Perennial Planting in Formal Gardens

1

LF
SF
EA
LF
LS
EA
EA
LS
SF
AC

$100,000
$29,700
$12,000
$11,250
$20,000
$84,000
$20,400
$120,000
$350,000
$1,701,000
$2,448,350

1,000
2,700
1
150
1
24
12
12
10,000
12.6

$3,735,150

$6,943,644

$672,327
$933,788
$5,341,265
$1,602,379

PROJECT SUBTOTAL: CONSTRUCTION

PROJECT SUBTOTAL w/ MOBILIZATION AND CONTINGENCY

Site Features
21 Parge Coat at Pool Edge
22 Concrete Paving Maintenance Shed: Storage Yard/ Storage Yard Access
23 New Access Ramp for Maintenance Vehicles
24 Chain Link Fencing at Storage Yard
25 Bridge at Historic Swale Location
26 Picnic Tables
27 Bench
28 Lighting ‐ Main Pedestrian Path
29 Dog Park
30 Irrigation

33 Design and Permitting 30%

Mobilization, Contingency and Design
31 Mobilization 18%
32 Contingency 25%

PROJECT TOTAL
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Signature Project: Nature Play & Historic Water Course, Dry Stream Bed Option

UNIT

UNIT COST

Includes connecting paths, safety surfacing, ramps
300 LF Modifications to Existing Swale/Channel Invert: removals, installation of cobble tied to culvert crossing and existing outlet box
Seeding, Perennials and Shrubs
Modifications to Basic Improvements

TOTAL COST NOTES

$120,000
$50,000
$35,000
$60,500
$265,500

QTY

Signature Project: Nature Play & Historic Water Course, Dry Stream Bed Option

ITEM
6
EA
$20,000
1
LS
$50,000
1
LS
$35,000
1.1
AC
$55,000
PROJECT SUBTOTAL: CONSTRUCTION
$47,790
$66,375
$379,665
$113,900

Site Features
1 Nature Play Elements
2 Cobble "No Flow" Channel
3 Landscape
4 Irrigation
Mobilization, Contingency and Design
5 Mobilization 18%
6 Contingency 25%
PROJECT SUBTOTAL w/ MOBILIZATION and CONTINGENCY
Design and Permitting 30%

$493,565

7

PROJECT TOTAL: DRY STREAM BED
QTY

UNIT

$20,000
$153,000
$12,000
$12,000
$35,000
$55,000
SUBTOTAL

UNIT COST

Includes connecting paths, safety surfacing, ramps
Modification of Existing Swale to provide Bio Retention per MHFCD Volume 3
Diverting base flow/first flush to swale
To accommodate storm volumes
Seeding, Perennials and Shrubs
Modifications to Basic Improvements

TOTAL COST NOTES

Signature Project: Nature Play & Historic Water Course, Functional Storm Water Quality Option

ITEM
EA
LS
LS
LS
LS
AC

$120,000
$153,000
$12,000
$12,000
$35,000
$60,500
$392,500

6
1
1
1
1
1.1

$70,650
$98,125
$561,275
$168,383

Site Features
1 Nature Play Elements
2 Rain Garden / PLD
3 Splitter Box: 8th Ave
4 Modify Outlet at northern end of swale
5 Landscape
6 Irrigation

Mobilization, Contingency and Design
7 Mobilization 18%
8 Contingency 25%
PROJECT SUBTOTAL w/ MOBILIZATION and CONTINGENCY
Design and Permitting 30%

$729,658

9

PROJECT TOTAL: WATER QUALITY

Note: Size splitter to divert stormwater volume to achieve specific landscape effect similar to original historic design by SR DeBoer (not to achieve engineered design requirements for water quality treatment in this sub‐basin).
See Water Quality Scorecard for Sunken Gardens Park, CCD Green Infrastructure Program
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Signature Project: 9th Avenue Overlook & Cultural Community Center
5280 Trail in 9th Avenue Right‐of‐Way
6 5280 Trail along 9th Avenue: 12' Wide ‐ Site Prep and Removals ‐ Curb/Gutter
7 5280 Trail along 9th Avenue: 12' Wide ‐ Site Prep and Removals ‐ Asphalt
8 5280 Trail along 9th Avenue: 12' Wide ‐ Grading
9 5280 Trail along 9th Avenue: 12' Wide ‐ New Curb/Gutter
10 5280 Trail along 9th Avenue: 12' Wide ‐ New Concrete Paving

Overlook Site Features
1 Overlook: Retaining Wall
2 Overlook: Concrete Paving
3 Railings with Interpretive Panels
4 Art Allowance including Interpretive Signage
5 Benches

ITEM

1
1
4
1

300
300
1
300
300

110
1600
110
1
6

QTY

LS
LS
LS
LS

LS
LS
EA
LS

LF
SY
LS
LF
LF

LF
SF
LF
LS
EA

UNIT

$5,000
$10,000
$850
$5,000
Subtotal

$20
$20
$20,000
$30
$135
Subtotal

$140
$11
$250
$100,000
$1,700
Subtotal

UNIT COST

$5,000 Existing Trees along 9th Ave ROW; Existing Trees at 5280 Entrance
$10,000
$3,400 2" Caliper
$5,000 Modifications to basic improvements system
$23,400

$6,000
$6,000
$20,000
$9,000
$40,500
$81,500

$15,400
$17,600
$27,500
$100,000
$10,200
$170,700

Remove Existing Curb/Gutter
Remove Existing Asphalt
Subgrade Prepation for New Paving at Grade Separation
New Curb/Gutter
Standard 5280 Trail Finish and Joint Design

Minor Fill and < 30" Retaining Wal
Specialy Paving at Overlook
Railing to match Pavilion/Dog Fence
Art Budget: Mural Walls, Interpretive Signage, etc.
DPR standard on concrete pad

$1,669,568

$161,658
$224,525
$1,284,283
$385,285

$898,100

$7,500
$600,000 Upgrades including MEP/infrastructure and exterior features (art wall/seat wall)
$5,000
$10,000 Movable Tables/Chairs to be stored in building after hours
$622,500

TOTAL COST NOTES

Landscape
11 Tree Protection
12 Restored Landscape
13 Street Trees at 9th Avenue
14 Irrigation

1
1
1
1

Signature Project: 9th Avenue Overlook & Cultural Community Center

Community Cultural Center
15 Site Preparation: Removal of Chain Link Fence/Gate; Patching Concrete
16 Maintenance Shed Renovation: Cultural Community Center Adaptive Reuse
17 Port‐o‐let Enclosure
18 Funiture Allowance

PROJECT SUBTOTAL w/ MOBILIZATION AND CONTINGENCY

PROJECT SUBTOTAL: CONSTRUCTION

$7,500
$600,000
$5,000
$10,000
Subtotal

Mobilization, Contingency and Design
31 Mobilization 18%
32 Contingency 25%
33 Design and Permitting 30%

PROJECT TOTAL
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Signature Project: Pavilion Terrace

ITEM
1,300
18
120

QTY

SF
LS

LF
LF
LF

UNIT

$30
$2,500
Subtotal

$175
$250
$125
Subtotal

UNIT COST

Access and Seating
1 Concrete Seat Steps
2 Accessible Railing at Accessible Seating
3 Handrails at Existing Historic Steps

500
1

Signature Project: Pavilion Terrance

Landscape
4 Specialty Planting
5 Irrigation

$65,000
$10,000
$10,000
Subtotal

TOTAL COST NOTES

$227,500 Theater‐style, above and below existing pavilion foundation
$4,500 At accessible seating area at back of walk, (2) 6'x6' areas, match detail of dog park fencing and 9th Ave Overlook railing
$15,000 DPR Standard Handrail for accessibility
$247,000
$15,000 Shrubs and perennials at planters
$2,500 Modifications to basic improvements system
$17,500

$260,000 Tensile Fabric; Cables, (5) Posts. Posted mounted on existing foundation walls of Pavilion per 2003 JF Sato structural report
$10,000 Includes consideration for after hours storage/security
$10,000 Outlets for events; Excludes service connection (per Xcel)
$280,000
$544,500

EA
LS
LS

PROJECT SUBTOTAL: CONSTRUCTION

$98,010
$136,125
$778,635
$233,591

4
1
1

Mobilization, Contingency and Design
31 Mobilization 18%
32 Contingency 25%
PROJECT SUBTOTAL w/ MOBILIZATION AND CONTINGENCY
33 Design and Permitting 30%

$1,012,226

Site Features
6 Shade Structure(s)
7 Movable Furniture
8 Electrical Service

PROJECT TOTAL
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